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I
PREFACE
This final program report on the development of a 100 Ampere-Hour Battery
Module for a large Manned Space Station fulfills a part of the requirements
listed in NASA/JSC Contract NAS 9-11074, Exhibit "A", Statement of Work, paragraph
5.0, Table I. Specifically this report covers the Entire Cell Development phase,
the Charge Controller and Test Equipment Design phase, the Computerized Data
Analysis/Reduction Program phase and the parametric cell characterization test
phase. The Design and Test phase of the Battery Module was reported separately
and was published in March 1973.
The author gratefully acknowledges the guidance, assistance, patience and
understanding of the Technical Monitor, Mr. J. Cioni, of NASA/JSC and Mr. F. E.
Ford of NASA/GSFC.
Gratitude is also hereby expressed to Messrs. E. Carr and W. Harsch of Eagle
Picher Industries for their cooperation.
II
NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of government-sponsored
work. Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), nor any person acting on be-
half of NASA:
(a) makes warranty of representation, expressed or
implied with respect to the accuracy, complete-
ness, or usefulness of the information contained
in this report, or that the use of any informa-
tion, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in
this report may not infringe privately owned
rights;
(b) assumes any liabilities with respect to the use
of, or for damages resulting from the use of any
information, apparatus, method or process dis-
closed in this report.
As used above, "person acting on behalf of NASA" includes any
employees or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor
to the extent that such contractor prepares, disseminates, or
provides access to any information pursuant to his employment
with such contractor.
GRUMMAN
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
It was the purpose of this program to develop a long-life, re-
liable and safe 100 ampere-hour sealed nickel-cadmium cell and battery module
with ancillary charge control and automated test equipment to fulfill the re-
quirements of a large Manned Orbital Space Station which uses Solar Arrays as
its prime source for 25 K.W. of electrical power.
A sealed 100 ampere-hour cell with long life potential and a replace-
able, space maintainable battery module has been developed for Manned Space Sta-
tion applications. The 100 ampere-hour cell has been characterized for initial
(early life) anticipated conditions. Long term life testing of these cells could
not be performed due to lack of program funds.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
2.1 100 Ampere-Hour Cell
A long life 100 ampere-hour cell was designed and developed. Three
design variations have been established and initial performance characteristics
under simulated conditions have been obtained. All initial life objectives were
met. Long term life performance testing has not been conducted due to lack of
funds for this effort. However, long term life performance capabilities were
given prime consideration in these designs and high reliability materials and
process controls were applied. These factors should result in long life cap-
abilities. Life cells are now being fabricated.
2.2 100 Ampere-Hour Battery Module
The problem of heat transfer from the cells to the station mounting rack
was carefully analyzed. An optimum design, using conventional cold rail-cooling
loop system was established. A four (4) cell module was developed and an engineer-
ing test module using active cells and built-in heaters was fabricated. Its pur-
pose was simulation of heat generation to evaluate and verify computed heat trans-
fer capabilities. It met all design objectives. All module design and test in-
formation was reported in an earlier document.
2.3 Charge Control Test Equipment
A reliable efficient and safe charge control technique was developed .
Nine (9) charge control test cyclers were designed and constructed for the para-
metric test program.
Five (5) other units are partially constructed and were scheduled for
the life performance test.
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The test equipment is partly automated for unattended operation. The charge
technique and test cycles were evaluated during the parametric cycling and met
all objectives.
2.4 Computer Programs
Cell performance model and data analysis/reduction problems were de-
veloped. These were tested and met all of their objectives.
3.0 PROGRAM SUMMARY
Cost effectiveness, without quality compromise, was exercised throughout
the program. With this consideration in mind, the manufacturer's established cell
design was carefully analyzed with respect to materials, components and processes
applied to achieve a long term reliable cell. From this review a baseline cell
design was evolved. Subsequently, variations of this design were evaluated and
major items are listed below:
* Opposite face terminal location.
* Large terminal design (0.5" diameter) with different ceramic purity and
surface finish.
* Polypropylene Separator Material
- WEX 1242 (washed)
- T21047 (washed)
- Hercules MF
- Combination of FT 2140 (washed) and woven polypropylene (washed)
* Stack compression.
* Electrolyte quantity.
* Sensing type auxiliary electrode
- Design
- Wrap
- Terminal insulated from container
* Thin electrode (.022" thickness).
* Application of semi-automatic plaque laying process on large size electrodes.
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* Optimization of plate characteristics through the Manufacturing Process
Variable Study (NAS 5-21159).
* Application of a low cost, highly reliable pressure sensitive switch..
These variables were selectively evaluated in three consecutive cell develop-
ment groups and in a parametric characterization group under anticipated space
station conditions. The cell development and characterization phases have been
successfully completed. The life test cell groups, consisting of a "preferred
design" with nylon separator and thin electrodes and two alternate designs with
polypropylene WEX 1242 (washed) separator and thin.and standard thickness elec-
trodes respectively, have been constructed. However, no life tests are scheduled
under this program since funds are not currently available.
Associated with along life capability 100 A.H. cell the following major
items were developed under this program:
* Flat lug type large size Butt-Seal Terminal.
* Non-destructive terminal braze uniformity examination technique-Radio-
graphic analysis.
* A more sensitive mass spectrometric leak inspection technique.
* Contamination-free electrolyte filling technique.
* An electrolyte quantity filling technique based. on the cell's free volume.
* A closely predictable precharge adjustment technique.
* A more uniform large size electrode from the "Dry Powder Process" as applied
from the Manufacturing Process Variable Study (NAS 5-21159).
Since the station will require a large number of cells (up to 672 are antici-
pated) a modularized concept must be applied for maintainability and logistic reasons.
Study determined that optimized conditions (maintenance/replacement costs, human
factors) will be achieved when each module contains four (4) cells. After a thorough
analysis of difference packaging factors and cooling concepts, a four cell battery
module was developed and designed to meet the thermal, mechanical, electrical and
handling requirements for this application. An engineering model was constructed,
tested and evaluated, and met all of its requirements. This information was pub-
lished last March in a report entitled, (Design & Test of a 100 Ampere-Hour Nickel
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Cadmium Battery Module). No final development module as previously scheduled,
was constructed for dynamic testing. This was caused by lack of funds and antic-
ipated lower dynamic levels, yet to be established, due to a change to the shuttle
vehicle.
The Grumman Segmented Source Power Regulator was used as a baseline charge
controller. The main control consists of three temperature compensated voltage
control levels, using four consecutive constant current (3 main and one trickle)
steps. The current stepping is triggered by the voltage limit achieved (main
control mode), or by a preset auxiliary electrode voltage level or pressure level
(backup control mode). Since these cells have yielded inconsistent auxiliary
electrode signals as a function of cell pressure it appears that a pressure signal
will result in a more reliable backup control.
A low cost, reliable, pressure switch was selected for this purpose. Auto-
mated test equipment was developed and designed capable of handling the high
currents with complete safety. Nine (9) independent charge control-cycles units
were constructed for the parametric tests and five (5) additional units are par-
tially completed for life cell testing. An independent over-under voltage detector
system was designed. It samples each cell's voltage at one (1) second intervals.
As an additional safety feature, the pressure gauge of each cell was modified to
terminate cycling in case a cell reaches +85 PSIG. This charge control-test equip-
ment was successfully evaluated during the parametric testing. A Hewlett-Packard
Model 2012B Digital Data Acquisition System with magnetic and paper tape readout
monitored all test data, except pressure. Computerized performance prediction
model and data reduction analysis programs were developed and tested. These
programs have performed well.
4.0 REQUIREMENTS, GROUND RULES & ASSUMPTIONS
The basic requirements for this program are those called out in paragraphs
1, 2 and 3 of the Statement of Work, Exhibit A of NASA/JSC Contract NAS 9-11074.
In addition certain ground rules, assumptions and estimates were used.
These are fully described in paragraph 4 of the "Design & Test of a 100 Ampere-
Hour Nickel Cadmium Battery Module Report", issued in March 1973.
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5.0 CELL DEVELOPMENT
5.1 Approach Philosophy
5.1.1 Phase I - Parametric Cell Design Selection Program at Cell Manufacturer
To achieve a cost effective program the following approach was taken.
A Baseline 100 ampere-hour cell design was established. Then a parametric selec-
tion test program was conducted at the cell manufacturer, whereby a limited number
of major design variables were evaluated and established on the first cell group.
The established parameters were then kept constant in the following cell group and
other parameters evaluated. In this fashion a total of three (3) consecutive cell
development groups were constructed and evaluated. With the completion of this phase,
the cell designs for performance characterization at Grumman were selected.
5.1.2 Phase II - Parametric Performance Characterization Test Program at Grumman
The chosen cell designs were characterized at Grumman in a partial fac-
torial parametric test program under anticipated Space Station conditions. These
early life performance characteristics were then used to establish a computerized
performance prediction model.
5.1.3 Phase III - Cycle Life Verification and Memory Investigation Testing
The last Phase of this program was to be conducted to obtain long term
performance data to determine life capabilities, performance characteristics
changes and "memory effect" and its prevention. This phase was to be conducted
in a partial factorial fashion under simulated space station orbital conditions.
Cells for this phase were not started due to lack of funds.
5.2 Cell Program Description
5.2.1 Phase I - Development Program at Cell Manufacturer
A few 100 ampere-hour sealed nickel-cadmium cells had been constructed
by a number of manufacturers at the start of this program. However, none had received'
extensive evaluation and characterization testing. The cell dimensions, however,
were pretty well established and differed little between manufacturers. One manu-
facturer (Gulton) had designed his cell with opposed end terminals, based on findings
of a NASA funded study under contract NAS 1-4289 and reported in Report No. CR 66300.
It was concluded that better voltage characteristics and reduced thermal gradients
were achieved in this fashion on large size cells. However, a weight and volume
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increase is essential for this design to provide two head spaces for leads and
terminals. All existing designs were carefully reviewed to establish the base-
line cell design for this program. Included in this design were all material
and process controls and experience from OAO and other Grumman programs to assure
reliable long life operation. Since the selected cell manufacturer (Eagle-Picher
Industries) conducted concurrently a "Cell Manufacturing Process Variable Study"
under Contract NAS 5-21159, a strong effort was made to include pertinent findings
into this program as they became available.
Figure 5.2-1 shows a step-by-step chart of the cell manufacturer's
parametric selection test program. The interphase sequences of the various phases
leading to the fabrication of the parametric cycle cells are depicted. The cell
development portion consisted of construction and evaluation of a total of 26 full
size 100 A. H. cells. These cells were constructed in 3 consecutive groups. Its
purpose was to evaluate a few variables at a time, select the variables yielding
best results, hold it constant for the next group and evaluate other variables.
5.2.1.1 CELL DESIGN DESCRIPTION
5.2.1.1.1 Group I Cells
This group consisted of a total of six (6) cells of three (3) different
designs. In addition, two pre-contract cells, constructed under an earlier
program, were included in the evaluation testing of these cells.
All cells, except those with opposed end terminals which are described
later, had overall dimensions of 7.30" (H) X 7.34" (w) X 1.46" (T) and outline
is shown on figure 5.2-2 (E.P. DWG. 005265). All cell cases and covers were
constructed using type 304 stainless steel. 0.031" material thickness stock was
used for the pre-contract cells, and 0.051" material thickness stock was used for
all the other cells. (The material thickness was increased at Grumman's request
based on a stress analysis study which had shown that fatigue can occur below the
design value of 100 PSIG if the cell is restrained on the broad faces only. Sub-
sequently, Grumman's cell packaging approach was modified to restrain all 6 cell
faces. Accordingly, later cells in this program (parametric and life cell groups)
returned to the .031" housing material thickness.). All cells had (2) ceramic-to-
metal hermetically sealed terminals. The overall terminal assembly is shown in
figure 5.2-3 (E.P. DWG. 85-40-138-5). The terminal stud was constructed of #270
cold drawn nickel stock with 0.500" diameter. The terminal was made by Ceramaseal
6
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using their standard manufacturing technique. 94% minimum purity alumina ceramic
material was used. The electrodes were separated with the standard maximum loft
non-woven nylon (pellon type P2505). The separator was washed twice in methanol,
followed by distilled water rinses in order to remove organic impurities prior
to use.
All cells, except the two pre-contract cells, contained a signal type
auxiliary electrode. This electrode consisted of a teflonated nickel strip of
10 cm2 area and was located along one edge of the cell pack. It was grounded
to the cell container and a small stainless steel bracket was welded to the
cover to form the electrode's terminal.
The electrolyte concentration was kept at specific gravity of 1.300.
The quantity used per cell was based on an electrolyte to cell core weight ratio
and was held at a value of 21% for these cells. The two pre-contract cells had
a 23% ratio.
Each cell, except the pre-contract cell S/N 13, was equipped with stain-
less steel compound pressure gauge with a pressure range (-30 inches of Hg to
+100 P.S.I.). The gauge was connected to a stainless steel "T". One end of
the "T" held a stainless shut-off valve, and the other end was mounted to the
cells' fill tube by means of a stainless "Swage-lok" fitting.
5.2.1.1.1.1 Baseline Design - Two (2) such cells were manufactured and assigned
S/N 14 and 15. They contained 17 positive and 18 negative electrodes of standard
.028" thickness. After completion of the group I tests, electrolyte quantity in
cell S/N 14 was reduced and the cell retested in the group I retest series.
5.2.1.1.1.2 Thin Electrode Design - Two (2) cells (S/N 16 & 17) were built with
20% thinner electrodes. This decrease allowed use of four (4) additional electrodes
per cell. There were then 19 positive and 20 negative plates. Again after com-
pletion of the group I tests the electrolyte quantity in cell S/N 17 was reduced
and the cell retested in the group I Retest series.
5.2.1.1.3 Opposed Terminal Design - The third design tried consisted of two (2)
cells (S/N 22 & 23) with the positive and negative terminals on opposite faces
of the cell.
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To accomplish this, a different plate design was used. The plate tabs used for
connection were fusion welded across the width of each plate at one end. These
tabs were then shaped together and fusion welded to the appropriate terminal
on each end of the cell. The dimensions of the cell are 9.00" (H) X 7.34" (w) x
1.46" (T), with an overall height to the ends of the terminals of 10.24". An X-ray
photograph showing front and side views can be seen in attached figure 5.2-4. Cell
S/N 23 also had its electrolyte quantity lowered after completion of the group I
tests to evaluate its effect during the group I retest series.
5.2.1.1.1.4 Precontract Design - Two (2) cells (S/N 1 and 13) were manufactured
prior to this contract. These are identical to the baseline designs with respect
to the number and thickness of the electrodes, separator material and overall
dimensions. This design differs from the baseline design in the negative to posi-
tive active material ratio (lower for these cells), electrolyte quantity (23%)
(higher), auxiliary electrode (not present), electrode tab design (narrower),
and cell container material thickness (.031"). No quality assurance cell speci-
fication provisions were applied.
5.2.1.1.2 Group II Cells
This group consisted of a total of six (6) cells. These were constructed after
electrical test and evaluation of the cells of Group I. All Group II cells had
the same signal type auxiliary electrode, container, cover, and terminals as
described above. The electrolyte quantity for all cells in this group was kept
at a 19% ratio (electrolyte weight to core weight).
5.2.1.1.2.1 Polypropylene WEX-1242(W) Design - Two (2) cells were built (S/N 24 &
25) with baseline type electrodes, but with non-woven polypropylene separator, type
WEX-1242 (after washing in identical fashion as the previous nylon separators to
remove organic impurities). Each cell had 17 positive and 18 negative electrodes.
5.2.1.1.2.2 Baseline and Shim Design - A design to evaluate cell compression
was tested. This consisted of two (2) cells (S/N 26 and 27) of the Baseline Design,
with increased internal cell pack compression. Two .030" stainless steel shims
were placed next to the inside flat faces of each cell to accomplish this.
5.2.1.1.2.3 Combination Polypropylene Design - Two (2) cells, (S/N 28 & 29) using
a combination of polypropylene separators were built. One layer of FT-2140 non-
woven polypropylene manufactured by Pellon Corporation, Lowell, Massachusetts
and one layer of woven polypropylene manufactured by Howard Textile Mills, Roslyn,
New York.
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5.2.1.1.3 Group III Cells
This group consisted of fourteen (14) cells of six (6) different designs. This
was the first group which applied the semi-automatic plaque laying technique
and the "Quality Assurance Specification for Use During Manufacture of Porous
Nickel Plaques". Both the semi-automatic plaque laying technique and the Q.A.
Spec. were developed under the M'anufacturing Process Variables Study", contract
NAS 5-21159. This factor plus two additional candidate polypropylene separator
materials and a tighter design using two additional electrodes were evaluated.
As a secondary goal, an auxiliary electrode wrap variation, to obtain a more re-
liable signal-pressure-full state of charge relationship was evaluated. Also a
design with an electrically isolated auxiliary electrode terminal to determine
possible signal masking due to commonality to a large housing was evaluated.
All cell hardware was identical to those of groups I and II. The
electrolyte quantity for all cell in this group was kept at a 19% electrolyte to
core weight ratio.
5.2.1.1.3.1 Thin Electrode, Standard Stack Design - Six cells (S/N 32-37)
were constructed with thin electrodes (19/20) and P2505 (washed) separator mater-
ial. Calls S/N 32 & 33 had a type I auxiliary electrode wrap. This wrap was
used on all previous cells and had the auxiliary electrode sandwiched in nylon
separatar on both large surfaces. Cells S/N 34-37 had the type II wrap, where
the nylon separator was removed from the surface facing the gas spacer. Cells
S/N 36 & 37 had an electrical isolated auxiliary electrode terminal.
5.2.1.1.3.2 Thin Electrode, Polypropylene Separator Type Hercules Microfiber
Design - Two cells (S/N 38 & 39) with thin electrodes and Hercules microfiber (MF)
polypropylene separator material were constructed. The Hercules microfiber
separator material had shown some successful results on a number of 6 A.H. cells
constructed by Eagle-Picher for NASA/GSFC for screening tests. This is the only
material evaluated where the washing process to remove organic impurities could not
be applied since it disentegrates during this process. It was, therefore, used in
the "as received" condition. Material was brittle due to its short fiber length
and was difficult to handle during plate wrapping and stack assembly. This handle-
ability problem becomes worse the larger the plate size. For this large plate it
was extremely difficult to determine that the material did not tear during assembly.
Both of these cells had the type II auxiliary electrode wrap.
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5.2.1.1.3.3 Thin Electrode, Tighter Design - Two cells (S/N 40 & 41) with thin
electrodes and nylon P2505 (washed) separator and two additional electrodes (one
positive and one negative) were constructed. These cells were identical in con-
struction to those in paragraph 5.2.1.3.1 except for the additional two electrodes.
Both cells had a type II auxiliary electrode wrap.
5.2.1.1.3.4 Thin Electrode, Polypropylene Type T21047 Design - Two cells (S/N 42 & 43)
with polypropylene separator type T21047 (washed) were constructed. This separator
is the U. S. made material from the Pellon Corp. and replaces the FT2140 material
which was discontinued and had been imported from Germany. These cells were in
all other respects identical in design to those in paragraph 5.2.1. except for
the type II auxiliary electrode wrap.
5.2.1.1.3.5 Baseline Electrode, Standard Stack Design - Two cells (S/N 44 & 45)
were constructed with baseline electrodes and nylon P2505 (washed) separator material.
Again the auxiliary electrode wrap type II was used in these cells.
5.2.1.2 TEST EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
5.2.1.2.1 Leak Test Equipaent - Each cell manufactured was tested for leak-
age prior to cell activation using a C.E.C. Model 24-120A Mass Spectrometer,
equipped with a vacuum jar and external probe detector. Figure 5.2-5 shows a
photograph of typical leak test setup for a cover prior to assembly to case
(extra cover is shown in front). The leak test setup for a completed cell is
shown in Appendix A.
5.2.1.2.2 Glove Box - A glove box, manufactured by Eagle-Picher, was used
for activation and cell handling after activation. It is a plexiglass structure
with a door at one end. The atmosphere is dry nitrogen. A circulating pump
continually cycles the atmosphere through a filter of lithium hydroxide. Figure
5.2-6 is a photograph of this glove box.
5.2.1.2.3 Activation Equipment - For cell activation, a fill tube assembly
was constructed. It consists of a flexible, hollow tube with a cell gauge con-
nection on one end and a KOH bottle screw cap on the other. To. activate a cell,
the cell is first evacuated and the shut-off valve closed. The fill tube assembly
is then attached to the shut-off valve by the cell gauge connector. The other end
of the assembly is attached to a polyethylene bottle containing a premeasured
amount of KOH. The bottle is inverted and the shut-off valve slowly opened. The
internal cell vacuum sucks the KOH from the bottle into the cell. Activation is
complete when the polyethylene bottle collapses on itself. Figure 5.2-7 shows a
typical set-up.
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5.2.1. 2.4 Cell Restraining Hardware - Each cell was individually restrained
on the broad faces during testing. The restraining fixture consisted of two "
aluminum plates 9.50" x 7.25" mounted to the broad face of the cell. The plates
were held together with a total of six (6) bolts along the two short edges. The
bolts were torqued to 6-8 inch pounds. The aluminum plates were insulated from
the cell by two (2) .060" mylar shims.
5.2.1.2.5 Thermocouple - Each cell was equipped with a thermocouple located
on one flat face of the cell. The thermocouple used was a copper-constantan type
and was electrically isolated from the cell by teflon tape.
5.2.1.2.6 Temperature chamber - Cell testing was done at 000C and +200C. To
maintain these ambient temperatures, the cells were tested in a Messimer temper-
ature chamber.
5.2.1.2.7 Electrical Circuitry - The cells tested were connected in series
through a series-parallel relay. Each cell could be removed from the circuit
without disturbing the rest of the cells in the series string. Each cell had
voltage taps that were connected to the cell terminals and fed directly to the
recorder. The thermocouples from each cell were connected to a cold junction
and then back to the recorder. The thermocouples from each cell were connected
to a cold junction and then back to the recorder. Figure 5.2-8 is a schematic of
the cell control panel.
5.2.1.2.8 Data Acquisition System - All test data were recorded using an NLS,
Model 2461 Data Acquisition System. Th±s system has a Model 4409 DVM display,
a Model 155 printer and a Model 265B paper tape punch. All three (3) readouts
were used. Cell voltage readings were taken directly off the data systems cross
bar scanner. Cell temperature readings were taken after a 1000 x amplification
through the data system Model 144 amplifier. Figure 5.2-9 shows a photograph of
the data acquisition system.
5.2.1.3 TEST DESCRIPTION
5.2.1.3.1 Physical Tests
5.2.1.3.1.1 Leak Check - Each cell in Group I received the standard sealed cell
mass spectrometer leak test after activation. Group II cells were checked before
filling. The latter group, and later cells, used the procedure of EP-MP-152,
dated 12 March 1971, a copy of which is attached as Appendix B. This technique,
unique for sealed aerospace cells, calls for pressurizing the cell with helium
before filling. Past experience in seal integrity testing has demonstrated that
presence of moisture (EDH, H20
, oils, etc) can, and usually does, occlude fine leak
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paths (i.e.: openings capable of passing helium at 1.0 atmosphere differential
pressure at a rate < 1.0 x 10 std cc/sec.). Furthermore, the usual cleaning
methods do not prevent this, yielding doubtful random results.
5.2.1.3.1.2 Radiographic Examination - Each cell was subjected to radiographic
(X-ray) examination before and after covers were welded in place. This procedure,
performed in accordance with EP-ET-QC-8, 2 March 1971 (attached as Appendix C),
was used to detect presence of foreign particles, and assess proper location of
cell components. The radiographs of Group I cells were poor in quality due to
lack of experience with the technique. A typical radiograph picture of a Group III
cell is shown on figure 5.2-10.
5.2.1.3.1.3 Separator Analysis - Separator material was inspected and analyzed
in accordance with EP-MS-118, attached as Appendix D, to assure compliance with
acceptance criteria.
5.2.1.3.1.4 Electrolyte Testing and Analysis - Electrolyte used in these cells
was subjected to chemical analysis for acceptance in accordance with EP-MS-36,
6 February 1964 (Appendix E). Thereafter, the following tests and analyses were
performed before the electrolyte was used in the cells:
Test Document Appendix F
Para.
Nitrate EP-MP-151(3/15/71) 3.1.1, 4.1.1
Silica (Dist. H20) " 3.1.2, 4.1.2
Solids " " " 41.12
Conductivity : ",4.1.2
Alkalinity, Carbonate " 4.2
Bottled Tests " 4.3
Spectral Analysis t  4.4
5.2.1.3.2 Electrical Tests
5.2.1.3.2.1 Activation and Conditioning - Activation and conditioning procedures
and tests used for Groups I and II are shown in EP-MP-146, Appendix G attached.
5.2.1.3.2.2 Cell Development Tests - The development tests were conducted in
accordance with EP-DVTP-153-2, March 1971, attached as Appendix H. These tests
were run after successful completion of the activation and conditioning pro-
cedures.
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5.2.1.3.2.3 Group I Retest - Four (4) cells from Group I were selected for
retest during the tests of Group II. It was decided to remove electrolyte from
three (3) cells and add electrolyte to one cell before the retest.
To remove electrolyte from the three (3) cells (S/N 1, 14, 17), the cells were
fully charged and allowed to stand on open circuit. After internal pressure
decayed, a hole was punched in the cover next to the cover weld. A syringe needle
was fitted into this hole and potted in place. The cell was then accelerated at
10 g's with the cover facing out. The electrolyte removed was collected for analysis.
After this procedure was completed, the needle was removed and the hole rewelded.
5.2.1.3.2.4 Electrode Capacity Test (Ratio Tests) - Four cells were selected
from Group I and II cells to conduct the destructive cell ratio tests. These
tests were conducted in accordance with EP-QC-686, dated May 1971 as modified
per GAC AVO D559-1-23 shown as attached Appendix I.
5.2.1.4 TEST DATA SUMMARY
5.2.1.4.1 Physical Data
5.2.1.4.1.1 Separator Analysis - The organic and inorganic separator analysis
data for most separators used in cell development groups I - III is shown in at-
tached Table 5.2-1. Each separator material was analyzed twice. The first anal-
ysis was conducted on the material in the "as received" condition. The second
was made after the "methanol-distilled water" wash. The organic residue content
shows a substantial decrease for the pellon type 2505 material due to the wash-
ing process (from 0.418% to 0.026%). A slight decrease was observed for the
FT2140 material (from 0.012 to trace) when the same washing procedure was applied.
No significant changes were observed for the other polypropylene materials since
the original analysis indicated trace quantities in the "as received" condition.
In most instances, a reduction of inorganic content was observed after washing.
5.2.1.4.1.2 Electrode Weight and Thickness Distribution Data
5.2.1.4.1.2.1 Positive Electrode Weight Distribution - Positive electrode weight
distribution for group II is shown in Figure 5.2.11. The total plate weight ranged
from 58 to 66 grams. A weight telerance spread of +6.3%from the average of 64
grams can be observed.
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TALE O. 5.2
SEPARATOR AMALYSIS tATA
Item Separator EP oInt Seller's Condition Organic Inorganic Content Remarks
No. Material Number lot No. Content Spectrographic Analysis (PI )- Atomic Absorp. (FPI)
Description % Renidue Cd B Mg Si Fe Cu Ag Ca Ti Zn Zn Ni
1 Pellon 2505 4 As received 0.418 - 10 3 50 3 1 2 30 500 1000 40.0 0.06 Ci-trcc
JA Pellon 2505 4 Washed in methanol 0.06 - - 3 20 3 3 5 10 200 - 2.10 0.05 C1-srce
3 Polypro. FT-2140 1 As received 0.012 - - 1 50 - - 1 10 - 0.16 0.05
4 Polypro. FT-2140 1 Washed in methanol- trace - - 3 100 3 1 2 50 100 - 0.10 0.05
5 Polypro. WEX 1242 1 As received trace - - .5 20 - .5 1 2 1 0.18 0.11
6 Polypro. WEX 1242 1 Washed in methanol trace - - 5 - - - .5 - - 0.13 0.07
7 Poiypro. woven i As received trace - - 1 20 - .5 2 30 500 - 0.10 0.20
NOTES:
i. Except where noted above no chlorine could be detected
2. I03 ion not detected in any of the extracts
3. SiO2 not detected in any of the extracts
4. C03 ion not detected in anj of the extracts.
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Positive electrode weight distribution for Group III is shown below:
TABLE 5.2 -:2
No. of Weight in Grams
Electrode Type Samples Average Range
Thin 195 57.0 55-60
Baseline 41 68.8 65-72
A weight tolerance spread of +5.3%, -3.5% from the average weight for the
thin electrodes and +4.7%, -5.5% for the baseline electrodes can be noted.
Thus, a 19% spread tolerance reduction was achieved when the baseline elec-
trodes from Group III are compared with those of Group II.
5.2.1.4.1.2.2 Negative Electrode Weight Distribution
Negative electrode weight distribution for Group II is shown in Figure
5.2-12. A total plate weight range of 65 to 77 grams can be noted. This
results in +8.4% weight tolerance from an average of 71 grams.
Negative electrode weight distribution for Group III is shown below.
TABLE 5.2 - 3
No. of Weight in Grams
Electrode Type Samples Average Range
Thin 203 64.4 59-69
Baseline 40 78.8 75-81
A weight tolerance spread of +7.1%, -8.4% from the average weight for the
thin electrodes and +2.8, -4.8% for the baseline electrodes are observed.
A 55% spread tolerance decrease on the baseline electrodes between Groups
III and II is shown.
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5.2.1.4.2.3 Weight Distribution Comments
A comparison between positive and negative electrode weight tolerances
shows that consistently closer weight control was achieved on the positive
electrodes.
Lower observed weight tolerances for the Group III electrodes were
achieved by application of the semi-automated plague laying process.
5.2.1.4.1.3 Electrode Thickness Distribution
Electrode thickness distribution for development Group II cells are shown
in Figure 5.2-13. It was obtained by measuring the thickness of each elec-
trode at each of the four corners, computing an average value therefrom.
Positive electrodes range from 0.024" to 0.028", resulting in an average value
of 0.26" +.002". Negative electrode thickness ranged from 0.024 to 0.029",
resulting in an average value 0.0265" + .0025".
The Group III cell electrode thickness distribution is shown below:
TABLE 5.2 - 4
No. of Thickness in inches x10 3
Electrode Type Samples Average Range
Thin Positive 199 21.2 20.3-22.2
Baseline Positive 36 26.5 25.9-27.5
Thin Negative 204 23.5 21.8-25.0
Baseline Negative 38 31.0 29.0-32.5
5.2.1.4.1.3.1 Thickness Distribution Comments
Again a comparison between positive and negative electrodes shows that
closer thickness control was achieved on the positive electrodes. Also the
Group III cell electrodes showed closer thickness tolerances than the Group
II cell electrodes.
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5.2 .. 4.1..4 lectrolyte Analysis Data
The electrolyte used for each cell had successfully passed the analysis
requirements specified in EP document no. EP-MS-36 (Appendix E).
A sample of electrolyte from pre-contract cell, S/N 1, removed during
electrolyte adjustment, was analyzed for potassium hydroxide and potassium
carbonate content using the double titration method. (The electrolyte was
removed with the cell fully charged). The following results were obtained:
o Total K 2CO- K CO
-Description Alkalinity % KOH % 2C03  (g/lt.) (g/cell)(*)
Electrolyte
Prior to filling 30.33 30.29 0.04 0.4 0.2
Electrolyte
Removed from cell 28.08 18.61 9.47 102.8 42.2
Electrolyte change -2.25 -11.68 -+9.43 +102.4 +42.0
NOTES: (*) dissolved in the electrolyte solution only
5.2.1.4.2 Electrical Data
5.2.1.4.2.1 Development Group I
5.2.1.4.2.1.1 Capacity
Capacity data for Group I tests, conducted at both +200C and 0oC, are
shown in attached Tables 5.2-5 and 5.2-6.
5.2.1.4.2.1.2 Pressure
Pressure Maximum cell pressures during charge, and at end of discharge, are
shown in attached Tables 5.2-7 through 5.2-10.
5.2.1.4.2.1.3 Cell Discharge Voltage
The cell's voltages after 75 AH discharge at 200 C are shown in Table 5.2-11.
Voltages after 50 AH and 75 AH discharge at 0 C are shown in Tables 5.2-12 and
5.2-13.
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S TABLE 5.2-
+2000C TEST - DEVELOIPMENT GROUP I
CAPACITY TO 1.0 VOLT
Test Condition No. (* 1 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 7Design CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAACIT CAACITY 100 AP 60 AP 15 AMP ATE AFTER 3 ORB.
Description S/N CYCLE, CYCLE #1 CYCLE 2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE OVERCHARGE CYCLES
1 116.7 115.9 112.5 109.6 105.1 106.3 106.6 122.5 113.3
Precontract Cells 13 116.7 117-5 112.5 107.8 103.3 104.9 103.3 117.5 105.7
AV 116.7 116.7 112.5 108.7 104.2 105.6 103.5 120.0 109.5
Baseline Design 14 101.2 97.4 97.6 95.0 93.4 93.5 98.4 99.1 92.51 101.6 97.4 97.6 95.0 93.4 93.5 99.1 99-3 92.9AV 101.4 97.4 97.6 95.0 93.4 93.5 98.8 99.2 92.7
Thin Plate 16 115.9 116.3 113.8 112.9 108.3 110.1 115.0 115.4 110.017 114.1 113.2 112.1 112.1 105.0 107.1 113.0 112.9 107.8
AV 115.0 114.8 113.0 112.5 106.7 108.6 114.0 114.2 108.9
Opposed Terminals 22 106.7 104.1 97.5 94.1 85.9 92.8 97.5 97.4 95.423 106.7 104.1 98.0 94.1 85.9 91.1 95.9 97.4 94.0
AV 106.7 104.1 97.8 94.1 85.9 92.0 96.7 97.4 94.7
Discharge Current 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0Amp.
Charge Current 10.o 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 60.0 15.0 30.0 37.4Amp. 
+30.0 +10.0
NOTES: * As defined in the DVTP-153-1 test plan, Table I.
TABLE 5.24
oOc TEST - DEVELOPM GROUP I
CAPACITY TO 1.0 VdLT
Test Condition No. (*) 8 9 9 9 10 11 12 13 14
Design CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 P 60 AmP 15 AMP AER AFTER 3 ORB.]B8c"iption SN CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE # CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE OVERCHARGE CYCLES
Precontract Cell 13 93.4 87.4 87.5 83.4 88.3 81
Baseline Design 14 90.8 90.8 88.7 91.7 91.7 89.7 go.o 97.9 9112 9. 90.8 88.7 90.0 91.7 22- 22- 2 92
AV 90.8 90.8 88.7 91.7 91.7 89.9 90.3 97.6 91.5Thin Plate Cells 16 101.6 100.0 100.8 101.3 97.1 101.2 102.5 113.3 1057 96.4 96.6 100.4 96.4 99.1 101.3 110.0o 103.3
( AV 101.6 98.2 98.7 100.9 96.8 100.2 101.9 111.7 104.2Opposed Terminals 22 88.0 87.1 82.6 90.0 70.8 84.2 79.6 77.5 7523 89.3 88.7 20.2 2 2 90.2 83.4 90.8 87.5AV 89.4 88.7 85.7 90.5 80.9 87.6 81.5 84.2 81.3
Discharge Current q 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 l00.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0A m p . C00 ..
Charge Current 130.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 60.0 15.0 30.0 37.4+30.0 
+5.0
NOTES: * As defined in the DVTP 153-1 test plan, Table 1.
MAXIMU4 PRESSURE ON CHARGE (PSIG) 200C TEST
DEVEIOPMENI GROUP I
CELL CONDITIONIG CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY i00 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITALNO. CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
1 52 16 12 13 12 11 27 86
14 
-2 12 28 33 22 14 85 78 4515 
-4 lo 26 33 22 14 77 . 70 39
16 -11 6 15 16 7 9 47 43 1417 -6 4 25 30 18 12 79 75 36
22 
-1 0 12 18 18 14 38 30 15
23 
-4 1 13 20' 18 10 43 35 22
TAME 5.2-8
PRESSURE AT END OF DISCHARGE (PSIG) 2000C TEST
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
qELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 60AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 DRBITALCYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CH&RGE CHARGE CYCLES
1 26 6 5 5 5 7 41
14 
-2 
-5 0 3 0 .25 23 20
15 
-4 
-5 0 4 0 21 20 19
16 -11 -10 
-7 
-6 
-6 0 02
17 
-6 
-6 
-1 2 
-4 15 15 0
22 -1 -3 
-2 8 7 16 i 0
23 
-4 
-4 
-4 9 5 20 15 4
00 C TEST MAXIIM PRESSURE (IN CHARGE (PSIG)
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITAL
NO., CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE # CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
14 4 
-6 
-7 
-6 
-6 
-6 2 50 27
15 o 
-9 
-9 
-8 
-9 -9 -2 43 2016 
-2 
-10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -7 24 6
17 
-15 -12 
-12 
-10 -10o -10o -5 38 9
22 -6 -3 2 o 0 2 4 56 14
23 
-10 
-9 
-7 -7 
-7 
-8 
-4 23 9
TABLE 5.2-10
PRESSURE AT END OF DISCHABE (PSIG) 00 C TEST
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITALNO. CYCLE CYCLE #1l CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
14 
-2 
-7 
-7 
-7 
-9 
-7 
-2 20 
-5
15 
-2 
-10 
-9 
-10 -10 
-10 
-5 12 
-10
16 
-7 
-11 
-10 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-9 
-1 
-10
17 
-15 
-13 -11 
-11 -10 -10 
-6 9 
-10
22 
-1 
-3 2 
-1 0 0 2 46 +8
23 
-2 
-9 
-7 
-8 
-7 
-8 
-4 16 o
TABLE 5.2--
20C TEST VOLTAGE AFTER REMOVAL OF 75 A-H
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 1O0 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE CYCLE
NO. CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYO , CYCLE #3 CAACITY CHARGE CHARGE
1 1.215 1.217 1.216 1.216 1.179 1.221 1.211 1.219 1.20213 1.214 1.218 1.217 1.217 1.172 1.221 1.207 1.207 1.179
14 1.191 1.198 1.192 1.192 1.161 1.207 1.193 1.190 1.17015 1.188. 1.198 1.192 1.192 1.153 1.200 1.188 1.185 1.163
16 1.213 1.217 1.212 1.214 1.185 1.226 1.215 1.212 1.196J 17 1.211 1.216 1.216 1.219 1.182 1.225 1.216 1.212 1.195
22 1.192 1.208 1.195 1.191 1.115 1.199 1.190 1.188 1.16723 1.199 1.208 1.197 1.190 1.119 1.197 1.186 1.187 1.164
* After 79.2 A-H removed.
Table 5.2-12R0 
A-H
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITAL
NO, CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
13 - - - 1.224 1.179 1.126 1.222 1.224 1.217
14 1.222 1.227 1.227 1.227 1.189 1.229 1.222 1.219 1.213
15 1.218 1.223 1.224 1.223 1.185 1.225 1.221 1.212 1.211
16 1.241 1.239 1.239 1.239 1.208 1.240 1.239 1.230 1.226
17 - 1.237 1.238 1.239 1.210 1.240 1.238 1.230 1.225
22 1.229 1.227 1.223 1.221 1.175 1.217 1.211 1.168 1.190
23 1.235 1.232 1.231 1.231 1.201 1.231 1.230 1.223 1.215
TABLE 5.2-13
0°C TEST VOLTAGE AFTER REMOVAL OF 75 A-H
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
QEi CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITAL
CNO. . YCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2* CYCLE #3: CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
13 - - - 1.186 1.063 1.176 1.11 1.169 1.143
14 1.171 1.191 1.151 1.189 1.148 1.193 1. 181 1.188 1,177
15 1.161 1.184 1.141 1.182 1.139 1.186 1.177 1.176 1.172
16 1.212 1.217 1.201 1.214 1.184 1.215 1.213 1.212 1.204
17 - 1.211 1.196 1.213 1.186 1.215 1.212 1.210 1.203
22 1..:;I5 179 0.944 1.1-:5 - 1.1-1 1,101 1.023 O,967
23 1.183 1.191 1.128 1.188 1.153- 1.191 1.185 1.182 1.168
NOTES: *AHts after 83.R A-H removed.
5.2.1.4.2.1.4 Ampere Hour Input
The inputs for all charges are shown in Table 5.2-14 and 5.2-15.-
5.2.1.4.2.1.5 Cell Performance Curves
The following cell performance curves are included in this report:
Figure 5.2-14 - Test Cond. #1 - Cell and aux. signal discharge
voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-15 - Test Cond. #2, Cycle 2 - Cell. and aux. signal
charge and discharge voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-16 - Test Cond. #2, Cycle 3 - Cell. and aux. signal
charge and discharge voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-17 - Test Cond. #3 - Cell. and aux. signal charge and
discharge voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-18 - Test Cond. #6 - Charge and overcharge cell and aux.
signal voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-19 - Test Cond. #6 - Cell charge and overcharge pressure and
temp. profiles
Figure 5.2-20 - Test Cond. #7 - Cell and aux. signal voltage profiles
for 30% D.O.D.
Figure 5.2-21 - Test Cond. #9, - Cycle 3 - Cell and aux. signal
voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-22 - Test.Cond. #10 - Cycle 3 - Cell and aux. signal
voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-23 - Test Cond. #13 - Charge and overcharge cell and aux.
signal voltage profiles
Figure 5.2-24 - Test Cond. #13 - Overcharge cell pressure profiles
Figure 5.2-25 - Test Cond. #14- Cell and aux. signal voltage
profiles for 30% D.O.D.
For test condition details, see appendix H Table 1.
- Test conditions 1-8 were conducted at +20C ambient and test conditions
9-16 were conducted at OOC ambient temperatures.
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TABLE 5.2-1k
2000 TEST CHARGE INPUM AMP HOURS
DEVEDOPMENT GROUP I
CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY HIGH RATE HIGH RATE* LOW RATE OVERCHARGE FINAL
NO. CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE DISCHARGE
1 150 126.5 123.5 113.5 115 105 108.8 190 155
13 150 126.5 123.5 1113w 5 115 105 108.8 190 155
14 160 121 115 105 105 98 150 190 160
15 160 121 115 o 5 505 98 150 190 160
16 160 138 127.5 120 120 112.5 150 200 160
17 160 138 127.5 120 120 112.5 150 200 160
22 160 133 118.5 107.75 105 93 150 190 160
23 160 133 118.5 107.75 105 93 150 190 160
c) *NOTE: Charger malfunction at beginning of charge caused charge rate in excess of 100 amps for approximately
45 seconds; this input was not included in calculations.
TABLE 5.2-5
DEPEMIMM300 :
CELL CONDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPAC3Wr 100 AMP 0WMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE FINAL
NO. CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 YCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE DISCHARGE
1i 113 -- -- 101.5 90.5 77 93.5 92.8 109
14 100 89.5 91 91 90.5 85 95.3 110 o109
15 100 89.5 91 91 90.5 85 95.3 110 109
16 112.5 101.5 101 101.5 100 95 105.5 168.5 109
17 -- 101.5 99 101.5 100oo 95. 105.5 168.5 109
22 100 75 89 86.5 85 73 80.0 99.6 75
23 100 75 89 91 90.6 83.5 95.3 106.1 o109
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5.2.1.4.2.2 Development Group II
5.2.1.4.2.2.1 Capacity
Capacity data for the Group II cell tests are shown in Table 5.2-16.
5.2.1.4.2.2.2 Pressure
Maximum cell pressure changes on charge, and at end of discharge, are
shown in Table 5.2-17.
5.2.1.4.2.2.3 Cell Discharge Voltage - 50 and 75 AH Removal
The cells' voltages after 50 and 75 AH discharges, respectively, at OOC
are shown in Tables 5.2-18 and 5.2-19. Voltages after 75 AH discharge at
200C are shown in Table 5.2-20.
5.2.1.4.2.2.4 Ampere-Hour Input
The inputs for all charges are shown in Table 5.2-21.
5.2.1.4.2.2.5 Cell Performance Curves
The following cell performance curves are included in this report.
Figure 5.2-26 - Test Cond. #6 - Overcharge cell pressure profiles
Figure 5.2-27 - Test Cond. #8 - Cell press. and aux. signal volt.
profiles at 30% D.O.D.
Figure 5.2-28 - Test Cond. #16 - Cell pressure and aux. signal
voltage profiles at 30% D.O.D.
5.2.1.4.2.3 Development Group I Retest
Cells S/N 1, 14, 17 and 23 were retested, during Group II tests, after
adjustment of electrolyte quality.
5.2.1.4.2.3.1 Capacity
Table 5.2-22 shows the output capacity for these cells when tested as
Group I cells, and later during the retest. Also shown are capacity changes
from original Group I to retest with Group II. Finally the electrolyte quantity
adjustment and percent change are given.
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Test Description S/N 24 S/N 25 S/N 26 S/N 27 s/N 28 S/N 29
Cell Type A WEX. _2 2505 llon- ~ T21 + wa__ 
_ 
P_ aD 
Electrolyte cc 350 350 346 346 354 54% Ratio=Gr. of Electro. 19.2 19.2 19.1 19.1 19.1 19.1
Gr. of Cell Core
r'U0 uaeaciTy 
- Ao
onditioning 96 96 99 100 81 84
Cyele r1 95 94 98 99 78 83.0ycle #2 92 92 99 100 75 81
Cycle #3 93 99 99 99 71 78
Hi Rate 89 88 95 97 T5 78
ow ate 93 93 102 103  75 80
Overcharge 103 102 - 104 108 82 80
Final Disch. 102 100 104 lO 5  83 86
"C" rate Disch. 73 73 83 85 65 63
AV. Iapacty =J / 93 935 98 oo 76 9 TABLE 5.2-16
Av.o/~m os.a t .a0 OQ.O8 O.___ O_ P n 0176 CAPACITY TO 1.0 VOIT
0 .COapacity - ABo
onditioning 92 90 91 94 80 81
Uyc.le 7 -2.5 81 88.5 91.5 7_ 
_ 
76.5
Cycle #2 81 8 86 77.5 77
Cycle #3 80 77.5 8 87 74 u
Hi Rate 79 77 83 86 74 7,25
Low Rate 87.5 86 90 91 79 79Overcharge 89 88.5 94 91 778 8
Final Disch. 85 82 90 0 78 78
"C" Rate Disch. 70 66 82 82 68 68
Av. capacity = /N 83 81 88 89 76 76
Av.AHo/gm pos.a mnat. 0.185 0.181 0.196 0.199 0.170 0.169
Av. AHo (20 + 0C) 88 87 93 95 76 78
Av. AHO/gm ( 0 & 20) 0.197 0.195 0.207 0.211 0.170 0.173c ang o/ gm (k ) -1, -63 -11 -6.-0 0 -o.4
Av.AHo/gmj Elect. Rat. 1.026 1.016 1.084 1.105 0,890 0.906
I'" oo 
' TABO ION FORN
TABLE 5.2-1 PRESSURE CAGE (PSI) AT CHARGE
DEVELOMEN GROUP II
Test Description S/N 24 S/N 25 S/N 26 s/N 27 S/N 28 S/N 29
20 C Conditioning +42 +41 +31 +15 +53 +45
Cycle #1 21 15 12 14 16 15
Cycle #2 11 6 9 12 14 9
Cycle #3 17 15 10 10 17 25
High Rate 7 3 8 7. 8- 4
Low Rate 35 26 44 44 20 21
Overcharge 25 33 35 22 36 *
Final Dischg. 38 44 49 23 36 -
"C" Rate 27 20 30 21 29 26
Average = -/N 25 23 25 25 25 21
Av. d P / Elect. Ratio 1.30 1.20 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.10
O0 C Conditioning +12 .1-9 +4 +4 +6 +7
Cycle #1 0 +1 -1 +3 -3 -1
Cycle #2 0 -1 O -1 -1 -1
Cycle #3 +2 -1 +2 +1 +1 +1
High Rate +2 0 +1 +1 +1 . +1
Low Rate +8 +5 +3 +3 +6 +3
Overcharge +16 +13 +28 +7 +13 +11
Firm Disch. +4 0 +3 +1 +2 +3
"C" Rate -1 0 -1 0 -1 -3
Average = -/N 5 3 4 2 3 2
Av. A P/ Elect. Ratio .26 .16 .21 .11 .16 .11
Av. 6 P (00 + 200 )C 15 13 15 14 .14 12
Av. 4P (00 + 200 )/Elect. Ratio 0.78 0.68 0.79 0.73 0.73 0o63
AEEWPENT GROUP & oC TEST- VOLTAGE AFTER RMOVAL OF 50 A-H 'TABLE 5.2-18
CELL 0fNDITIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITALNO. CYCLE CYCLE CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
24 1.199 1.196 1.195 1.214 1.202 1.196 1.19025 1.195 L191 1.191 1.211 1.199 1.191 1.18626 1.194 1.191 1.193 1.211 :wq 1.192 1.18527 1.203 1.199 1.200 1.216 1.204 1.199 1.19388 1.180 1.177 1.178 1.199 1.183 1.175 1.17329 1.161 1.158 1 1.157 1.178 1.164 1.157 1.151
TABLE 5.2-19 :
O0C TEST VOIILTAGE AFTER REMOVAL OF 75 A-H
CELL CONDITIONNG CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITALNO. CYCLE CYCLE 1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
24 1.155 1.123 1.112 1.095 1.098 1.146 1.145 1.13325 1.144 1.103 1.093 1.057 1.028 1.135 1.130 1.10926 1.145 1.124 1.128 i.1i9 1.123 1.140 1.146 1.13927 1.161 1.145 1.144 1.141 1.144 1.155 1.153 1.14728 1.096 09904 1.026 1.184 Q860 1.083 1.069 1.08729 1.092 0A983 09988 1.182 Q945 i.068 1.070 1.064
20°C TEST VOLTAGE AFTER REMOVAL OF 75 A-H TABLE 5.2-20
CELL CONDIIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP OVERCHARGE 3 ORBITALNO. CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CHARGE CHARGE CYCLES
24 1.170 1.171 1.174 1.191 1.168 1.168 
.i.18025 1.169. 1.170 1.175 1.180 1.169 1.166 1.168
26 1.120 1.180 1.183 1.192 1.182 1.178 1.177
27 1.179 1.189 1.192 1.178 1.190 1.185 1.186
28 1.102 1.024 0 997 1.o048 99900 o0904 1.10629 1.136 1.138 1.197 1.123 1.088 1.103 1.102
Test Description S/N 24 S/N 25 S/N 26 s/N 27 S/N 28 S/N 29
C Conditioning 160 160 160 160 160 160
Cycle #1 100 100 105 106 83 91
uyc±e.#2 96 96 
_ 04 102 79 83
Cycle #3 93 93 102 103 5 75 83
Hi Rate 88 94 101 105 76 81
Low Rate -- 104 104 150 150 85 90
Overcharge iy2 x 1"1 x 182 x 184 x 155 x *
Final Disch. 160 160 160 160 160 160
"C" Rate 87 84 94 94 \ 82 83
Averge =-I i 1 11 1 22 123 iQ 1 04 1
TABLEf .2. 21
ndtioning 112 110 112 115 96 99 INvPT A
Cycle #1 83 83 86 90 75 76 
_ DEVE0 p OWP IICycle f2 83 86 90 9o 76 77
Cycle #3 75 76 . 82 85 74 13
Hi Rate 79 76 83 86 75 7-
Low Rate 88 87 91 92 83 83Overcharge 109* 111 225 x 314 *X 95 * x 95 *
.v'Inal Disch. 
-107 ' 18 12o ll 95 97
c" 69 68 85 86 64 60
8v. = )4 7 87 9F 95 do 80
Av. AHi (0 + 20C) 99 99 108 109 90 92
* was terminated pr:lemtre lv
x excluded from avera e value
S '1" 
.o
°
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Cell SIN 1 Cell S/N 14 Cell S/N 17 Cell S/ 23
Retest % Inc./ Retest % Inc./ Retest % Inc./ Retes % Inc,/
Test Descripton arp. I Grp. II creas .II crease Gr.II Decreas Grp. G . Decreas-
Cell type Pre- Contract Bas line Thin Elect. OPosed Tem.
Electrolyte cc 433 405 -6 390 388.5 -1 386 371 -4 410 450 +10
Ratio=Gr. of electroly. 24.2 22.6 -6.6 21.1 20.9 -1 21.0 20.2 -3.8 21.1 23.2 +10
Gr. of cell core
Capacity Ao
200C conditioning 117 105 -10 101 90 -11 114 91 -20 107 107 0
Cycle #1 116 104 -10 97 93 -4 113 89 -21 104 103 -1
Cycle #2 113 101 -11 98 92 -6 112 84 -25 98 100 +2
Uycie #3 LU 1-04 -6 95 94- 112 S7 -22 94 95 +i -
High Rate 106 100 -6 9L 88 -5 107 82 -23 91 89 -2
Low Rate 107 105 -2 94 93 -1 113 89 -21 96 89 -7
Overcharge 123 105 -15 99 -7 113 86 -24 97 88 - -
Final Disc. 113 106 -6 93 95 +2 108 87 -19 94 89 -5
"C" Rate Disc. 105 9 -lo 93 87 -6 105 75 -29 86 83 -3
Average =/N 112 103 -8 96 92 -4 111 86 -23 96 94 -3
Av. Ao/gram pos.: _
0 act. mat. .226 .20 .219 .210 .241 .187 .219 .215 
_
H
.
00 C Conditioning 99 91 89 -2 79 91 86 -6
Cycle #1 103 91 84 -7 96 77 -20 89 104 +17
Cycle #2 16 __9 4 -6 97 79 -19 89 86 -3
Cycle #3 96 92 78 -15 100 73 -27 91 82 -10
High Rate 98 90 81 -10 99 76 -23 91 82 -10
Low Rate 99 90 89 -1 101 8, -18 83 85 +
Over charge 104 98 89 -9 110 78 -29 91 8 9 -2
Fim i Disc. 103 91 87 -5 103 80 -22 88 88 0
u"!" Hate 9b 92 66 -26 96 63 -34 91 83 -9
Average = ~ 101 92 83 -11 100 76 -24 89 87 -2
Av. Ao/gram po7.
act. mat. .204 .210 .189 .217 .165 .203 .199
Av. AHo (0 + 200) 10 94 8d 106 81 93 91
-Av. AHo (0 + 200 C) .206 .215 .200 .229 .176 .211 .207
chg. AHo/gm (20 0) -1.9 _4.1 -10.0 -10.0 -11.8 -7.3 -7.4
Av. AHo/gm elect. ra io .912 1.02 .957 1.09 .871 1.00 .892
% chg. av. AEo/gn (GFI-) -7.0 -23.1 1.9
3.. 0/,. o TABUL*ON FORM
5.2.1.4.2.3.2 Pressure
Maximum pressure change for each cell during each charge, and at end
of discharge, both as Group I cells and during the retest are shown in Table
5.2-23
5.2.1.4.2.3.3 Ampere-Hour Input
The inputs for each cell for each charge, both as Group I cells and for
the retest, are shown in Table 5.2-24.
5.2.1.4.2.3.4 Cell Performance Curves
The following cell performance curves are indcided in this report:
Figure 5.2-29 - Test Cond. #8 - Cell and aux. signal volt. profiles at
30% D.O.D.
Figure 5.2-30 - Test Cond. #16 - Same as 5.2-29, except at 00C.
5.2.1.4.2.4 Development Group III
5.2.1.4.2.4.1 Capacity
Capacity data for Group III tests, conduct both at +200C and 0oC are
shown on attached Table 5.2-25.
5.2.1.4.2.4.2 Pressure
The cell pressure change at charge are shown on attached Table 5.2-26.
5.2.1.4.2.4.3 Ampere-Hour Input
The inputs for all charges are shown in attached Table 5.2-27.
5.2.1.5 Test Results
5.2.1.5.1 Capacity
A review of positive and negative active material quantities for the
various designs shows substantial differences. Normalizing capacity data
among the designs is thus required. Since all types were to be positive
electrode capacity limiting, during both charge and discharge, only the
positive active material information need be so treated. Positive active
material weight, as described in this report, is defined as the material
weight gain during the impregnation of the positive electrode plaque.
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CELL S/N 1 CELL S/N 14 CELL S/N 17 CELL S/N 23
Test Retest % Inc./ Retest % Inc./ Retest % Inc./ Retest % Inc./
Description Grp. I Grp. II Decr. Grp. I Grp. II Deer. Grp. I Grp. II Decr. Grp. I Grp. II Decr.
200 C Conditioning - 115 - - 87 - - 91 - - 12 -
Cycle #1 - 9 - - 23 - - 18 - - 8 -
Cycle #2 13 7 -45 40 16 -60 37 11 -70 23 7 -59
Cycle #3 8 9 +13 33 24 -27 31 19 -39 27 7 -74
High Rate - 3 - - 4 - - 1 - - 5 -
Low Rate - 15 - - 45 - - 27 -- - 23 -
Overcharge 91 7* - 89 43* - 89 21* - 47 16* -
Final Disch. - 28 - - 56 - - 48 - - 33 -
"C" Rate Disch. - 19 - - 32 - - 32 - 25 -
Average - i/N 37 24 -35 54 37 -31 52 30 -42 32 15 -53
AV. AP/Elect.Ratio 1.53 1.09 - 2.56 1.77 - 2.48 1.49 - 1.52 .647 -
OOC Canditioning - - - 1 7 -53 0 1 - 0 0 0
S Cycle #1 - - - 5 1 -20 3 1 -67 2 2 0
Cycle #2 - - - 4 6 +50 3 1 -67 3 1 -66
Cycle #3 - - - 5- 1 -20 4 2 -50 3 2 
-33High Rate - - - 4 2 -50 4 1 -25 1 2 +100
Low Rate - - - 00 4 -55 6 4 -33 4 1 -75
Overcharge 0 - 60 17 -71 24 8 -66 13 3 
-77Final Disch. - - - 30 7 47 19 0 -100 2 4 +100
"C" Rate Disch.- - - 7 +2 - - 3 - 2 1
Average= N - - 15 5 -66 7 2 -71 3 2 -33Av. P Elect. Ratio - - - .71 .24 - .33 .10 - .14 .09 -
Av. A P (0+200C) 
- - - 35 21 -40 30 16 -46 18 9 -50
Av. dP (0+200C)/
Elect. Ratio - - - 1.66 1.00 - 1.43 0.79 - 0.85 .39 -
NOTES: * Overcharge was terminated prematurely
TABLE 5.2-23
PRESSURE CHANGE (PSI) AT CHARGE
DEVET()MENT GROUP I RETEST
CELL S/N 1 CELL S/N 14 CELL S/N 17 CELL S/N 23
Test Retest $ Inc./ Retest % Inc./ Retest % Inc./ Retest % Inc./
Description Grp. I Grp. II Decr. Grp. I Grp. II Decr. Grp. I Grp. II Decr. Grp. I Grp. II Decr.
200C Conditioning 150 120 -20 160 120 -25 160 120 -25 160 120 -25
Cycle #1 127 105 -17 121 92 -24 138 93 -33 133 105 -21
Cycle #2 124 102 -18 115 95 -17 128 90 -30 i19 102 -14
Cycle #3 114 105 -8 105 94 -10 120 87 -28 108 103 -5
High Rate 105 94 -10 98 88 -10 113 .83 -26 93 89 -4
Low Rate 109 120 -10 150 105 -30 150 l00 -33 150 97 -4
Overcharge 190X X110* - 190X X105* - X200 X100* - X190. X93* -
Final Disch. 155 120 -22 160 115 -28 160 120 -25 160 107 -33
"C" Rate 115 106 - 105 95 - 102 84 - 105 94
Average = -/N 125 109 - 127 101 136 97 - 129 102
0O0 Conditioning 113 120 +6 100 114 +14 113 115 +2 100 110 +10
Cycle #1 - - - 90 83 -8 102 74 -28 75 83 +11
Cycle #2 - 100 - 91 84 -8 99 76 -23 89 84 -6
Cycle #3 102 - - 91 76 -17. 102 71 -30 91 79 -13
High Rite 77 122 +58 85 101 +19 95 94 -1 91 109 +20
Low Rate 94 102 +9 95 88 -7 105 85 -19 95 88 -7
Overcharge - - - - - - - -
Final Disch. 109 110 +1 - 107 - 100 105 - - 106
"C" Rate 91 97 - 91 70 - - 85 - 91 83
Average E f/N 97.7 109 - 92 90 1. 102 88 - 90 93
Av. AHi (20+00C) 112 109 - 110 96 - 119 93 - 110 98
NOTES: * was terminated prematurely
X excluded from average values
TABLE 5.2-24 DEVELOPMENT GROUP I RETEST
INPUT AHi
D.-VELOPM~ElNT G;/Zo~p Z /Eres? I /E5 12
T73 CCr Ir/AOv No. B
c 0
19~1
.4 t7 
-49
7 0 1
23 0WT'CLLva.T
.~ CE r  FoDTI.J / C6 $1o
1.0 GISO-
1.4
1.7 1Iva
--
-- 
-- --
014
. •
.- 8
-.- 0----- -- O - 4.
I o , , - - .- , ' , - 4- . -. . -- e- ---- . - . - - -- . . . .
0 10 2C so to 20 30 40 5"0 10 O ,0 0 ,5 SC 0 50 "=.. '3s ";G 0
mo LL
ELL SIN
TEST DESCRIPTION 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
Cell Tvpe
Electrode Type Thin- Base. ine
No. of Pos/Neg 19/20 . >20/21- - >
Separator Pellon( 505 W) - Hercule MF Pellon w)
Hold Down X X X X X
Aux. Wrap 1 1 2 2 Isolate Term. 2
Electrolyte 375 _ + 374- 394
200C Capacity-AHo _ABI 2,25
Conditioning 115.0 116.6 116.6 115.0 13.3 113.3 92.5 80.8 120.8 120.0 DEVE OMENT
Cycle #1 116.6 116.6 116.6 115.0 111.0 111.0 75.0 79.0 122.4 122.4 GRUP III
Cycle #2 114.0 116.0 116.0 1118 3.3 75.0 75,0 125.0 -125.0
Cycle #3 114.0 114.~0i4,o 111.5 108.4 108.4 79.0 121.6 120.8 CAP ITY TO
"C " Rate Disch. 116.8 116.8 .116.8 116.8 115.0 115.0 - - - 123.3
High Rate 110.0 110.8 110.0 11O.Q 106.6 106.6 - - -- 11
Low Rate 118.2 118.2 119.0 118.2 111. 7  I2. 7  - - 125.8 125.6
Overcharge 117.5 118.4 I19. 16.6 .6 115.0 - - 121.6 119.2
Final Disch 11.3 113.3 ,115*.0 113.3 113.3 111.6 - - 121.0 120.0
o' Average 115.1 ... 7 16.O 114.2 112.1 111.5 80.3 78.2 10.5 120.8
Pos. Act. Mate 497 4 524
AV.,i gps et.mat, .232 .233 .234 .230 .226 .224 .162 .158 .230 .231
AHo/g /Dign .2 2 -2 5 0 . --
0 c Capacity-AHo 111.6 112.5 113.3 111i. 1]1.6 108.3 - 111.6 112.5
Conditioning
Cycle #1 108.3 108.3 110.0 104.2 104.2 100.8 49.1 - 111.6 111.6
Cycle #2 102.5 102.5 103.3 100.8 100.8 100.0 50.8 - 109.2 109.2
cycle #3 105.0 105.8 103.8 104.1 104.2 100.0 50.8 - 111.6 109.2
"C" Rate Disch 1050 105,0 106,6 101.6 101.6 96.6 45.0 - 111.6 111.6
High Rate 107.5 107.5 108.3 105.0 104.2 100.0 36.0 - 114.2 113.3
Low Rate 107.5 108.3 109.2 105.8 105.8 102.5 56.6 - 108.3 114.2
Overcharge 116.6 117.4 119.1 116.6 114.1 114.1 83.3 - 126.6 125.7
Final Disch. 109.9 110.7 110.7 108.2 108.2 104.9 64.9 - 119.2 119.2
Aver. 108.2 108.7 109.6 . .4 106.0 103.2 . 5.. 5 - 113.8 14.0
AV.AHogpos.act, mat, .217 .218 .220 .214 .213 .207 .109 .217 .217
AV. A o/g/Desi gn217 21 217 --
G316 REV. 2
8-72 2000P GRUMMAN
CELL S/N
TEST DESCRIPTION 42 43 44 45
Cell Type
Electrode Type Thin- _ Basel:ne- -
Ko. of Pos/ie- 20/21 17/18
Separator T 210i (W) Pellom (W)
Hold Down X X
A'x. Wra T) -- -- - CONTINU ATION
Electrolyte c 39-- 408 OF AB 5-2
200 Capacity-Alo
Conditionin 11 -3- 3 3 7, DEVELO=T GROUP III
Cycle T 1  112.5 110.0 129.0 129.0 CAPA ITY TO .0 VOLT
Cycle 12 113.4 109.2 126.0 126.0
Cycle 713 111.6 108.3 129.0 128.2
"C" Rate Disch. 110.0 110.0 123.3 123.3.
High Rate 107.3. 105.0 112.8 112.8
Low Hate 115.0 107.5 130.0 130.8
Overcharge 109.2 105.0 133.4 133.4.
Final Disch 108.4 103.3 1- 127.5
Average 111.6 107.9 126.5 126.5
Pos. Act. Mat. 9 538 "
AV. AH pos.act.mat. .213 .206 .236 .236
AHo/g pesign *2_ 
_ _ _ 236
0OC Capacity-AHo 110.0 110.0 106.6 108.3
Conditioning
Cycle 2r1 108.3 104.2 112.5 115.8
Cycle #2 103.3 100.8 110.0 118.3
Cycle #3 104.1 104.2 113.3 115.0
C" Rate Disch 103. 101.6 111.6 1 1i.6
High Rate 105.8 10l42 115.0 __b.b
Low Rate 106.6 105.8 115.0 120.0
Overcharge 107.4 103.3 126.6 130.7
Final Disch. 102.5 99.2 114.1 120.8
Aver. 105.7 103.7 113.9 117.4
AV.AHo Pos. Act.Mat. .201 .197 .211 .218
AV. Alo/g Design ------. 199 _ .214
;36 RE V, 2
GRUMMAN
TEST S/N 
.
DESCRIPTION 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
200
Conditioning 2 3 27 27 40 29 39 44 45 77 83 12 16
Cycle #1 3 2 3 3 2 3 7 3 o 1 23 27 1 0
Cycle #2 4 5 5 4 3 1 2 2 5 1 0
Cycle #3 6 5 5 7 6 25 15 - 3 3 8 9 2 1
High Rate- 13 17 23 35 19 16 - - 14 16 2 29  6 8Low Rate 78 68 
-
_ 45 87 53 1
Overcharge 62 60 9 56 9 - - 75 34 665 60 71
Final Disch. 67 60 53 - - 99 6 84 3Bn 1z 7
"C" Rate 18 16 11 23 20 17 - 23 24 27  29  20 14
AV. =2 / 33 29 26 35 32 29 - 34 34 44 42 23 25
AV.P % Elect
Ratio
0 C
Conditioning 12 14 12 6 14 8 - - 1 2 7 5 0 0
Cycle #1 1 1 1 0 1 2 2 - 2 2 0 1 7 4Cycle #2 1 1 6 0 1 .1 5 -- o 3 1 1
Cycle #3 4 2 15 2 1 1 - 3 3 2 2 1 1
High Rate 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 - 0 1 1 0 0 0
Low Rate 9 8 8 6 9 4 1 10 8 6 6 2 3
Overcharge 49 45 39 14 46 10 8 - 84 72 74 6 47 48
Final Disch. 30 26 22 13 25 12 2 - 5 9 40 62 5 3
"C " Rate 5 4 4 3 4 3 1 - 5 4 3 4 1 :11
AV. =2/N 12 11 11 5 13 5 - 12 12 15 O 7 10
AV.AP Elect.
Ratio
AV.P( 0+20 C
AV.PP)0+20C) TABLE 2-26
1 Electr. Ral o
DEVELO MENT GR)UP III
_PREE SURE CI NGE AT EHARGE
G316 REV. 2
72 2000PUMMAN
SGRUMMAN
TEST CELL
DESCRIPTION S/N32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
200
Conditioning 160.0 160.0 160.0 160. 160.0 160.0 160 .0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0
Cap. Cycle#1 125.0 125.0 125.0 122.5 1175 117.5 80.0 80.0 127.5 127. 5  120.0 117.5 135.0 135.0
" " #2 122 .5 122.5 122.5 120o.o 110o.o0 110o.o0 78. 78.0 126.0 126.0 11o.o 107.0 140.0 140.0
" "3 124.0 122.5 122.5 121.0 120.0 - 85.0 - 131.5 131.5 130.0 117.5 132.5 132.5
"C"Rate Disch 123.0 121.0 121.5 120.5 115.5 115.5 - - 128.0 127.5 118.0 115.0 131.5 130.0
High Rate Ch. 123.3 121.5 121.5 121.5 110. 5  110.5 87.0 - - 142.5 10. 107.5 142.5 142.5
Low Rate Ch. 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.o 150.0 - - 150.0 150.0 130.0 130.0 150.0 150.0
Overcharge(*) 217.0 205.0 206.0 206.0 202.0 202.0 - - 163.5 153.5 140.0 193. 5  209.5 209.
Final Disch. 160.0 160.0 160  160.0 160.0 160.0 - - 160.0 160 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0
Average =2/N 136.0 135.3 135.4 134.4 130.4 131.9 - 140.4 140.6 129.4 126.9 143.9 143.8
Conditioning 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 137.5 - - 160.0 160.0 160.o 160.o 160.0 160.0
a\ Cap. Cycle #1 109.5 109.5 111.5 10707.5107.5 107.5 57.0 - 12.5 112.5 106.0 106.0 15.0 120._
" " 107.5 107.0 108.0 101.0 101.0 97.5 90.0 - 101.0 112.0 o106.5 115.5 111.5 115.5
" " #3 107.0 106.5 107.0 106. 105.0 103.0 1.0 - 113.0 112.0 105.0 103.5 115.0 118.5
"C" Rate DiscbL07.5 107.5 107.5 106.5 106.5 101.5 49.0 - 114.5 112.5 109.0 106.5 116.5 118.5
High Rate Ch. L07.0 108.0 110.0 105.o 104.o 99.o 47.5 - 114.0 113.5 106.0 109.5 111.0 117.5
Low Rate Ch. 14.3 114.3 114.3 112.0 112.0 109.0 108.8 - 121.3 118.8 111.8 109.8 123.0 121.8
Overcharge(*) 48.5 146.5 147.5 144.0 144.0 139.5 91.5 - 154.0 , 152.0 144.0 144.0 152.0 157.0
Final Disch. 0.0 120.0 1.0 2 .0 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0 - 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0
Average =2/N 6.6 1166 117.3 114.8 114.5 109.4 74.8 - 119.5 120.2 115.5 116.4 121.5 124.0
AV.AHi(0+200 C 126.3 126.0 126.4 124.6 122.5 120.7 130.0 130.4 122.5 121.7 132.7 133.9
TABLE .2-27
NOTES: *)Exc Luded fm m Avera e values. BLE -2
DEVE OPMENT R0UP IT
INPUT .H.
G316 REV. 2
3-72 2000P GRUMMAN
Normalized capacity data is then defined as each cell's discharge capacity
(at the specified current) to 1.0 volt, divided by the cell's positive active
material weight. The resulting figure is usually described as "material util-
ization". The higher the material utilization number, the better the cell
design. The lower this figure is, the less desirable the design.
Figure 5.2-31 shows the average cell capacity obtained for each design
of development Groups I-- III when tested under conditions shown. The
following can be noted:
* A general trend of a capacity decrease exists when ambient temperature
was changed from +200 C to OoC.
* The Group I and II cell designs show a very pronounced capacity
decrease for the "C"-rate (100 ampere) discharges as compared with
"C/2" - rate (50 ampere) discharges. This trend cannot be observed
on the Group III cells.
* The 100 A.H. minimum specified capacity was not met by any design
of Group I and II under all conditions. However the thin electrode
yielded 100 A.H. for all but three test conditions. Even there, the
minimum capacity was 98 ampere hours, only 2% below specified goal.
Most cells from Group III met this 100 A.H. minimum capacity under all
conditions.
* Substantial capacity losses were observed when the Group I cells were
retested after electrolyte removal.
* A general capacity increase after application of an overcharge was
obseirved as anticipated.
* The Group III cells appear to show lower capacities at +200C when
charged at 60 amperes.
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* Comparison of average capacity among cell designs within each group shows the
following:
Group I - The thin electrode cells (design 3) showed highest average
capacities. The pre-contract cells (design 1) showed next to the
highest average capacities at +2000C temperature only. The poorest
average capacities at 000C was obtained from the opposed terminal
cells (design 4).
Group II - The shimmed cells (design 6) showed highest average
capacities. The FT 2140(W) and woven polypropylene cells (design 7)
showed lowest average capacities.
Group I Retest - The pre-contract cells (design 1) showed highest
average capacities.
Group III - The baseline cells (design 13) showed highest average
capacities, followed by the thin electrode design with additional
electrodes (design 11). The lowest average capacities were obtained
by the cells with Hercules MF polypropylene (design 10).
5.2.1.5.2 Positive Active Material Utilization
Positive active material utilization for Groups I - III is given in
Tables 5.2-28 to 5.2-31 and are plotted in Figure 5.2-32. The following
points can be made:
" All designs yielded higher average material utilizations at +200C
than at OOC. ('There was one exception on one cell at one test
condition).
* The thin electrode cells (design 3) had shown the highest material
utilization results in Group I. However, in the Group III tests this
electrode design yielded nearly identical results as the baseline
electrode cells (comparing designs 8, 9, & 11 with 13).
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TABLE 5' 5.2-28
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
POSITIVE ACTIVE MATERIAL UTILIZATION IN A-Ho/g x 10 - 3
CALC. CONDI- CAPACITY CAPACITY AVG.
POSITIVE TIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP AFTER AFTER 3 FOR
CELL DESIGN CELL ACTIVE CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY OVERCHG. ORBIT ALL
DESCRIPTION S/N WT. G. CYCLES TESTS
+200C
Pre-Contract 1
Pre-Contract 13 495 236 237 228 218 208 212 208 238 234 224
Baseline 14 438 231 222 222 217 213 213 224 226 211
Baseline 15 438 231 222 222 217 213 213 226 226. 212
AV. 231 222 222 217 213 213 225 226 212 220
Thin Plate 16 460 252 253 248 245 236 239 250 251 239
17 460 248 246 244 244 228 233 246 246 234
AV. 250 250 246 245 232 236 248 249 237 244
4pposed Terminals 22 438 244 238 222 215 196 212 222 222 218
,Opposed Terminals 23 438 244 238 224 215 196 208 218 222 214
AV. 244 238 223 215 196 210 220 222 216 220
00C
Pre-Contract 1
Pre-Contract 13 495 - 189 177 177 169 179 164 176
Baseline 14 438 207 207 202 209 209 205 206 224 208
15 438 207 207 202 209 209 206 206 222 210
AV. 207 207 202 209 209 206 206 223 209 209
Thin Plate 16 460 221 218 219 220 211 220 223 246 228
Thin Plate 17 460 - .210 211 220 209 216 220 239 225
AV. 221 214 215 220 210 218 222 243 227 221
Opposed Terminals 22 438 201 199 199 206 162 192 181 177. 171
23 438 207 204 202 208 208 206 191 208 200
AV. 204 202 201 207 185 199 186 193 186 196
TABLE 5.2-29
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I1
POSITIVE ACTIVE MATERIAL UTIVPLITION IN A-Hlo/g x 10-3
CALC. CONDI- CAPACITY CAPACITY AVG,
POSITIVE TIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP AFTER AFTER 3 FOR
CELL DESIGN CELL ACTIVE CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY OVERCHG. ORBIT ALL
DESCRIPTION S/N WT, G. CYCLES TESTS
+200 C
WEX 1242 24 448 214 212 205 206 164 197 207 229 227
Polyprop. 25 448 214 210 205 206 164 196 207 227 223
AV. 214 211 205 206 164 197 207 228 225 206
2505 Pellon 26 448 222 219 220 220 186 212 227 233 233
+ Shims 27 448 223 222 223 220 190 216 229 240 235
AV. 223 221 222 220 188 214 228 237 234 221
FT 2140 + 28 448 180 173 167 158 145 167 167 182 186
woven polyprop.29 448 188 186 180 175 141 173 179 179 192
AV. 184 180 173 167 143 170 173 181 189 173
00 C
WEX 1242 24 448 204 184 189 179 156 177 195 199 190
Polyprop. 25 448 201 182 187 173 149 171 192 197 182
AV. 203 183 188 175 153 174 194 198 186 18
2505 Pellon 26 448 203 197 191 186 182 186 201 210 201
+ Shims 27 448 210 204 195 194 182 191 202 203 201
AV. 207 201 193 190 182 189 202 207 201 197
FT 2140 + 28 448 179 167 181 166 152 166 177 175 177
,woven polyprop. 28 448 180 171 180 166 152 162 177 175 177
AV. 180 169 181 166 152 164 177 175 177 171
TABE 5,.2-30
DEVELOPMENT GROUP I RETEST
POSITIVE ACTIVE MATAERIAL UTILIZATION IN A-Ho/g x10-
CALC. OOMD,.: CAPACITY CAPACITY AVG.
iS*ITIVE TINIUG CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP AFTER AFTER 3 FOR
CELL DESIGN CEL ' ACTIVE CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYcMZr#2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CAPACITY CAACITY OVERCHG. ORBIT ALL
DESCRIPTION S/N MJt. G CYCLES TESTS
+200C
:Pre-Contract Cell 1 500 210 208 202 208 188 200 210 210 212 205
Baseline 14 438 205 211 209 214 199 201 211 209 217 208
Thin Plate 17 460 198 192 181 189 209 177 192 187 188 190
Opposed Terminal 23 438 242 234 228 216 190 204 202 200 202 213
o0c
Pre-Contract Cell 1 500 199 207 211 192 196 195 198 209 205 201
sBaseline-, 14 438 202 192 191 177 185 184 204 202 198 192
Thin Plate 17 460 172 167 179 159 165 165 181 170 174 169
Opposed Terminal 23 438 196 238 195 186 187 186 194. 202 202 198
/
TABLE 5.2-31A
POSITIVE ACTIVE MATERIAL UTILIZATION IN A-Ho/g x 10-3 DEVELO EXRT GROUP III
CALC. CONDII CAPACITY CAPACITY AVG.
POSITIVE TIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP AFTER AFTER 3 FOR
CELL DESIGN CELL ACTIVE CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY OVERCHG. ORBIT AIL
DESCRIPTION- S/N WT. G CYCLES TESTS
+200 C
Thin Pl. Pellon 32 497 231 235 229 229 235 221 238 '236 227 232
" " 33 " 235 ,.235 233 220 235 223 238 238 228 233
If" " 23 " 235 235 '233 220 235 223 239 240 231 233
" " 35 " 231 231 225 224 235 221 238 235 228 230
AV. 232 234 230 228 235 222 238 237 229 230
Ditto Iso. Aux, 36 497 228 223 228 218 231 215 225 235 228 226
37 " 228 223 - 218 231 215 225 231 224 224
AV. 228 223 228 218 231 215 225 233 226 22,5
Thin Pl. Herc. MF 38 497 186 151 151 159 - - - ' - 226
6" 1 3 159 i - - 224
AV. 174 154 151 159 - - 225
20
Thin PL. Pellon /21 40 524 231 234 239 232 - - 240 232 232 162
41 " 22 234 3 231 235 213 m 227 227 157
AV. 230 234 239 232 235 213 240 230 230 160
Thin PL. T21047 42 524 224 214 216 213 210 205 219 208 208 230
43 " 216 210 208 207 210 200 .20o 200 200 23].
220 212 72 210 210 203 212 . -2- 107 23L
B:L. PL. Pellon 44 538 238 240 234 240 229 210 242 248 248 213
" 23 240 2 4 2 8 229 210 2 248 248 206
AV. 220 23 39 229 2120 2-8 ei2i
TABLE 5-.2-31B
POSITIVE ACTIVE MATERIAL UTILIZATION IN A-Ho/g x 10 DEVELOPMENT GROUP III
CAC 'C CAPACITY CAPACITY AVG.
POSITIVE TIONING CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 100 AMP 60 AMP 15 AMP AFTER AFTER 3 FOR
CELL DESIGN CELL ACTIVE CYCLE CYCLE #1 CYCLE #2 CYCLE #3 CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY OVERCHG. ORBIT ALL
DESCRITION SN W G 
CYCLES TESTS
Thin PL. Pellon 32 497 225 218 206 - 211 211 216 216 i235 221 
218
33 " 226 , 218 296 213 211 216 218 236 
223 219
34 " 228 221 208 213 2i 218 221 240 223 
221
S , 225 210 203 210 2o4 21 2l 23 
218 214
AV. 226 217 206 211 210 215 217 236 221 217
Ditto Iso. Aui. 36 497 225 209 203 209 204 209 213 230 
218 212
S37 218 203 201 201 194 201 6 230 211 208
AV. 222 206 202 205 198 205 210 230 214 
210
Thin P1. Here. MF 38 497 - 99 10 2 102 90 72 112 
i68 131 110
39 " -...
AV. - 99 102 102 90 72 114 168 131 
110
Thin PL. 20/21 40 524 213 213 208 213 213 218 207 242 227 
217
41 " 213 208 208 21 216 2192 240 22. 218
AV. 214 213 208 -211 213 217 213 241 227 218
Thin PL. T21047 42 524 210 207 197'' 199 197 202 203 
205 196 202
43 210 1 12 M4 1 202 27 19 18
AV. 210 203 195 199 196 200 203 201 193 200
B:L. PL. Pellon 44 538 198 209 204 211 207 214 214 
235 212 212
45 " 21 2 . 220 214 207 21 43 225 218
AV. 200 212 212 213 207 215 219 239 214 215
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* The opposed terminal cells (design 4) showed nearly identical material
utilizations as the baseline cells (design 2) at +20C, but performed
considerably more poorly at OoC.
* 'All polypropylene separator cells (designs 5, 7, lO& 12) showed
poorer utilizations than the nylon separator cells. The highest
material utilization among the polypropylene group was observed from
cells with the T21047 (washed) material (design 12).
* All more tightly stacked cells (design 6 & 11) did not show any improvement
in material utilization over the designs with normal compression.
5.2.1.5.3 Average Cell Pressure Increase During Charge
Average cell pressure increase during charge for Groups I - III is shown
in Figure 5.2-33. The following can be noted:
* All cells, with one exception, showed higher pressure rises during the
charge at +20 C than at 0 C. However, since end of charge voltages
were pre-selected for each temperature and pressure increase is a
function of this voltage, the observation is a resultant of the voltage
values selected.
* The pre-selected charge cut-off voltage value for the low rate
conditions at +20 C (15 ampers and final charge) was too high and
resulted in large pressure rises.
* The overcharge pressures data is only applicable in very general terms
due to variation in cell manufacturer's test conditions between
groups. In some instances cells were kept at rest overnight between
full charge and overcharge, without a clear entry in the data sheet.
Thus, only intragroup (since each group received identical conditions)
rather than intergroup evaluation is possible.
Group I - The opposite terminal cells (design 4) showed the least
79
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pressure rise for this and all other tests in this group. This is
expected due to their larger free volume. The thin electrode cells
showed next to the lowest and the baseline cells showed the'highest
pressure rise. Again this was anticipated due to the larger surface
area in the thin electrode cells.
Group II - The tighter (shimmed) cells (design 6) showed the highest
pressure rise, as anticipated.
Group III - Again the thin electrode cells exhibited the lowest
pressure rise.(design 8 & 9). The thin electrode tighter cells
showed the highest pressure rise at +200C. The Hercules MF cells
(design 10) showed such high pressure rises that they were
removed from the overcharge prematurely.
5 .2.1.5.4 Percent Coulometric Efficiency
Percent coulometric efficiency for Groups I - III is shown in Tables
5.2-32 to 5.2-35 and plotted in Figure 5.2-34. All overcharge condition
values have been excluded from these data since they have no real meaning for
this purpose. The following points can be made:
* Occasionally more than a 100%o value was obtained. This can only be
explained by either a recording error, or by residual capacity from
the previous cycle.
* In general the 0 C charge efficiency was higher than the +200C values.
* Comparing the Group III average values with those of Group I a general
increase in efficiency for the +200C values and a slight decrease
for the 000C values can be noted.
* Using the Group III average values of 90% and 94% for +2000C and
000C respectively and taking their reciprocal values we obtain a
charge return (Input A.H. divided by Output A.H. times 100) of 111
and 106% respectively. These values compare very favorably with
earlier reported values for small size sealed nickel cadmium cells.
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DEVELOPMENT GROUP I
PERCENT COUIOMETRIC EFICIENCY (AHoAHi x 100)
CELL S/N
-Test Description 1 13 AV, 14 15 AV. 16 17 AV. 22 23 AV.
+20 C
Conditioning 78 78 78 63 64 64 72 71 72 67 67 67
Cydle'#1' -  92 93 93 81 81 81 84 82 83 78 78 78
Cycle #2 91 91 91 85 85 85 89 88 89 82 82 82
Cycle #3 97 95 96 91 91 91 94 93 94 87 87 87
"C" Rate Disch. 91 90 91 89 89 89 90 88 89 82 82 82
High Rate 101 98 ;L00 95 95 95 98 95 97 100 98 99
Low.Rate 98 95 91 63 67 65 77 75 76 65 64 65
Average ./N 92 81 86 80
to
oOc
Conditioning - - - 91 91 91 90 85 88 88 91 90
Cycle #1 -- - 101 102 102 99 95 97 116 118 117
Cycle #2 - - - 98 98 98 100 100 100 93 100 97
Cycle #3 - 92 92 101 101 101 100 97 99 104 100 102
"C" Rate Disch. - 97 97 101 101 101 97 96 97 83 100 92
High Rate - 114 114 106 106 106 107 106 107 115 100 107
Low Rate - 89 89 95 95 95 98 105 102 100 87 94
Average E/N 98 99 99 100
Average (20 + OC) 95 90 93 90
TABLE 52-33
DEVELOPMENT GROUP II
PERCENT COULOMETRIC EFFICIENCY (AHol/AHi x 100)
CELL S/N
Test Description 24 25 AV. 26 27 AV. 28 29 AV.
+200C
Conditioning 60 60 60 62 63 63 51. 53 52
Cycle #1 95 94 95 93 93 93 94 91 93
Cycle #2 96 96 96 98 98 98 95 98 97
Cycle #3 100 106 103 97 96 97 95 94 95
"C" Rate Disch. 84 87 86 88 91 90 79 7t 78
High Rate 99 94 97 94 92 93 99 96 98
Low Rate 89 89 89 68 - 68 88 89 89
Average = Z/N 89 86 86
co00
Conditioning 92 90 91 91 94 93 80 81 81
Cycle #1 83 81 92 89 92 91 75 77 76
Cycle #2 81 80 81 86 88 87 78 77 78
Cycle #3 80 78 79 83 87 8 5 , 74 74 74
"C" Rate Disch. 101 97 99 96 94 95 106 113 110
High Rate 79 77 78 83 86 85 74 73 74
Low Rate 88 86 87 90 91 91 79 79 79
Average = 5/N 87 90 82
Average (20 + o0) 88 88 84
DEVELOPME T GROUP t RETEST
PERCENT COULOMETIRIC EFFICIEN (AHqoAHi x 100)
CELL S/N 1 CELL S/N 14 CELL S/N 17 CELL S/N 23Test Description Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Grazop 2 Group 1 Group 2
+20 C
Conditioning 78 88 63 75 71 99 67 89Cycle #1 92 99 81 101 82 96 78 98Cycle #2 91 99 85 97 88 93 82 98Cycle #3 97 99 91 100 93 loo0 87 92"C" Rate Disch. 91 89 89 92 88 89 82 88High Rate 101 106 95 100 95 99 98 100Low Rate 98 87 63 89 75 89 64 92
oAverage = [/N 93 95 81 93 85 95 80 94
0oC
Cycle #i 83 91 78 85 69 91 78Cycle #12 101 101 95 104 118 125Cycle #3 98 100 i00 104 100 102Cycl" Rate Disch 101 103 97 103 100 104"C" Rate Disch. 100 101 97 96 74 100 100High Rate 80 106 80 106 81 loo 75Low Rate 97 95 97 105 98 87 97
Average = 
-/N 99 94 98 91 99 97
Average (20 + 00C) 90 94 92 93 90 96
STEST CELLS - = = =
s/N s/N s/N SN S/N S/NDESCRIPTION 32-35 36+37 38+39 40+41 42+43 44+45
Cell Design No. 8 9 10 11 12 13
Conditioni~p £ 72 71 54 75 72 80
Cap. Cycle f1 93 95 -96 96 94 96
"2" 94 103 97 99 102 90
_ #3 _93 90 93 92 89 97
"C" Rate Disch. 96 100 - 96 94 94
High Rate Ch. 91 97 - 78 99 79
Low Rate Ch. 79 75 84 86 87
Average = /N 88 90 - 89 91 89
Conditioning 70 74 - 70 69 64
Cap. Cycle #1 98 95 86 99 loo 97
" " 97 101 56 103 92 101
" " 3 98 98 100 98 100 98
"C" Rate Disch. 98 95 92 98 95 95
High Rate Ch. 100 101 76 100 97 101
Low Rate Ch. 95 94 52 93 96 96
Average = /N 94 94 77 94 93 93
Average(20 + O0C) 91 92 - 92 92 91
TABIE 5.2-3
IEVELOPI T GROU ' III
A ERAGE PIRCENT E FICIENC
(AH_/AHi x 00)
G316 REV. 2
3-72 2000P GRUMMAN
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5.2.1.5.5 Cell Terminal Development
5.2.1.5.5.1 Early Program Review
An existing Eagle-Picher terminal was selected for use on the early develop-
ment cells (groups I-III). Long manufacturing lead periods of 4 to 6 months in-
fluenced this decision. The terminal is shown in figure 5.2,3 and the stud is
shown in figure 5.2-35. This header was manufactured by Ceramaseal, Inc., New
Lebanon Center, New York.
Concurrently this design was reviewed at Grumman to improve its function
and reliability. Each terminal component was scrutinized and findings are sum-
marized below:
5.2.1.5.5.2 Terminal design - A cell impedance review as a function of the ter-
minal geometry is described in Grumm Project Interoffice Memo D-559-0-2, dated
20 October 1970 shown in Appendix K-1. It was concluded therein that a number
of design changes are mandatory. The internal terminal flags were reinforced
to improve the conductivity. The flat base terminal top, to which the intercell
connector is fastened by means of a bolt, had inherent problems due to stresses
exerted on the relatively brittle ceramic sleeve. Frequently cracks either
developed or extended into the ceramic sleeve when torque stresses were applied
which could lead to leakage paths. As a remedy to this potential problem, the
terminal top was redesigned as shown in figure 3.2-36. A slot was added to the
upper terminal to insert the intercell connector and provide a weld joint. The
bottom portion shows an increased contact area between the electrode tabs and
terminal when compared to the Eagle Picher terminal shown in figure 5.2-3. The
bottom terminal portion design is very similar to that used by Gulton on their
100 ampere-hour cell with opposite side terminals, supplied to NASA, Langley
(Gulton cell P/N 552-8047-86 using Ceramaseal terminal P/N 808B6350). This ter-
minal design did resolve the concern expressed in the Grumman document, Appendix
K-1.
The above design was subsequently modified as shown in figure 5.2-37. The
upper slot was replaced by a lug which eliminates weld joints. This avoids pos-
sible cell heat damage which is difficult to inspect on a completed cell.. Such
a design is also more readily adaptable for quick intercell and intermodule con-
necti6ns. The connector is again bolted in place but torque stresses to the
ceramic are drastically reduced. This lug type thrminal was used on all para-
metric and life test group cells.
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5.2.1.5.5.3 Terminal Retainer Material Alloy 42 vs. Alloy 52 - Alloy 42 terminal
retainer material was used successfully on nickel-cadmium cells. It was selected
to achieve thermal expansion characteristics close to that of the ceramic material.
Ceramaseal's experience has shown that a copper plating of the collar is required
prior to the brazing operation to obtain a satisfactory joint. From the chemical
point of view an exposure of copper to the cell's interior is undesirable since
copper oxide is partially soluble in the electrolyte. An epoxy coating will some-
what retard this effect but will not stop it completely for long durations. It
was therefore desirable to eliminate this copper plating. Ceramaseal found that
no copper plating is required if alloy 52 is used. However, the thermal expansion
of this material is slightly higher than alloy 42. Alloy 52 was selected after a
thorough analysis and evaluation testing.
5.2.1.5.5.4 Choice of Alumina Purity - In the past Ceramaseal has used a 94%
minimum (96% nominal) alumina content ceramic material for sealed nickel cadmium
cells. Gulton, who manufactures their own terminals, has used 99.4% minimum alumina
content ceramic materials. Since a large percentage of the balance in the ceramic
is silica, and since silica is attacked by the electrolyte, it appears desirable
to use the highest purity available for long life nickel-cadmium cells.
A review of the available ceramic materials had shown that Coors (Coors
Porcelain Company, Golden, Colorado) can supply a 99.9% alumina. This material, in
addition to its high purity, has a smaller crystal size and, consequently, is
stronger. No working experience with this material for cell terminal use was available
at that time.
Experience had shown that 94% minimum alumina content material could readily
be utilized for cell terminals. The 99.9% material appeared to be the best choice
but required an experimental evaluation prior to incorporating it in this design.
5.2.1.5.5.5.5 .Choice of Braze Materials - In the past Ceramaseal has successfully
used a copper-silver-palladium alloy for cell terminals. Gulton has used a copper-
silver eutectic alloy successfully for their cell terminals. A nickel-gold alloy
is now available but it has not been experimentally evaluated. From the chemical
inertness point of view, the nickel-gold appears very desirable. However, preliminary
information shows that it will result in a poor bond. At present this item requires
further investigation before a final choice can be made.
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5.2.1.5.5.6 May 1971 Terminal Design Finalization for Parametric Cells
In May 1971 a decision was made on the materials to be used for the cell
terminals for the parametric cell group. This was based on past performance
information of the various candidate materials and program economy. 95% minimum
purity alumina ceramic material and alloy 42 retainer material was selected. A
configuration change to a stud shown in figure 5.2-38 was made.
5.2.1.5.5.7 July 1971 - Large Ceramaseal Terminal Problem Observed At Other User
In July 1971, Hughes Aircraft reported a seal problem on the large Ceramaseal
terminals on their 50 A.H. cells (Hughes Aircraft July 1971 Monthly Progress Report
on U.S.A.F. Contract F33615-70-C-1710).
Specifically, leaks around the terminal seal areas were observed. Their metal-
lurgical analysis had shown that, "this type of leakage path is a direct result
of improper jigging with regard to heat distribution -- ". They also concluded
that large terminals require much closer controls in the braze operation than
smaller size terminals.
As a result of this finding, Grumman made an immediate request to Eagle
Picher to send two of the ratio test cells to Grumman for a terminal metal-
lurgical analysis, even though none of the cells constructed under this program
had shown any signs of leakage.
5.2.1.5.5.8 November 1971 Meeting on Large Size Terminal Problem
The potential leak problem on large size terminals was discussed at the NASA/
GSFC Battery Workshop meeting held in November 1971. This discussion occurred both
at the general meeting and separately between Grumman, Eagle Picher and Ceramaseal.
This review is summarized in Appendix K-2. It was decided there that a number of
immediate steps must be taken to eliminate this potential problem, and should be
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incorporated in the parametric group cells. These were:
a) Increase in the alumina purity level to 99.5% minimum.
b) Elimination of the surface glaze on the ceramic.
c) Change in retainer material to 52% nickel alloy.
d) Tighter component tolerances.
e) Greater control of braze material.
f) Application of the Quality Assurance provisions for the manufacture
of ceramic to metal seals shown in the Third Quarterly Report of the
"Study of Process Variables Associated with Manufacturing Hermetically
Sealed Nickel Cadmium Cells" (Contract NAS 5-21159), and issued as
Eagle Picher Specification EP-MS-122. (document is shown in Appendix K-3)
The alternate terminal designs, listed in Appendix K-2 were rejected based
on considerations of cost, schedule and availability of sufficient design eval-
uation data.
5.2.1.5.5.9 Grumman Metallurgical Analysis Results of Development Group I Cell
Terminals - Grumman conducted a metallurgical analysis on terminals of a devel6p-
ment group I cell. Its purpose was to determine if inherent seal weaknesses are
present in this design. Grumman AVO 559-2-8 (Appendix L-4) summarizes the findings.
Hairline cracks in the ceramic under the braze joint and voids in the braze were
observed. These cracks centered around the outer diameter of the ceramic sleeve,
but did not extend to the inner diameter. Thus a leakage path from the cells
interior to the exterior was avoided. However, the joint integrity was question-
able due to this condition.
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5.2.1.5.5.10 May 1972 Meeting with Ceramaseal on Terminal Problems
On May 4, 1972, Messrs. W. Harsch (Eagle Picher) and S. Gaston (Grumman)
visited Ceramaseal in New Lebanon, New York, to monitor the progress of cell
terminal redesign. Changes described above, as shown in figure 5.2-39 were
reviewed with Mr. R. Turner and A. M. Bredbenner of Ceramaseal. All sample
terminals seen contained hairline cracks. The 96% purity alumina ceramic
samples showed fewer and shorter cracks than the 99.5% samples. For neither
purity did the crack extend enough to result in a leakage path. However, since
units were dissected without prior encapsulation some cracks might have formed
then. (Ceramaseal used this technique since the potting material fouled their
cutting wheel.) Ceramaseal contended that all terminals produced in the past
could show these fine cracks, if examined as closely as those in question.
This requirement for a total absence of any cracks thus appeared unrealistic,
being probably unachievable at that time. However they could not indicate the
nature of more "realistic" criteria, except to state that the terminal must
pass a fine leak rate (helium) test. As alternate solutions for future appli-
cations, "butt-type" terminal seals and large terminals using tapered ceramic
sleeve were under development.
Based on available information, Grumman and Eagle Picher representatives
decided to have one complete cover assembly constructed immediately. This con-
tained one terminal with 96% purity alumina and one with 99.5% purity. It was
constructed using standard production techniques to represent the batch to be
produced shortly thereafter. This sample was sent to Grumman for metallur-
gical examination. Based thereon, Grumman and Eagle Picher would decide on the
terminal construction for the parametric cells.
This sample was mailed to Grumman the following day, and was examined during
the week of May 8, 1972. The following results were obtained.
1. The 96% alumina showed better structural integrity than the 99.5%
piece. One fine hairline crack, however, was noted in each seal --
with the shorter in the 96% alumina. There was no cause to question
seal integrity.
2. The potted and polished cross-sections showed good braze joints on
both terminals.
Ceramaseal was thus told, on May 9, 1972, to construct terminals for the
parametric cells using 96% purity alumina, provided that production techniques
identical to those for the above samples were used.
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5.2.1.5.5.11 May 1972 Meeting with General Electric
On the afternoon of May 4, 1972, Messrs. W. Harsch and S. Gaston visited the
General Electric Tube Department, Microwave Tube Operation, in Schenectady, New
York to obtain information on the G.E. "Butt-Seal" for possible future use in this
program. This was discussed with Messrs. A. Michaelson (Manager) and R. Bristow
(Senior Ceramist). They appear to have found a 97% purity alumina well-suited to
this application. They had tooling for studs up to 0.352" diameter, but none for
the 0.500" diameter required for 100 A-H cells. At best, delivery would range from
several weeks to several months depending upon the design selected. G.E. promised
to quote cost and delivery schedule for a few alternate approaches, such as various
stud diameters, and whether G.E. or E.P. will supply the terminal stud.
5.2.1.5.5.12 Seal Problem on Some Cells of the Parametric Group
In September 1972, after construction completion of the parametric cell group,
cell terminal leak problems were detected on some cells. (These cells had used
terminals described in above paragraphs 5.2.1.5.5.8 & 5.2.1.5.5.10.) As a con-
sequence all terminal seal areas were externally coated with epoxy. This temporary
measure had to be resolved life test group terminals which were immediately placed
on a "production hold". Grumman offered immediate assistance to Eagle Picher and
Ceramaseal to resolve this problem. Also the Ceramaseal "Butt" design was con-
sidered as an alternate if it appeared that no quick and satisfactory solution
could be found.
5.2.1.5.5.13 Ceramaseal "Butt Seal Terminal" Design Sample Review
In October 1972, it became apparent that further effort on the above described
terminal would be unsuccessful in resolving its inherent problems. Consequently
the Ceramaseal "Butt Seal" terminal was examined more closely. A sample cell cover
was received from Eagle Picher on November 10, 1972. This cover was welded to a
case at Grumman for a mass spectrometer leak test. These terminals have successfully
passed a leak test of 2.6 x 10-8 cc per second of helium (the value was the minimum
detectable with the standard sample used). The cover sample was then given to the
Grumman Metallurgical laboratory for dissection and examination of the seal areas.
This showed that this terminal looks superior to those designs supplied previously.
The design is shown in figure 5.2-40. A few improvements were indicated in the
following areas:
1. Better cleaning at bottom weld to cover - a burr was left at the cup-
- and weld penetration could be improved.
2. Incomplete braze penetration - braze material flows toward the perimeter
leaving less material near the inner diameter.
To strengthen this design in the- areas outlined above, and to expedite delivery
of the life cells with this terminal, Eagle Picher was contacted to arrange a meeting
with Ceramaseal at the Grumman Metallurgical laboratory as soon as possible.
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5.2.1.5.5.14 Finalization of the Cell Terminal Design for the Life Test Cells
On 12 December 1972, a meeting was held at Grumman concerning the cell-terminal
seal. It was attended by W. Harsch (Eagle Picher); R. Turner, M. Bredbenner
(Ceramaseal); S. Gaston, M. Wertheim(Grumman) and J. Greenspan, J. Winn, P. Dent
Grmnman Metallurgical Laboratory). The results obtained from the sample cover
were viewed and discussed. Ceramaseal indicated that additional manufacturing
modifications were made after the sample in question was supplied. These were
done to improve seal integrity. They felt Grumman's comments were valuable, and
that this design can meet requirements.
As a result of this meeting, Grumman issued an action item document (AVO D-559-
2-39, shown in Appendix K-5) to Eagle Picher to expedite delivery of the Life
Test Cells. These are summarized below:
a) The "Butt Seal terminal" appears superior to previous designs and was
to be used on the life test cells,.
b) The Quality Assurance specification for the manufacture of ceramic-to-
metal seals, E.P.-MS-122 and comments listed in Grumman AVO-D-559-1-33
(shown in Appendix K-3) was to be reviewed quickly for specified terminal
material and dimensional changes. Actual changes were to be transmitted
to Grumman immediately for approval. Thenceforth, this specification
must be enforced.
c) A number of production sample units were to be examined metallurgically for
for good braze integrity, and copies of results were to be furnished to Grumman
quickly for review and approval.
d) Finalized terminal design and cover drawings were to be furnished to Grumman
for information.
e) Application of Non-Destructive Terminal Braze uniformity Detection
Technique
Subsequent to this meeting, the Grumman Metallurgical Laboratory radio-
graphically examined one "Butt Seal" terminal mounted on a cover. A top view and
one angular view, using standard X-ray techniques can detect small internal voids
in the braze material. These views are shown in enclosure 2 to Addendum to AVO-
D559-2-39 (see Appendix K-5).
Eagle Picher was requested to review this technique with respect to incor-
poration in the process requirements for life test cell terminals. Acceptance/
Rejection criteria were to be established thereafter.
All life cell terminals were then constructed and examined as described above.
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5.2.1.5.6 Auxiliary Electrode Signal Review
5.2.1.5.6.1 Development Group Cell Manufacturer's Test Results - The results of
the group I development cells had shown that the auxiliary electrode signal changes
were too low to provide usable control. A more careful review of the data in April
1971 showed the following performance characteristics of the group I auxiliary elec-
trode design, as reported in the April 1971 Monthly Progress Reports.
a) The residual voltage at 0 psia was high compared to the change in volt-
age with increasing pressure. This characteristic showed up at all load
resistance values measured. In general, the range of signal-to-residual-
level ratio was 1.3 to 1.6/1. This is in contrast to the performaice
of OAO 20 Amp-Hr. cells (6 to 7/1 ratio), 6 Amp-Hr cell reported in Jan-
uary 1968 on NAS 5-10261 (> 5:1), and ATM 20 Amp-Hr. cells reported in
June 1970 on NAS 8-20055 (- 3.5:1).
b) The voltage-pressure data indicated a fairly large temperature sensiti-
vity - 3-5f 0C.
c) The apparent maximum power load resistor indicated -- 1 ohm -- showed
a large variation as a function of pressure and temperature -- from ap-
proximately 0.5 ohm to 1.5 ohm.
It was concluded from the above that some phenomena, not well-understood, are
occurring. Among the possibilities (see Appendix K-1 for a thorough discussion
of the investigation of auxiliary electrode design and performance) suggested
were:
a) Electrode area insufficient for total oxygen volume (mass) generated.
b) Electrode is improperly located in the plate stack.
c) Use of non-woven (Pellon) can liner rather than polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
causes oxygen molecule entrapment and/or other deleterious electro-
chemical action.
While any or all of the above possibilities could be true, it was felt that no defini-
tive conclusion could be reached based on the existing level of understanding of
auxiliary electrode operation. Accordingly, the decision was made to
investigate design and performance parameters with the express goals of:
a) Deriving design data and rules for the geometry, location and material
requirements of auxiliary electrodes.
b) Deriving design data and rules for optimization of auxiliary electrode
load circuitry. Optimization shall be taken to include individual and
mutual effects of the following:
1) Maximization of signal change to residual level ratio.
2) Minimization of temperature sensitivity of both levels and signal
ratios.
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3) Minimization of cell-to-cell differences to permit standard design
techniques and parameters to be used for sensing circuitry.
Initial results of this effort, as reported in Appendix L-l, indicated the proba-
bility that the above-cited goals were achievable. The following were noted
tentatively:
a) The relationships describing electrode performance appear to be very
similar to those used to characterize thermodynamic phenomena.
If verified by tests, these relationships would permit the achievement
of most of goal b. above by means of a paper prediction once the
geometry, location and material data of an electrode are known.
b) Utilizing the above described relationships, it may be possible to con-
struct meaningful experiments which would yield parametric data for use
in the electrode design. Such data may also result in insights re-
garding the design criteria as functions of such things as negative
electrode construction, electrolyte quantity, cell size, and so forth.
It should be noted that achievement of either goal above, or any signifi-
cant part thereof, would represent a major advance in state-of-the-art of cell
design and charge control.
The Test Program to understand the interelationships among basic auxiliary elec-
trode parameters, as described in paragraph 3 of Appendix L-l, was not conducted
due to lack of program funds. The Eagle Picher effort described in Appendix L-2
was carried out at their own expense. Grumman requested five (5) selected develop-
ment group I & II cells f om Eagle Picher for tests here to obtain auxiliary elec-
trode characteristics under continuously orbiting conditions (not done previously
at Eagle Picher).
5.2.1.5.6.2 Results of Special Tests to Investigate Auxiliary Electrode Problem-
In July 1971, Eagle Picher reported the findings of their tests to investigate
auxiliary electrode performance problems. These results are shown in Appendix
L-3. A total of 18 cells of 36 A.H. size (RSN-36) instead of the planned 12 A.H.
size were constructed. The previously suggested use of a larger area auxiliary
electrode was not included and all had areas of 10 square centimeters. Variations
evaluated were:
a) Wrap 1 - a gas spacer was placed between electrode and container.
b) Wrap 2 - no gas spacer, but electrode was wrapped in non-woven nylon
R2505 (washed).
c) Teflon was placed on a nickel screen.
d) Teflon was placed on a raw plaque.
e) Uncoated raw plaque.
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f) Recombination type electrode with platinum.
g) Cell electrolyte to core weight ratios of 19, 21 & 23%.
The results may be summarized as follows:
1. Auxiliary electrode signal values are inconsistent with cell pressures
and vary widely among cells of identical designs.
2. The following trends, however, were observed:
a. Cells with less electrolyte show higher electrode voltage peaks
and greater oxygen sensitivity.
b. Cells with auxiliary electrode wrap 2 have less oxygen sensitivity.
c. Cells without teflon on the auxiliary electrode have lower signals.
d. The maximum power resistance for all signal electrodes appears to
be less than one (1) ohm.
5.2.1.5.6.3 Auxiliary Electrode Evaluation Testing at Grumman - The test plan
shown in Appendix L-4 (Grumman AVO-559-2-3) was followed. However, tests were
terminated prematurely since consistent repeatable signal results were not ob-
tained in cycling, and no technique for selecting an optimum resistor load was
found. From the data it appeared that one or more of the following seemed to
be true:
o The electrodes were completely saturated, even at pressures as low as
zero (0) PSIG.
o The variations in negative electrode-to-case (as neutral) voltage were
sufficiently greater than the auxiliary signal to completely swamp out
any effect from oxygen presence.
o Cells S/N 24 dnd 42 may have generated some hydrogen.
5.2.1.5.6.4 Discovery of Design Weakness in Auxiliary Electrode Tab-to-Can Welds -
In January 1972 Grumman discovered a design weakness in the tab-to-can welds of
the auxiliary electrode. This problem was found when development cell S/N 14
(from development group I) was dissected. These results are shown in Appendix L-5
(Grmman AV0O-D559-2-2). The auxiliary electrode tab formed a bend touching several
layers of main separator in the plate stack. This is undesirable since a short
could be induced. In addition, two (2) nicks across the tabs' width, in close
proximity to the tab-to-can weld area were observed. Since, during the cells
assembly, the cover is forced onto the can while this tab is sandwiched between,
tab damage can occur (tab material is..005" soft nickel).
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Two alternate solutions to eliminate the above described problems were proposed
and are also shown in Appendix L-5.
5.2.1.5.6.5 Auxiliary Electrode Modifications for the Group III Cells - Most
of the group III cells were constructed with the auxiliary wrap 2 (as defined
in paragraph 5.2.1.1.3). Only two cells (S/N32 & 33) of this group had the type 1
wrap for use as a control. Two cells (S/N 36 & 37) had their auxiliary electrode
terminal insulated in the housing.
Again the results had shown no substantial performance improvement useful for
repeatable charge control.
5.2.1.5.6.6 Final Attempt to Correct Auxiliary Electrode Performance Defects -
In April 1972 it was decided to make one final attempt to correct the auxiliary
electrode performance problem. It was to utilize three (3) different
designs in nine (9) cells of the parametric group, These were:
a) 10 square centimeter nickel mesh with teflonated gas side surface.
b) 30 square centimeter nickel mesh with teflonated gas side surface.
c) "U" shaped nickel mesh, teflonated, running down one narrow face,
across the bottom and up the other narrow face.
Each design used a tab welded to the underside of the cover. Wrap l was used
(as defined in paragraph 5.2.1.5.6.2.a).
The above decision was subsequently modified to expand the number of auxiliary
electrode types to be evaluated. All of the 25 delivered parametric cells con-
tained an auxiliary electrode. A total of six (6) different types of auxiliary
electrodes were used. These were:
o Type I (cells S/N 47, 57 & 67) - Grumman supplied, Teflonated one side,
1.6 sq. inches X .010".
o Type II (Cells S/N 48, 49, 58, 68 & 69) - Sintered Teflon one side, 1.6
sq. inhes X .010".
o Type III (cells S/N 51, 60, 61 & 72) - Standard as previously used, no
teflon, 1.6 sq. inches X .025".
o Type IV (cells S/N 52, 53, 62, 73 & 74) - Both sides Teflonated. 1.6
sq. inches X .025".
o Type V (cells S/N 54, 56, & 75) - One side Teflon film and teflon
dispersion on the other, 1.6 sq. inches X .025".
o Type VI (cells S/N 55, 65 & 76) - One side teflon film, larger size
4.1 sq. inches X .025". Two electrodes, one on each narrow face.
The "U" shaped design, as proposed in above, was not readily adaptable to the cell
design without causing possible internal cell shorts. It was therefore not in-
corporated.
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Even though the larger size auxiliary electrodes had shown somewhat better
signal changes than those of standard size, many signals were still inconsistent
with pressure changes, varied between cells of identical designs and were there-
fore unsuitable for charge control. Thus, all further work on auxiliary electrodes
was terminated.
Other testing demonstrated this point and although associated with auxiliary
electrode effort and stemming from its failures, this conclusion logically must
be stated separately in that portion reporting the pressure characteristic effort.
The results have shown that a direct sensing of cell pressure can yield a prac-
tical and reliable charge back up control. As a consequence, life test cells
were constructed without auxiliary electrodes.
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5.2.1.5.7 Cell Pressure Sensor Investigation & Selection
5.2.1.5.7.1 Early Program Review - The field of pressure sensors, other than
the auxiliary electrode, was reviewed early in the program for automatic recording
of cell pressures, or for alternate use for charge control. This review led to
two suitable pressure transducers. These were:
a) Servonic Instruments (Costa Mesa, California), One Million Series,
unit cost = $210.
b) Computer Instruments Corp. (Hempstead, New York), Model 3000,
unit cost = $150.
The cost for' either of the above units for use on all or some of the test
cells, although less than many available devices, was still prohibitive to this
program.
5.2.1.5.7.2 Pressure Switch Selection - In May 1972, it became apparent that a
pressure sensitive device as a possible replacement for the auxiliary electrode was
required. The lowest cost device among them is a pressure sensitive switch. A
review of existing switches of this kind had shown that a unit manufactured by
Hydra Electric (Burbank, California), P/N 12213, appears well-suited for this
purpose. This part was previously used by the U.S. Army Electronics Command on
a number of batteries without any problems. The unit cost is $65.00 but has not
yet been space qualified.
A total of ten (10) of these units were purchased with preset pressure set-
tings permitting an evaluation from 1.0 to 40.0 PSI.
They were scheduled to be included in the parametric characterization tests
at Grumman in case unsuitable auxiliary electrode signals were obtained. However,
due to delivery delays these tests came to completion and program had exhausted
its funds before evaluation testing of these units could be conducted.
5.2.1.5.8 Cell Free Volume Determination, Equations and Application of
Volumetric Electrolyte Filling Technique
5.2.1.5.8.1 Cell Free Volume Measurement and Apparent Core Density Calculations -
The cell!s free volume was measured on eight (8) selected cells from development
groups I - III. The cell internal free volume is defined as the unoccupied volume
inside the cell after it is filled with its internal components and electrolyte.
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It was determined by filling each cell with dry nitrogen gas at constant temperature
and volume and measuring the pressure rise. The summarized free and electrolyte
volumes, and core (stack) weight data are shown on Table 5.2-36. Reviewing these
data it becomes readily apparent that planned variations in the previously applied
"electrolyte weight to core weight ratio" filling technique can in some instances
result in identical free volume values. For example, cell S/N 16 was filled using
a 21% and cell S/N 32 was filled using a 19% weight ratio, yet nearly identical
free volume ratios of 50.4% and 50.9% respectively were measured. The average
electrolyte volume to initial free volume (prior to filling) was 51.7%. A norma-
lizing factor, called "apparent core density", was calculated to correct for varia-
tions in core weight for the different designs. This value was found to be 6 .13g/cc.
5.2.1.5.8.2 Free Volume Equations - Table 5.2-37 shows the derived free volume
equations applicable for a volumetric filling technique. Equation 1 is a general
case and is self-explanatory. Equations 2-4 are specifically applicable to these
100 A.H. cell designs. They utilize the inside cell volume (empty) and the "average
apparent core density" as described above. Using these two constants, measuring the
cell core weight and selecting the desired free volume one can calculate the electro-
lyte volume by means of equation 3. Equation 4 shows a special case in which the
electrolyte volume equals the free volume; that is the remaining free volume (after
filling) equals to 50% of the initial free volume (prior to filling).
5.2.1.5.8.3 Application of Volumetric Electrolyte Filling Technique - The above
described volumetric electrolyte filling technique was subsequently applied on all
parametric and life test cells rather than the previously used "core weight filling".
Equal electrolyte volume to free volume ratios were selected. The electrolyte
filling procedure applied is shown in appendix G and quantities used are shown in
appendix N.
5.2.1.5.9 Cell Ratio Testing
5.2.1.5.9.1 Philosophy - The purpose of the first portion of the ratio test is
to determine the negative electrode precharge capacity after the positive electrode
capacity has been exhausted. The purpose of the second portion of the cell ratio test
is to determine the total cell capacity, where the positive electrodes are capacity
limiting on charge, the negative electrodes cannot be fully charged, due to oxygen
recombination. Therefore, the cell must be flooded with electrolyte to reduce
oxygen recombination to a very small value.
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TABLE 5.2-36
100 A.H. CELL FREE VOLW D~TA
" EIECTROL. CELL VOL. INSIDE CORE % ELECTROL.DESION CELL DESIGN NO. ELECTROL. FREE COMB. ELECTROL VOLUW OF R L SIDE CELL V-(COB. CORE WEIGT WEIGH TODECRIPTION S/N GRP. NO. +/- VOLUME VOLUM + FR VOL U F ROL. VOLU ELECTROL. WEIGT VOL. CORE WREIOT
UNIT - - - c c cc * cc cc g g/ce %
WEAS. WEAS. 
-0LCA. CA. CALC. CAIC. MS. CAI. CAL.
THIN PIATE P2505 16 1 19/20 387 381 768 50.4 1164 396 2410 6.09 21
BELIDE WEX .1242 24 2 17/18 350 429 779 44.9 1164 385 2389 6.21 19
TIN PIATE P2505 32 3 19/20 375 362 737 50.9 1164 427 2580 6.06 19
TIN PIATE P2505 35 3. 19/20 375 381 7% 49.6 1164 408 2580 6.32 19
HIN PIATE ISO AUX. 37 3 19/20 375 362 737 50.9 1164 427 2580 6.04 19
THIN PIATE ISO AUX. 41 3 20/21 394 331 725 54.3 1164 439 271o 6.17 19
O THIN PIATE T21047 42 3 20/21 394 314 707 55.7 1164 457 2710 5.93 19
MSELIE P2505 45 3 17/18 408 303 711 57.4 1164 453 2805 6.19 19
I = 6.13
STD. DEV. 0.096
APPARENT CORE
DENSITY - 6.13 g/cc
TABLE 5.2-37
EQUATIONS FOR VOLUMETRIC FILLING
Definitions:
Inside Volume (IV) P Pree VolmeW (?V) + 1ReQt~Myte Volum  (EV) + Core Volume (CV)
1. OR IV FV+ EV -CV
For.This.100 AH Cell
IV = Calculated cell inside volume 11614 cc
W Core v6tght in grams,
CV Core v6igt in gams divided, by 6.13 g/cc
6.13 a Apparent density of core meterial. This value was calculated
from the developmet cell free volume and core vight measurements -
see, attached tableI.
2. Thereaore eq. 1. becomes:
116io + EV =
3. For a free volume goal = lOOx 1 4. For a 50% free volume goal, =EV 
IV.
Then equation 2. becomes •
11) = FY + (1-x) EV + y1
(-x) EV = ~2E - - Cw
C6 
52. 
V -CW
I U-x .o26
11 - Fv,- o.163cw
IV X
*0j
The first portion of the ratio test is not repeatable since, after negative
electrode precharge has been removed, no additional precharge is left. It has
been Grumman's experience that the second portion of the ratio test is also not
repeatable since later cycles have yielded large unexplainable differences in
results from the first cycle (see Table 5.2-39).
Due to the "destructive" nature of ratio tests then, not every cell con-
structed can be subjected to them. Therefore, a sampling technique must be
applied using a small number of cells. Each sample result is thus of great value
and extreme care must be exercised to obtain meaningful and reliable results. Since
nickel-cadmium cell performance is very much dependent on both previous history and
test conditions, it is of critical importance to keep these conditions identical
for each test and between tests.
5.2.1.5.9.2 Procedure - The ratio test procedure shown in appendix I was followed
with the exception of the earlier sample cells. (These cells did not receive electro-
lyte additions during the flooded full charge and spewed electrolyte which was not
replaced resulting in incomplete full charge of the negative electrodes due to re-
combination.)
5.2.1.5.9.3 Results - The ratio test results summary for groups 1, 2, 3 and
parametric cells is shown in Table 5.2-38. All positive electrode capacities exceeded
the minimum required 100 A.H. All negative to positive capacity ratios exceeded
1.50. The negative precharge values were somewhat erratic. All precharge values
were high due to insufficient power discharges. The early sample cells up to cells
S/N 29 had lost large electrolyte quantities during the flooded charge preventing
them from reaching full charge. Repeated test cycles generally resulted in increased
positive and negative electrode capacities.
5.2.1.5.9.4 Precharge Setting for Parametric and Life Cell Groups - Two sample
test cells received ratio tests; one full size cell (S/N 46) and two 12 A.H. size
cells cut from the 100 A.H. plaque lot. These data are shown in Table 5.2-38.
Table 5.2-39 shows the precharge prediction for the parametric test group from the
sample cell results. Based on these results the power discharge was increased to
68.0 A.H. for the thin electrode group. The power discharge settings for all other
cells of the parametric and life groups were determined in the same fashion accord-
ing to their positive and negative active material contents. A goal to achieve a
20% precharge of the excess negative electrode was applied.
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CELLDEV. POWR POSITIV I 3 EGATIVI I 2N3 RATIO
S/ DES N GROUP DISCH. To N1 T N21  TP3 ACTIVE POS. I 3 CTIVE NEG. TN3
0 D(PL0 0 MATERIA ACT_ 0A ATERIAT m C
UNIT -% AH. A,H. A.H. AH. GRAM A.HG. A.H. GRAM A.H./G.
MEAS. MEAS. CALC. MEAS. MEAS, CALC. MEAS IMEAS CAL
14 BASELINE (**) 1 26.0 54.3 9.7 1i8.5 43a _274 1AP.5 694 -a 1.k
17 THIN ELECT, 1(*)  26,0 22.5 66.5 126.o 455 .277 215.0 673 .319 .13
26 BASELINE + SHIMs 1 26.0 37.5 45.o 112.5 462 .244 195.o 594 . 2 1,73
29 BASELINE, 2 26.0 37.5 26.0 112.5 462 -244 176-o 594 _,p6 i_56
FT2140 + W, PoL tROP,
34 THIN ELECT. CYCLE 1 3 40.0 92.0 13.0 103.0 495 .208 182.0 704 2P59 177
19/20 CYCLE 2 - - - 133.0 495 .269 215.0 704 .i35 i62
CYCLE 3 - - - i3i.0 495 .265 225(* )7o70 _.70+ I.7P+
40 THIN ELECT. CYCL 1 3 55.o 66-4 7-6 110 -0 .55 2 184L( 739 949 i 7
20/21 CYCLE 2 - 140.0 525 .267 220.0 7 9 .298 1.57
CYCLE 3 - - - 142..0 525 .271 225 **C)739 .05+ 1.58+
43 THINELECT, CYCLE 3 50.0 120**) -L 105.0 525 900 3nn* W)739 - 4n- 86+
20/21 T21047 CYCLE 2 - - - 18. 525 263 739 -
35 THIN ELECT _ 3 450 71.7 - 495 .257 190.0 704 70 1 50
19/20
-41 THTN ELECT 
_ 4_n 0 1 - 10 p2 .250 215.0 739 .291 1.64
20/21
46 THIN ELECT. PARAMET 450 39.5 6. 5 124.L 459. _.70 908.5 642 3Sp I68
RSN12 (EQUIV. TO CELL 1 PARAME ---NO POWER DSQCH.--- 115.5 459 .252 215i, 642 .315 1.86
100 A.H.) CELL 2 PARAMEZ 33.3 75.2 27.7 100.9 459 .270 206.7 642 .39P 2.05
NOTR.q. l*) I TN2 = I ITNi) - (TI{) - (T)% ATL SYMBOLS ARE AS )EFTRED IN GAC CFTT.RP(. AV-SR POF-
**) ELECTROlYTE REMOVAL ON HESE CELLSCOUL HAVE R SULTED . PRECRGE VAIE CHAN ES
(***) CELL VO TAGE DI) NOT RE CH -1.0 VOLTS DISCH RGE WAS THEREFRE. TE INATED]
GS36 REV. 2 TABLE 5.2-38 umua
9-70 2000P RATIO TEST SUMMARY
TABLE 5.2-39 PRECHARGE PREDICTION FOR PARAMETRIC TEST GROUP CELLS (BASED ON SAMPLES)
Total Power Disch.
Dev. Precharge Unch. Excess % Precharge Efficiency
Cell Design Group Power () () I TN1 + I TN1 IX 100 oTN2
S/N Description No. Disch. Io TN1 ITN2 TN1 + I TN T2 I Power Disch.
o o
Measured Measured Cale. Calc. Cale. % Cale. %
A.H. A.H. A.H. A.H.
46 Thin. Elect. Para. 45.0 39.5 45.0 84.5 47 100
* Thin. Elect. Para. 33.3 75.2 30.6 -105.8 71 92
NOTES: * 12 A.H. SIZE CELL WAS CONSTRUCTED FROM PARAMETRIC GROUP ELECTRODE PLAQUES. RESULTS SHOWN WERE MADE
EQUIVALENT TO A FULL SIZE 100 A.H. CELL.
GOAL = 20% PRECHARGE OF TOTAL EXCESS NEG. ELECT. CAPACITY = .20 o)
I TN1 + I TN2I Ex2o o
SUNCHARGED EXCESS NEG. ELECT. CAP = .80(N +I TN2
SINCE POWER DISCHARGE (P.D.) EFF. WAS 100%, IT FOLLOWS THAT
) P.D. = IoTN2
THEREFORE EQ. 1 EQUALS TO:
S.80 IoTN 1 + P.D.
SINCE CELL S/N 46 CELL RESULTS SHOW THAT TOTAL NEG. ELECT. EXCESS CAP. = 8 4.5A.H. IT FOLLOWS THAT:
() P.D. = .80 (84.5 A.H.) = 68 A.H.
5.2.1.5.10 Mechanical Tests - Two cells (S/N 33 & 44). Selected from
development group III, received mechanical tests in accordance with Eagle
Picher "Qualification Test Procedure," Q.T.P. - 169, and comments thereto,
shown in Appendix M-1. Cell S/N 33 exhibited signs of damage during the 30g
sinusoidal vibration (details are described in Appendix M-2). Subsequently,
with the change in launch vehicle for the space station, the specified vibration
levels were reviewed and revised to reflect anticipated Shuttle launch conditions.
These revised levels are shown in Appendix M-3 (Grumman AVO D559-2-29). Cells
S/N 35 (with holdown) and S/N 36 (without holdown) were selected and received
these revised mechanical tests. The vent tube plug on cell S/N 35 loosened
and fell off during the sinusoidal vibration and subsequent tests on this cell
were terminated. (The electrical and mechanical data for this cell are shown
in Appendix M-4). Cell S/N 36 received and successfully completed all scheduled
mechanical tests. Its results are shown in Appendix M-5.
5.2.1,5.11 Thermal Tests
5.2.1.5.11.1 Purpose - A calorimetric cell test program was included in the
scope of the 100 A.H. cell development effort to provide heat generation rate
data for the final cell design and to optimize the Battery Module Package
design. These thermal tests were conducted at two separate facilities, Eagle
Picher and NASA/GSFC.
5.2.1.5.11.2 Tests at Eagle Picher - Two cells, S/N 16 with thin electrodes
and S/N 22 with opposed terminals, were selected for these tests. Eagle Picher
constructed a special calorimeter for this purpose. The equipment, theory of
operation, planned calibration and test runs are described in Appendix 0-1.
Unfortunately, after a limited number of test runs the calorimeter was damaged
beyond repair due to an uncontrolled cell overcharge and test runs had to be
terminated. A typical run for a 50% depth of discharge (worst case heat
generation) is shown in figures 5.2-41 and 5.2-42. The heat generated in
cell S/N 16 for two stabilized orbits were 11.8 and 12.2 watts per orbit
respectively.
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5.2.1.5.11.3 Tests at NASA/GSFC - Subsequent to the tests at Eagle Picher
the above cell (S/N 16) and cell S/N 15 were shipped to NASA/GSFC for thermal
testing in their large conduction heat flow calorimeter, constructed by Rocketdyne
under contract NAS5-21514.
The planned test procedure for these two cells is shown in Appendix 0-2.
Again tests had to be terminated prematurely due to an observed crack in the
epoxy of the center conduction rod limiting its intended function severely.
A typical worst case stabilized run at 50% depth of discharge for cell
S/N 16 is shown in figure 5.2-43. A value of 7.44 watts per orbit was obtained.
5.2.1.5.11.4 Thermal Test Summary - The NASA determined heat value of 7.44
watts differs considerably from the E.P. determined values of 11.8 and 12.2
watts for the 50% D.O.D., +200C runs. In addition the NASA monitored electrical
data seem inconsistent with the thermal data. They were as follows:
Integrated Watt - hr. input = 74.66
Integrated Watt - hr. output = 61.29
Watt - hr. loss = 13.37
Watt loss per orbit = W.H (loss)/1.567 H. = 8.53
If, indeed, such a difference exists, there would be an additional energy
absorbing mechanism in the cell -- one not accounted for by heat generation.
Another attempt was made to obtain cell heat generation data during the
parametric characterization testing, whereby the inflow and outflow tempera-
tures of the circulating fluid through the cell stack at a preadjusted rate
was monitored. These results will be reported in a later section of this
report.
5.2.1.6 Parametric Characterization Group
5.2.1.6.1 Cell Design Finalization - Based on all of the results of the
development group I - III cells the design for the 100 ampee-hour cell was
finalized for the parametric characterization group. (A short summary as
shown in figure 5.2-44). However, since none of the early design group cells
had received long term cycling evaluation it would have been risky to select
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only that cell design with the best initial characteristics without regard
to long term performance. For example, the best initial results were obtained
from the nylon separator cells as compared with the polypropylene separator
cells tested. A design finalization on this basis would have eliminated
polypropylene separators completely. Thus three (3) finalized cell designs
were selected for the parametric characterization group. All cells had
two insulated terminals (Ceramaseal design) located on the same face,
as described in paragraph 5.2.1.5.5.12. They also had auxiliary electrodes,
as described in paragraph 5.2.1.5.6.6. The active material and electrolyte
quantities used are shown in Appendix N. The typically used stack holdown
device was removed since it could lead to internal shorting if plates expand
in this direction during cycling. Mechanical tests in this program have shown
that cell can meet its requirements without a holdown device. All separator
material used was washed as described previously to remove organic impurities,
such as wetting agents.
The following cells were constructed:
a) Group P-l, cells S/N 47-49, 51-56, total of 9 cells.with thin
electrodes and nylon P2505 (washed) separator.
b) Group P-2, cells S/N 57-62, 64 & 65, total of 8 cells with thin
electrodes and polypropylene WEX1242 (washed) separator.
c) Group P-3, cells S/N 67-69, 72-76, total of 8 cells with baseline
electrodes and nylon P2505 (washed) separator.
5.2.1.6.2 Acceptance Testing at Eagle Picher - All cells of this group
received acceptance with the E.P. Acceptance Test Plan, A.T.P. - 251, shown
in Appendix P-1. These test results are summarized as follows:
a) Table 5.2-40 "Capacity to 0.9 Volts" - The average capacity for
the polypropylene group for the 200C and OoC tests was 99 + 94 A.H.
respectively. The thin electrode and the baseline electrode cells
with nylon for the identical tests showed 109 and 107 and 121 and
115 A.H. respectively.
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ITEM DESIGN CELL CAP. CAP. CAP. APT AFTER FINAL CAPP. CU, AFTERNO. NO. S/N OVER CAP.No o M CLE CCJLE CO IT CYL XCLE CYm CiCE 3RBIT nG
1 P- 7 115.8 111.6 08. 3  109.2 106 107.5 110.0 105.9 110, 0 110.0 31.3
2 48 115.8 112.5 109.2 110.0 o108.3 108.3 107.4 104.1 108.3 108.3 114.2
3 " 49 115.8 111..7 108.3 108.3 106.7 107.5 107.4 10.3,3 106.6 106.7 113.3
4 " 114.2 112.5 109.2 109.2 107.5 108.3 107.6 104.1 105. 0 106.3 113.3
5 52 114.2 1133 110.0 110.0 107.5 109.2 105.0 192.5 105.8 106.7 114,2
6 53 .113 3 1J1.7 109.2 -105.9 106.7 10T.5 -03.2 102.5 105.8 106.7 113.3
7 54 113.3 111.7 109.2 108.3 106.7 106.7 105.0 101.7 105.8 1O6.7 114.2
8 55 115.8 114.2 110.8 110.8 108.3 110.0 105.0 101.7 105.8 106.7 114.2
9 056 6.7 97,5 105.0 100.0 105.8 105.0 103.3 985 98.3 95.0 107.5
Average =/N 
_ 113.9 110.7 108.8 183 107.1. 107.8 106.0 102.7 10.7 105.9 1.13-
Av. for all tests 
_ 109.4 - 106. 7
10 P-2 57 104.2 95,0 lQ1.7 97.5 105.8 o00.0 96.7 91.9 91.7 90.0 10-.3
11 58 103.3 92.5 98.3 94.5 104.2 98.3 88.3 87.3 85.8 88.3 108.3
12 59 103.3 90.8 100.0 96.7 102.5 99.2 91.7 91.7 91.7 9.7 106.713 60 100.8 87.5 98.3 94.2 102.5 97.5 88.3 89.6 90.0 90.0 105.0
14 " 61 103.3 90.0 99.2 95.0 100.0 99;2 90 90.8 89.2 90.0 105.0
S15 62 103.3 92.5 100.0 95.8 97.5 99.2 92.5 91.9 91.7 90.8 105.0
16 " 64 105.0 94.2 .102.5 97.5 99.2 99.2 92.5 93.7 9q.3 92.5 100.8
17 " 65 104.2 95.0 101.7 97.5 100.8 loo100.0 89.2 88.7 875 89.2 104.7
Average =,E/ 0. Q.2 1O.2 96.1 1i.6 qq.- 1 91.2 99 90.1 903 105.5
Av. for all tests 
_ 9_8.8_ 93.6
18 P-3 67 124.2 120.0 125.0 115.8 112.5 120.8 113.3 110.0 109.2 106.7 126,7
19 68 125.8 121.7 125.0 -117.5 -13.. 122. 5 115.0 114.2 11.5 7 128 .3
20 " 69 125.0 123.3 125.8 120.0 113.3 123. 3  115.0 114.2 112.5 111.7 130.0
21 "- 72 
_ 127.5 123.3 126.7 114.2 113.3 122.5 115.8 112.2 110.8 106.7 129.2
22 " 73 124.2 123,3 125.8 120.0 126.7 125.0 115.8 112.9 I.aP5 109.2 128 323 74 127.5 120.0 125.0 116.7 111.7 119.2 114.2 112.2 110.8 109.2 126.7
24 " 75 120.8 113.3 120.0 115.0 106.7 116.7 - 110.8 11o.o 106.7 121.7
25 " 76 127.5 - 122.5 127.5 117.5 11o.8 121.7 113.3 112.9 110.0 109.2 126.7
Average = /N 125.3 120.9 125.1 117.1 113.5 121.5 114.6 1104 111.0 18 127.2
Av. For all tests 120.6 - - 114,8
Temp _+20O c -- 00
G316 REV. 2
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TABLE 5.2-40 TGRUI ( RMMAN.r-ApArTrY Tfl 1 C) Vr'T TA1T ^ *~ rmr
b) Table 5.2-41 shows the "Positive Active Material Utilizations"
for these tests. The polypropylene cells showed average values of
0.215 and 0.203 -*Vg. for the 200C and O°C tests respectively.
The thin electrode and baseline electrode cells with nylon showed
average values of 0.238 and 0.232 and 0.239 and 0,228 AH/go
respectively.
c) Table 5.2-42 shows the Input in ampere hours for all tests for
these 3 groups.
d) Table 5.2-43 shows the pressure rise during charge for all tests
for these 3 groups.
e) Figure 5.2-45 shows the Acceptance Test Summary, such.as average
values for capacities, positive active material utilizations,
coulometric efficiency and pressure rise during charge for each group
at the two test temperatures. The polypropylene cells showed sub-
stantially lower capacities and positive active material utilizations
when compared'with the nyon-sepgrator'-cell groupa; The coulometric
efficiencies for the 3 groups are nearly identical. The average
pressure rise at charge for the polypropylene cells at 2000 was
somewhat lower than that for the other 2 groups, indicating that
increased capacities might have been obtained if~charge would have
been continued to a slightly higher cut-off voltage.
Appendix P-2 shows voltage, pressure and auxiliary signal volt-
age profile curves for the 3 orbital cycles at 200C and O0C. Figures
1-3 shows the voltages for cells of the three cell designs at 20C00
and figures 4-6 show the corresponding.pressures and auxiliary
signal voltages. Figures 7-12 show similar profiles for the 00 C tests.
After successful completion of their acceptance tests all above
cells were shipped to Grumman for parametric characterization testing.
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DESIGN CAP. CAP. CAP. AFTER FINAL AV. FOR REMARKS
NO. CLESN CYCLE OVER- CAP. ALL
1__ __ CHARGE CYCLE TESTS
+20uC
P-1 47-49,51,5-6 248 241 237 235 233 234 238 4og. Pos. ac . mater al
P-2 57-62,64,65 225 200 218 209 221 215 215 " " " "
P-3 67-69,72-76 248 239 248 232 225 241 239 505g "
P-1 47-49,51-56 230 30 230 246 - 22
P-2 57-62,64,65 198 197 196 196 229 - 20-
P-3 67-69,72,76 227 223 220 216 252 - 228
NOTES: 1) D eIaF1 - __1_a__ _yon P?2505P-2 = " " + Polvp Olylep n EX 2I W
S P-3 = Basline P te + N-l on P25(5W
A 5.1-41
PARAME RTC T " GROTP E. P T ATA
_ _POSITIVE ACTIVE MATERIAL UTIL. ZATION
TT A TI' l 10
G316 REV. 2
3-72 2000p GRUMMAN
SDESIGN CELL CAP CAP CAP OVER- FINAL CAP P CA OVER- AV. FO ALL
Mo. AO, S/N GCLE ALE CCLE CARGE C P CLE P 2E CHARGE
1 P-1 47 150.0 120.0 120.0 170.0 126- 135.0 112.5 110.5 182o0 +20 C 0C
2 48 140.1 " " " " 133.5 110.0 112.5 "
3 49 150,0 " " " 133.5 110.0 109.5 "
4 51 143.0 " " " " 133.5 110.0 111,0 "
5 52 139.0 " " " " 128.5 105.0 111.0 "
6 53 137.5 " " " " 128.5 105.0 111.0 "
7 54 139.5 " " " " 130.0 105.0 110.5 "
8 55 137.5 " " " " 130.0 105.0 111.0 "
9 56 112.o 174.5 111.5 182.5 116.5 115. 1075 925 -
Average = E/N 138.2 126.0 119.1 171.4 124.9 129. 7  107.8 108.8 182.0 127.2 115.4
P-2 57 105.0 107.5 103.5 182.5 107.5 101.5 97.0 9 .5 132.5
1l 58 105.0 104.5 101.5 181.5 106.0 97.5 n95o0 87.5 130,0
12 59 105.0 104.0 101.5 182.5 106.0 100oo.o0 97.0 92.5 134.0
13 60 105.0 100.5 101.5 181.5 103.5 97.0 96.0 90.0 132.5
14 61 105.0 103.0 101.5 162.5 105.5 97.5 97.0 90.0 132.5
15 62 105.0 105.5 102.5 141.5 105.5 100,0 97.0 92.5 134,0
16 64 105.0 107.5 104.0 185.5 104.0 100.0 97.5 94.0 135.0
.17 65 105.0 108.0 105.0 184.0 104.0 95.0 95.5 92.5 131.0
Average =/N 105.0 105.1 102.6 175.2 105.3 98.6 96.5 91.4 132.7 104.5 95.5
18 P-3 67 132.0 134.5 129.5 121,0 126.5 124.5 119.0 111.5 150.5
19 68 136.0 137.5 132.0 142.5 131.0 128.5 123.5 116.0 155.0
20 69 136.0 138.5 134.0 142.5 131.5 128.5 123,0 116.0 155.0
21 72 135.0 138.5 134.0 142,5 131.0 128.5 122.0 115,0 151.5
22 73 136.0 139.0 133.5 212.5 131.0 131.0 123.5 114.0 152.5
23 74 132.0 135.0 131.0 142.5 127.5 125.0 121,0 114,0 152.5
24 75 130.0 135.o0 128.5 142.5 125.5 - 129,0 114.0 153.0
25 76 128.5 138.5 134.0 142,5 127.5 135.0 127,0 114.0 155,0
Average =%/N 133.2 137.1 132.1 112.9 .128.- 122.9 4.3 153.1 132.8 122.0
0
Temp 
_ _ 20 C _ _ OC
G316 REV. 2
3-.72 2000P TABLE 5.2-42 aru3M_ A PARAMETRIC TEST GROUP - E.P. DATA
e INPUT IN AMPERE - HOURS
ITEM DESIGN CELL CAP CAP CAP OVER- FINAL CAP CAP CAP OVER-
NO. NO. S/N CYCLE CYC CYCLE CHARGE CAP CYCLE CYCLE CYCLE CHARGE
I1 #2 #3 CYCLE 1 J k #3
1 P-1 47 73 4o 34 98 66 5 4 16 53
2 448 _ 9 37 32 84 5W 5 5 48
3 49 87 41 35 95 58 6 4 4 46
4 51 45 49 34 107 73 6 7 6 59-
5 52 30 33 32 99 61 2 8 7 48
6 53 34 46 33 103 73 3 9 7 53
7 54 41 49 40 101 66 5 11 8 43
8 55 35 36 27 103 61 4 6 7 55
9 56 31 26 31 98 60 13 22 1 56
Average = /N _7 _o 33 99 64 5 9 7 51
AV. for all tests -_ 57 - 18
10 P-2 57 17 15 20 lo9 38 14 28 2 73
11 58 20 10 16 103 39 6 13 2 73
12 59 27 9 19 114 39 6 28 2 75
13 60 30 8 21 108 38 4 33 3 75
14 61 34 9 24 115 33 7 31 3 82
15 62 29 12 22 114 43 8 28 3 81
16 64 38 12 22 105 46 0 26 2 64
17 65 28 16 22 91 44 8 25 6 69
Average = 5/N 28 i0 Pi 107 7 27 3 72
Av. for all tests 4 1 -27 s
18 P-3 67 54 47 51 95 72 11 11 6 98
19 68 55 49 51 99 77 9 11 4 92
20 69 40 50 49 95 63 11 11 3 93
21 72 57 46 31 93 70 8 12 5 103
22 73 66 45 49 - - 10 10 5 94
23 74 54 48 49 95 59 10 14 6 94
24 75 53 46 40 96 - 1 13 17 9o
25 76 71 48 54 98 70 5 12 3 .83
Average = /N 56 47 47 96 69 8 12 6 94
AV. for all tests -_ 63 _ 30
Temp +200o OC
3-72 2000P TABLE 5.2-43 GRUMMAN PARAMETRIC TEST GROUP - E.P. DATA
VPRESSURE RISE AT CHARGE IN PSI
aCP~L EIGOCf CO,
I FF
4:-L
5.2.1.7 Life Test Group -
5.2.1.7.1 Cell Design - The construction of the life test cells was started
shortly after completion of the parametric characterization group. A total of 54
cells were constructed for this purpose. All auxiliary electrodes were eliminated
from these cells due to inconsistent and poor performance results achieved on all
earlier cells. These cells were identical in design to the parametric characteri-
zation group and details are shown in Appendix N. The design breakdown is as
follows:
a) 6 cells - S/N 77 - 82, polypropylene WEX 1242 (washed) separator, base-
line electrodes.
b) 42 cells - S/N 83 - 124, nylon P2505 (washed) separator, thin electrodes.
c) 6 cells - S/N 125 - 130, polypropylene WEX 1242 (washed) separator, thin
electrodes.
5.2.1.7.2 Acceptance Testing at Eagle Picher - All cells received an identical
acceptance test as the parametric characterization cell group, per acceptance
test plan shown in Appendix P-1.
5.2.1.7.2.1 Acceptance Test Results - The acceptance capacity results are sum-
marized in Table 5.2 - 44 (A & B). It can be noted that all cells yielded 100
ampere-hours or better, except those cells containing thin electrodes with poly-
propylene separator and discharged at 0' C. The average capacity and average
positive active material utilizations are shown in figure 5.2 - 46. The thin
plate, nylon and the baseline, polypropylene cell groups showed nearly identical
capacity results at both temperatures. However, the positive active material
utilizations for the thin plate, nylon group is substantially higher than that
for the baseline electrode, polypropylene group.
5.2.2 Phase II- Parametric Characterization
5.2.2.1 Test Matrix - A parametric characterization test matrix was estab-
lished to obtain maximum amount of test data for the minimum amount of test runs.
The following independent test variables were selected:
* Cell Design (3)
P1 = Thin electrodes, nylon separator.
P2 = Thin electrodes, polypropylene (WEX 1242w) separator.
P3 = Baseline electrodes, nylon separator.
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*DESIGN CELL1 COND. CAP P. F1~ CAP. OVR CAP.CP. CAP. OVER-I
* DSCIPI0 jSCYCCLLEE CYCLE CYCLE CHARGEj CYCLE CYCLE jCYCLE _CHARGE
DESCRIPTION 
___ 
_____ 
____E 1_1__2_3_V A 4 #3 
___AV,. 
-
TEMP 0 C R.T. 0 0 0 0 ___ 20 20 20 20 _ 
_
I CHARGE AMP 10 30JQ 30 *30 10-+5 
__ _3 30 ..io±8 
__
-I DISCHARGE AMP 50 50 50 50 59 
___ 50 50 50 5
BASELINE POLYPROP 77 ill 11P 113 104 107 __ 
_ 3. 109 109 118 
___
BASELINE POLYPROP 78 111 112 113 104 107 113__ 10f.. .. 9 1.09 .. J18 
___-
BASELINE FOLYFROP 79 1-11 112 113 104 107 11__ 23. 109 10Q9 2,J18 
___
BASELINE POLYPROP 
- 80 il1 112 -13. 104 10o7 ____ Wi io9 iog~ 115 
__
-SELIN POLYFROP 81 1,11 1112 113 1014 107 ____1 11- 109 lo 118__
BASELINE POLYPROP 111 11 ii lo Fl107 U3 10~9 29=.-L 
-
AVEAGE11-1 112 113 114 107 109(*) 113 109 109 118 212~
M1~N PL ,NYLON 83 1ll 114 115 108 108 113 1014 104 116 ___
______84 1ll 114 115 108. 108 113 lo4q 1014 116 ___
85 Jlu u41 32 _08 108 Jl04 116 
_
86 12 101 106 1o8 iLo4 11___ 3 108 104 .113 ___
H _____A7 .. 1f 03 i6 ioB ... o4 ____ 3 10 ~L 115-
88 120 107 106 lo8. 1014 1_____ 108i l oL .. l. ____-
89 120 107 106 108 1014 ___ 113 108 1014 113
90 120 105 106 108 104 11___j3 108 l04 116 ___
()1 20 1i iJQ ioB i _ 13- J.B lo4L 1M5
92 120 108 lo6 108 104 
____113 108 104 115 
___-
94L 120 102 106 108 104 ____ 3. 2 10L 
____ 115
95 120 101 100 100 104 106 105 J100 
___ -
96 120 101 106 108 104 
____113 108 104 113 
____
_____97 120 103 106 108 104 ____ 13 108 io4 114 ___
98 120 103 106 108 104 1___ -j3. l08 104 11..5____
99. 120 102 106 108 104 in__ -2o JlQ4 114.JJL_____
10 12 01 10 i6 lo8 104 
____ R J ~108 lo4 i~ n....____
______101 1-11 114 115 108 108 
___ 115 100 100 115 ____
______102 i11 1-14 115 108 108 ___ 115 104 104 116 ____
______103 111 114 115 108 108 115 104 104 116 ____
______ 14 il 1u4 1 15 0 1108 u5i.. .2! ~ o4___
_____ 15 ill. 11 4 11 E108 108 1___ 5 104 14 16 __
___E_ 10l6 1 115~ 108 10 ___ nA0 14 16-
03 6 REV. 2 TABLE 5.2-44A LIFE TEST GROUP-
8.70 2000P 
' ~~~ACCEPTANCE TEST CAPACITY RESULTS
TO 1.0 VOLTS
DESIGN CELL CONDIT CAP. CAP. CAP. OVER- CAP. CAP. CAP. OVER-
CYCLE CYCLE CYCLE CHARGE CYCLE CYCLE CYCLE CHARGj
DESCRIPTION SN CYCLE #1 2 _ AV# # _ 3 AV.
TEMP oC R.T O0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20
I CHARGE AMP 10 30 30 30 10+5 30 30 30 10+8
I DISCHARGE AMP 50 50 50 20 50 50 50 50 50
THIN P. NYLON 107 112 105 109 104 108 122 115 109 124
" 108 112 102 109 104 108 122 115 lno 124
109 112 102 109 102 108 122 116 110 124
110 112 102 108 104 108 122 116 110 124
111 112 105 108 10100 113 109 124
112 112 102 109 106 108 122 116 110 124
113 112 102 110 102 108 121 115 109 124
114 112 102 108 102 108 122 116 110 124
115 112 102 108 102 108 122 116 no10 124
116 112 102 108 101 108 121 11 5  108 124
117 112. 112 109  108 108 121 115 108 124
118 112 112 109 108 108 121 115 108 124
1 19 112 112 109 108, 108 121 115 108 124
120 112 112 109 108 108 121 115 108 124
_21 93 - - - - - - - -
122 112 112 109 108 108 121 115 108 124
123 12 102 107 100 108 121 114 108 124
124 112 102 109 102 108 121 1l 108 124
AVERAGE .114 107 109 106 107 107 (*) 116 110 106 119 113
THIN PL. POLYPROP. 125 102 94 90 7 89 104 93 103 113
" 126 104 94 90 97 89 100 94 105 113
127 104 94 90 97 89 101 94 103 113
128 106 97 90 97 89 102 93 103. 113
129 105 94 90 97 89 101 92 104 113
130 ld6 4 o 97 89 101 92 103 113
AVERAGE 105 94 90 97 89 93 () 102 93 103 113 103
NOTES: () CONDITINING PACITY S EXCLUED FROM THIS A RAGE VIUE
G316 REV. TABLE 5.2-44B GRUaMMAN CONT. LIFE TEST GROUP -
.. ozooo- p ACCEPTANCE TEST CAPACITY
iMMrr M T)Tr,
-.~u. J.,u.-I. uumg mM N .APH PAFZR EUGENE DIETZGE N Co.
10 X 10 PER INCH MAD IN U. S. A.
o- -- -
I+
-4-
0~0
I I II II
L Lz z' T I I
I 1OD T-J,!
ZL I
I T] I ,F
-----------
, 1I II
1- - .i l - -
F-Im .
* Temperature (3)
TI = 000
T2 = 100 C
T3 = 20C00
* Depth of Discharge (3)
DI1 = 12%
D2 = 3c%
D3 = 50%
" Charge Voltage/Temperature Limit (3)
L1 = Low level
L2 = Medium level
L3 = High level
* Charge Pressure (Auxiliary Electrode Signal) Limit (3)
L1 = Low level
L2 = Medium level
L3 = High level
A total of nine (9) cell groups were selected consi.tting of three (3)
groups from each design. Each group was to consist of three (3) identical
cells resulting in a total requirement of 27 cells for these tests (actually
only a total of 25 cells were delivered to Grumman which resulted in that two
(2) groups contained only two (2) cells each). One group of each design was
kept at each of the three temperatures throughout the entire test. This test
matrix is shown in Table 5.2-45. Two out of the three possible conditions
were selected for testing as indicated by a circle. The number inside each
circle shows the applied test sequence and order which was established to minimize
test equipment adjustments and re-calibration. Each group received a
minimum of 25 orbital burn-in cycles (or until characteristics were stabilized)
prior to the characterization cycles. Each characterization test was conducted
until cell characteristics had stabilized before going into the next condition.
5.2.2.2 Test Equipment
5.2.2.2.1 Battery/Cell Test Controller Design and Construction - A test
controller, with functions as described in the Program Summary of paragraph
3.0 was designed. A total of nine (9) independently operating units were
.constructed for these tests. Each unit in conjunction with a Sorensen type
SRL 10/100 Power Supply is capable of automatically cycling three 100 A.H.
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cells. This multi-level constant current charge controller senses string
voltage ( or auxiliary electrode signal voltage) and "fires" to the next
lower charge current level when this pre-set voltage is reached. A photo-
graph of this control rack is shown in figure 5.2-47. It consists of a
frame which houses six printed circuit boards and a bottom tray. Each of
the six boards has a separate function and is fully described below (it must
be noted here that all units constructed after the unit (S/N 1) shown in
figure 5.2-47 combined components on boards 5 and 6 and thus contained 5
boards only):
* Test Controller (Rack) Operation - See Appendix Q-1.
* Pre-Regulator/Bias Regulator, Board 1 - See Appendix Q-2.
* Voltage/Temperature Detector, Board 2 - See Appendix Q-3.
* Current Control, Board 3 - See Appendix Q-4.
* Counter/Coincidence, Board 4 - See Appendix Q-5.
* Contactor Controller/Fault Protection, Board 5/6 - See Appendix Q-6.
* Mode Controller, Board (Tray) 7 - See Appendix Q-7.
5.2.2.2.2 Test Safety Equipment
5.2.2.2.2.1 Over/Under Voltage Scanning Detector - An independent over/
under voltage scanning detector was conceived, designed and constructed at
Grumman. (Its schematic and layout details are shown in Appendix Q-8). It
continuously scansevery cell at a rate of one channel per second. If any
voltages outside the pre-set range are detected the entire string, containing
the cell with this condition, will be terminated from further cycling. Thus
a possible malfunction in the charge controller, or a possible cell capacity
run-down due to insufficient recharge, or cell overcharge or reversal due
to out-of-step condition with respect to its group can be detected and
cycling terminated before any permanent damage to either cell or equipment
has occurred.
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5.2.2.2.2.2 Cell Pressure Gauge Safety Switch - Since each cell was tested.
with an attached pressure gauge, Grumman installed an in-house developed and
constructed switch inside the gauge assembly. The switch was installed in
such a manner that it closes at approximately +85 PSIG sending a signal to
the charge controller and terminating all cycling for that string. This
switch formed another independent safety feature preventing extremely high
cell pressure buildup with possible case distortion, rupture and/or damage
to the test equipment.
5.2.2.2.3 Test Instrumentation - A Hewlett-Packard Model 2012B Digital
Data Acquisition System with magnetic and paper tape readout monitored all
test data, except pressure. Table 5.2-45 shows a channel assignment for the
parametric tests. For a quick data trend review two Bristol 24 channel
recorders were operated continuously. The Bristol recorder channel assignment
is shown in Table 5.2-46.
5.2.2.2.4 Test Laboratory Layout - The photograph (Figure 5.4-48) shows
the battery test laboratory layout prior to completion. The test controllers,
with the power supplies located behind them, are sitting on a large shelf.
Below it are the constant temperature baths (Labline No. 3324-x) and benches
on which the insulated cells stacks were to be located. The right side of
the photograph shows a rear view of the Data Acquisition System, which is
in the center of the room. Figures 5.2-49 and 5.2-50 show the floor plan
and the upper tier plan views of the area. Figure 5.2-51 shows thelocation
of the various fused test and instrumentation terminal boards of the test
set-up. Atypical block diagram of the cables is shown in Figure 5.2-52
5.2.2.2.5 Cell Group (Stack) Mechanical Design - The 3 cell group, 2
cell group and planned 5 cell group (for life tests) stack mechanical
assemblies are shown in Appendix Q-9. The philosophy for this type of cell
temperature control is described in the Grumman Project Memorandum D559-1-1
(shown in Appendix Q-10). A view of the "Cell String Constant Temperature
Package" is shown in Figure 5.2-53. The cooling flow rate for each string
was controlled by a flow valve permitting circulating fluid flow rate
adjustments necessary for the cell heat generation calculations.
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RECORDR #1 RECORDER #2
CHART INST CHART INST
CHANNEL CHAN FUNCTION CHANNEL CHAN FUNCTION
NUMBER _ NUMBER
1 101 Bat I -Cell 1 voltage 1 120 Bat 7 Cell I voltage
2 102 Bat 1 Cell 2 voltage 2 121 Bat 7 Cell 2 voltage
3 103 Bat 1 Cell 3 voltage 3 129 Bat 7 Cell 3 voltage
4 104 Bat 2 Cell 1 voltage 4 123 Bat 8 Cell i voltage
5 105 Bat 2 Cell 2 voltage 5 124 Bat 8 Cell 2 voltage
6 106 Bat 2 Cell 3 voltage 6 125 Bat 8 Cell 3 voltage
7 107 Bat 3 Cell 1 voltage 7 126 Bat 9 Cell 1 voltage
8 108 Bat 3 Cell 2 voltage 8 127 Bat 9 Cell 2 voltage
9 109 Bat 3 Cell 3 voltage 9 128 Bat 9 Cell 3 voltage
0 10 110 Bat 4 Cell 1 voltage 10
11 111 Bat Cell 2 voltage 11 77 Bat 3 Cell 1 Aux
W O 12 112 Bat 4 Cell 3 voltage 12 78 Bat 3 Cell 2 Aux
S0 13 113 Bat 5 Cell I voltage 13 79 Bat 3 Cell 3 Aux
14 114 Bat 5 Cell 2 voltage 14 86 Bat6 Cell 1 Aux
15 115 Bat 5 Cell 3 voltage 15 87 Bat 6 Cell 2 Aux
16 116 Bat 6 Cell I voltage 16 88 Bat 6 Cell 3, Aux
t7' 0S17 117 Bat 6 Cell 2 voltage 17 96 Bat 9 Cell I Aux
18 118 Bat 6 Cell 3 voltage 18 97 Bat 9 Cell 2 Aux
19 131 Bat 1 current 19 98 Bat 9 Cell 3 Aux
20 132 Bat 2 current 20
21 133 Bat 3 current 21
22 134 Bat 4 current 22 137 Bat 7 current
23 135 Bat 5 current 23 138 Bat 8 current
24 136 Bat 6 current 24 139 Bat 9 current
NOTE: (1) Wire is two conductor twisted shielded; Blue conductor is "Hi". White is "LO".
(2) Shields are connected at the Inst. Terminal Boards; not at the Chart Recorders. Shields at the Chart Recorders are endcapped.
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5.2.2.3 Computerized Data Reduction/Analysis Program
5.2.2.3.1 Program Development - The initial data reduction/analysis
program for the parametric characterization and life cycle tests was written
in Fortran IV for use on the IBM Computer using the magnetic tape output from
the Hewlett Packard Data Acquisition System. 1Theprogram couldnbe used for
either the time sharing (360/67) or batch processing (360/75) operations.
(A sample output was reported in the January 1972 Monthly Progress Report
and is shown in Appendix Q-11.) Due to frequent errors by the tape reader
converting the 7 track instrumentation tape, a premature output termination
resulted. Consequently, the program was revised for use on a CDC-3200 Cpmputer.
All parametric characterization test data was processed by the Grumman LMDRS
(LEM Data Reduction System) group using a NASA owned CDC-3200 Computer, which
was purchased under NAS 9-1100. The main program revisions to incorporate
major functions are described in Grumman AVO's D559-2-20 and D559-2-26
(shown in Appendix Q-12).
5.2.2.3.2 Finalized Computer Program - The finalized computerized data
reduction/analysis program was subdivided into two separate sequentially run
programs.
Program 1 - Battery Data Reduction, "BDR". - It processes variable
record length binary coded instrumentation tapes. To
permit more operational flexibility all data references
were generalized by creation of a descriptor array using
channel assignment cards, It produces a tab listing for
each string for each orbit. A summary file of all error
messages is provided and listed when all data are processed.
Program 2 - Designated "ORBPLOT" for the orbital plotting routine. It
uses a binary (E.U. formated) tape produced in program 1
as input to a selective data plot program. The computer
produces these plots on microfilm by means of a movie
camera.taking pictures of an oscilloscope screen. A
complete "BDR" and "ORBPLOT" source program printout is
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shown in Appendix Q-13. A listing of all channel assign-
,ments for input cards for both programs is shown in Appendix
Q-14. A typical tab listing sample is shown in Table 5.2-48.
The abbreviations used therein are as follows:
Cl, C2, C3 - Voltage for cells 1, 2, 3 in string
Test Data - Shows Julian day
Time - Real-Test Time
OLT - String outflow temperature in F
TSR - Temperature sensing resistor temperature in OF
(located on restraining plate inside the insulated
battery package)
SCV - String voltage
AMP - Current in amperes
Al, A2, A3 -Auxiliary electrode signal voltage in volts fori
cells 1, 2, 3 in string
Pl, P2, P3 - Auxiliary electrode power output for cells
1, 2, 3 in string - this function was not used
and is shown as zero.
Typical orbital plot samples are presented in figures 5.2-54 and 5.2-55.
They show orbital time profiles of each cell voltage, currents, average stack
temperature, calculated heat generated from thermal data and auxiliary
electrode signal voltages.
5.2.2.4 Parametric Characterization and Life Cycle Test Plans
5.2.2.4.1 Electrical Operation - The parametric/life cycle set-up and
operation test plan is shown in Appendix R-1 (Grumman AVO D559-3-1). It
describes the step-by-step operation starting with incoming inspection
through string assembly, test set-up, conditioning, capacity discharge and
orbital cycling. The parametric test cell grouping into nine (9) test
strings is shown in Table 5.2-49.
5.2.2.4.2 Circulating Fluid Flow Rate Plan - The circulating fluid flow
rate plan for use in conjunction with the electrical operations to obtain
cell heat generation information is shown in Appendix R-2.
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VMOOT 4c PARAMETRIC IFST-DATE 195 STATISTICS FOR OQIT NUMREq 71
STRING NUMBER
OIqCHARGF CI C2 C3 TIME OLT TSR SCv i . 1 Pl-V A2 PD-mV A3 03-MV
START 1.4$t 1,.47 1.41-9 523l. 41.?30 . 4.224 20.07n .qd75 ' .4f43 0 .32 9 0
END :.217 1. 1.25H 59 "* 41.97P 41o,97 3.775 20.090 . q? a .433Q 0 .2957 0
CHARGE
START I1i 1.32 1.317 1-.313 5nn* 41.927 41.617 4.132 8.36 .5967 0 .4655 0 .3308 0
END IT 1.522 1.491 1.478 6nlh;. 1.975 41.697 4.491 .322 .6920 .5454 0 .3655 0
START iT 1.468 1.4t8 1.456 66026. 41.975 41.743 4.375 .6Q2 .65n8 o .5256 0 .3528 0
ENO I 1.5't 1.44S 1.483 6'30. 41.-27 41.74- 4.487 49.APA .A(4? n .5453 0 .3649 0
START 1' 1.4 ' ," 1.43, 1.426 6nn4n. 41.97, 41.7Q80 4.286 20.70n .173 A .5954 0 .3395 0
ENO T1 1.4Q3 1.3t6 1.1;23 619. *T*9?1 41.691 4531 20.744 *A46? n .5351 0 *3720 0
START IA 1.472 1.491 1.49 61 60. 41.927 41.66 4.462 4_4_4 .6365 .5276 0 .36f2 0
END I4 1.457 i.459 1.461 65600. 41.28 40.734 4.377 4.4P? .6192 .4994 0 .3484 0
WATI--OUPS OUT WATT-HOLRS IN. PEPENI RETURN
7.41 55.2? bI1.SA
AMP-HOURS OUT ANP-HOUPS IN PERCENT RETURN
i2.;4 12.68 l85.38
WATT-HOUPS CUT WATT-HOURS IN. PERCENT RETURN
7 T .F1 18.49 116.73
- 8 15.PI 18.43 116,60
9 i0,80 18.38 * 116c34
a T?1FEAi L Ntfl iA1JUN - LNIYI IF 6!'AlU'(F TN lIO. ?
LOw FIGH V
3.e2? 39.757 39.228
TOTAL tEAT [ NATT-HS =  13.49 AW8IENT CCPRECTfON= .7500 DES ES F
4<
0
( --
S14
RUN NiC. I ORBiT N. 71 sTRIG 3 ,. 
100 AMP HR BATT TEST LEGEFAD
oDT45 AUX. 06/13/75 a V..t.o OLT I s i..0E :3
s CL'RENT SF. .QCC 00 1 vOLT z S.-I.:E :3
a rV. 3 sr..1.ct 0: x vOLT 3 S .- 1.1:E :3
1%J- --
'as.
1740.
44-o
ISO*.
-- 4-
1 T-
1. 21. I . St. , . 7. 82. 91. lot.
5 23 T IME - MIrTES 6 56
5 23 TIME - MINUTES SG
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NO. NO. S/N THIN BASEL. NYLON POLYPR. ELECT.
() () (***) NOTES: () PE P25 (WASH _)
1 1 59 / /' II (**) lYPE WEX3242 (WA HED)
2 61 %/" / III (***)AS DESCR BED IN 'ARAGRAP _
1_ 5.2.1. .6.6
2 1 69 II
2 72 V _ III
1 74 / V IV
1 55 / V vI
2 52 / V IV
3 48 1 / _I
5 1 67 /  / I
2 75 V
3 --
61 V TT
2 62 V / IV
'1 65_/_ V VI
7 1 47 V
2 54 v III - AUX. EIECTRODE KALFUNC' ION
1 56 / / V
2 60 __ _TT
__ 
64V v
9 1 68 11_
2 73 ./7 V IV
3 76 1/ / VI
G3 16 REV. 2 TABLE 5.2- 49 GRUMMAN PARAMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION
..70 2ooo CELL GROUPING
5.2.2.4.3 Test Equipment Turn-On-Procedures - The Test Controller
turn-on-procedures are shown in Appendix R-3.
5.2.2.5 Parametric Characterization Test Data Summary
5.2.2.5.1 Characterization Test Runs - The parametric characterization
test runs were conducted after conditioning, capacity determination and
completion of about 274 orbital burn-in cycles for most cell strings.
Most of those test conditions for the voltage/temperature limit, shown in
Table 5.2-44, were conducted. The second postion of the planned tests,
pressure or auxiliary electrode signal limit characterization (conditions
7-12), could not be conducted due to poor auxiliary signal responses and late
delivery of pressure switches. Table 5.2-50 shows a test condition summary
for all orbital runs conducted after the burn-in cycles. It also shows an
assigned DDT run number and the number of orbital cycles conducted at each
test condition (each generated test tape was assigned a consecutive "MODT"
number and could contain as much as four days of continuous test run data).
Appendix R-4 shows the computer printouts of selected stabilized cell
characteristics for each string at each test condition Appendix R-5 shows
the computer plots (ORBPLOTS) of stabilized cell characteristics for each
string at each test condition.
The initial cycle life cell characteristics based on these tests are
summarized as follows:
* The clamp voltage at charge as a function of percent ampere-hour return at
0o, 100, & 20C00 ambient temperatures and for 12, 30 & 50% D.O.D. (depth of
discharge) is presented in figure 5.2-56. The three different cell designs
showed no significant differences in the percent returns for identical
conditions and are, therefore, presented together. As anticipated, a
steeper slope for lower depth of discharge and a shallower slope for a
higher depth of discharge can be noted. A direct correlation between charge
voltage decrease with temperature increase for identical percent return
can be observed.
* Figure 5.2-57 presents the percent depth of discharge as a function of clamp
voltage for 100, 105 & 110% ampere-hour return.
* Figure 5.2-58 shows the percent ampere-hour return as a function of average
cell pressure at end of charge for stabilized orbit at conditions at 00,
10 0 , & 200C ambient temperature. At OoC the point of inflection for the
gassing curve appears to occur in the 100 - 106%o charge return range. The
depth of discharge appears to have little or no effect on this curve. At
100C ambient temperature the gassing curve inflection point for the 50% and
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ASS IG1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 CO MEN S
MOD T N
45 COND, NO. 1 1 1 1 1 1P 1 1 RBfTT1 275-4i
LEVEL NO. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 (COM TER DAT SHOWS
D.O.D. 12 12 12 30 12 12 12 30 12 ORBIT 1-72)
SPEC, FLOW RATE 11.66 17.50 17.50 43.61 11,63 17.45 19.42 43.54 17.42 IHRi
46 COND. NO. 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 P _ RBITT 347-3
LEVEL NO. 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
D.O.D. 30 12 50 50 50 12 30 30 50
SPEC. FLOW RATE 29.0Q 19.50 72.84 72.56 48. 17.45 43.61 72.44 17 i 2
47 COND. NO. 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 OR'RTT, 3q6-k1
LEVEL NO. 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 1, 2
D.O.D. 3 12 5 0 0 50 12 50 5 "
SPEC FLOW RATE 29.03 17.50 72.84 72.56 837 17.45 43.61 72.44 73,89 LBb/HR,
48 COND. NO. 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 ORBIT 415-432
LEVEL NO. 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
D.6.D. 12 30 30 50 30 30 12 12 50_ __ _
SPEC. FLOW AIR 11.65 43.54 43.54 72.56 29.08 43.61 43.61 43.61 7. 89__
49 COND, NO, 5 4 5 3 5 4 5 4 L 3 ORBIT 4k13-47
LEVEL NO. 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 2
D.O.D. 12 50 30 50 12 50 12 12 50 -- ,
SPEC, FLOW RATE 11.65 72.84 43.54 72.56 11.63 72.56 17.45 17.45 73.89 __HR,
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30% D.O.D. appears to range from 103 - 110%. Thus, there is a definite trend of
a higher charge return requirement for the lower depth of discharges at the high-
er temperatures.
* Figure 5.2-59 presents the average cell pressure at end of charge as a
function of clamp voltage at charge for each of the three designs at 00
00, & 200 C. Comparing the 1000 & 2000 curves for the three designs one
can note that the lowest pressures for identical clamp voltages were
observed on the thin plate, nylon, cells. The 00C data for the standard
(baseline) plate, nylon, and thin plate polypropylene cells show a
considerable shallower slope than those for the other test conditions.
* Figure 5.2-60 shows the capacity data after completion of the parametric test-
ing as a function of the discharge current at O, 10 & 2000C. These capacities
were obtained at the last parametric test run condition (described in Table 5.2 -49)
and do not necessarily represent a full state of charge. However, the data show
it at under the test conditions applied the thin plate, nylon cell yielded the
highest capacities of the three designs and showed approximately 100 ampere-
hours to discharge currents up to about 50 amperes at all three temperatures.
The polypropylene cells (WEX1242, washed, yielded consistantly the lowest
capacities.
* Figure 5.2-61 shows plots of temperature and discharge current as a function of
positive active material utilization obtained prior and after burn-in and
parametric-testing. The thin plate, nylon cells yielded the highest post
parametric positive material utilization for all discharge current for the
enter6 temperature range tested. The standard (baseline) plate nylon yielded
the second highest utilization values for the higher discharge current ranges
(about 30 amperes and above).
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5.2.2.6 PROPOSED CYCLE LIFE/MEMORY EFFECT TEST
- The proposed cycle life/memory effect test is outlined on Table
5.2-51. None of these scheduled tests were started.
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100 AMPERE-HOUR
NICKEL-CADMIUM STORAGE CELLS
POWER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
MANNED ORBITING SPACE STATION
SPECIFICATION FOR
1 SCOPE
1.1 General. - This specification establishes the
requirements for a hermetically sealed, 100 Ampere-Hour Nickel-Cadmium
Storage Cell (Storage Cell) which is to be used in the fabrication of the
Storage Battery Module for the Manned Orbiting Space Station.
2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 General. - The following specifications, standards,
drawings and puolications, of current issue, form a part'of this specifi-
cation to the extent specified herein:
Grumman
GSS 7011 Safetj Solvents - Cleaning
Federal
MIL-S-40 43B Steel: Corrosion resisting (Extra Low
Carbon Type 304), Plate, Sheet, and
Strip
Mi lit ary
MIL-R-5031 Rods and Wire, Welding, Corrosion
and Heat Resistant Alloys
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2.1 (Continued)
MIL-B-7883B Brazing of Steels, Copper, Copper
Alloys, and.Nickel Alloys, Aluminum
and Aluminum Alloys
MIL-W-8611A Welding, Metal Arc and Gas, Steels,
and Corrosion and Heat Resistant
Alloys, Process for
MIL-S-5002B Surface Treatments and Metallic
Coatings for Metal Surfaces of
Weapons Systems
STANDARDS
Military
MIL-STD-202D Military Standard, Test Methods for
Electronic and Electrical Component
Parts
MIL-STD-271D Military Standard, Nondestructive
Testing Reqiiirements for Metals
MIL-STD-454 REQ. 15 Ferrous Alloys, Corrosion Resistance
DRAWINGS
Grumman
TBD 100 Amp-Hr Nickel-Cadmium Storage
Cell
HANDBOOKS
Aero Propulsion Lab, Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio
Screening Method, Characteristics of Separators for
Edited by: J. E. Cooper Alkaline Silver Oxide-Zinc Secondary
and A. Fleischer Batteries
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2.2 Precedence. 
- When the requirements of the purchase
order, this specification or subsidiary specifications are in conflict,the following precedence shall apply:
(a) Purchase Order - The Purchase Order shall have precedence over
any specification.
(b) This Specification 
- This specification shall have precedence
over all referenced subsidiary specifications.
2.3 Availability of Documents. 
- Copies of this specifica-tion and other Grumman specifications and documents referenced herein
may be obtained, upon request from Grumman Aerospace Corporation,Bethpage, Long Island, New York, 1171, Attention: Specification Group.Requests for Military documents listed herein should be addressed to theSuperintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,D.C. 20hO2.
3 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Qualification. 
- The storage cells furnished under thisspecification shll be products which have been tested and have passed theQualification Tests listed in Section 4.
3.2 Reliability and Operating Life. 
-
3.2.1 Reliability. 
- Each storage cell shall be designedand constructed so that a 99.8 percent probability of successful operatinduring the launch and orbital life as defined in 3.2.2 is achieved.
3.2.2 Oerating Life. 
- All cells purchased under thisspecification shall have a minimum life of 11,000 orbital cycles. (An
orbital cycle is defined in 3.2.2.1.) 30,000 orbital cycles shall be
considered a design goal. The operating life shall be defined aswearout, deterioration, or catastrophic failure to an extent whichcauses the cells to deviate from the performance limits specifiedherein. Environmental test conditions reprisentative of ground
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3.2.2 (Continued)
operations, launch and orbital operations shall be as specified
herein. The storage cell surface temperature shall range between 00C
and 200C. The average required Depth Of Discharge (DOD) is 30 percent.
The minimum DOD is 12 percent, and the maximum DOD is 50 percent.
-Orbital life shall be defined as that period following ground and
launch operations.
3.2.2.1 Orbital Cycle. - An orbital cycle shall be defined
as having 94 minutes duration. The longest dark (discharge) period
shall be 36 minutes duration.
3.3 Materials. - Materials used in the manufacture of
storage cells shall be of high quality, suitable for the purpose intended,
and shall be selected in accordance with the requirements specified herein
and those contained in the final statement of work, negotiated as part
of the Purchase Order.
Plates, separator and electrolyte are the only items
to be installed in a storage cell. Any other materials must be approved
by Grumman prier to their being used. A list of materials shall be
supplied by the seller for Grumman approval.
3.4 Design and Construction. - Individual storage cells
shall be hermetically sealed to permit operrtion within the environmental
requirements of this specification. Storage cells shall contain the
necessary platem and terminal posts and shall be secured so that
no motion of the plates, relative to the container or hold-down
arrangement, can occur. The detailed mechanical and electrical design
of the storage cells shall be accomplished by the Seller subject to
the requirements of this'specification.
3.4.1 Interchangeability. - All storage cells of a given
Seller's part number shall be dimensionally and functionally interchangeable
with each other. The Seller's part number shall be identical with the
Seller's drawin number for the same storage cells.
ag 200.3 5-66
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3.4.2 Storage Cell Lot. - Storage cells to be purchased
under one lot shall use components from one specific batch only and shall
be assembled as one batch under identical production techniques. Com-
ponents from one batch are mandatory for all active components such as;
separator material, electrolyte, plates (one batch = one melange or 2
randomized melanges (See NOTE)). For all other storage cell components,
one batch is desirable. This requirement must be strictly adhered to.
Complete records must be kept of each component batch and be made
available to Grumman upon request. Each storage cell shall be
serialized with a non-recurring number.
NOTE: A melange shall be used to fabricate the storage cell order.
In the event one melange is not adequate to manufacture the
storage cell order, two or more melanges may be used if mixed
and randomized prior to storage cell production.
3.4.3 Separators. - Separators shall be of an approved type
for space application, free from flaws, cracks, or other imperfections
likely to permit short circuits. They shall be fabricated from materials
which are physically and chemically stable in the presence of potassium
hydroxide. They shall have a low electrical resistance and shall be
capable of absorbing and retaining large quantities of potassium
hydroxide electrolyte when subjected to the environmental conditions
specified herein. Separators shall also be capable of withstanding
without damaging the thermal tests (See 4.5.9, 4.5.10 and 4.5.11) which
are representative of environmental conditicns anticipated during the
11,000 orbital cycles of minimum Storage Battery Module life.
3.4.3.1 Separator Quality Assurance Provisions. - The following
tests shall be conducted on the separator which are to be used for
storage cells purchased under this specification. Sample Data Sheets as
shown in the attached (Appendices I, II and III) shall be prepared by
the seller. Two copies of each Data Sheet and a separator sample of
100 square inch minimum size shall be furnished to Grumman prior to
start of further processing. Material traceability shall be required.
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3.4.3.1.1 Separator Manufacturer's Information. - The informa-
tion requested under 10.1 on sample Data Sheets of Appendix I shall be
recorded.
3.4.3.1.2 Electrolyte Absorption, Dimensional Change,
Electrolyte Retention and Porcsity. - Six samples of each material shall
be cut (in the machine direction) to 6.50 cm. by 2.50 cm. and individually
measured using a standard die. The thickness of each sample shall be
measured using an Ames gauge Model 262 platform dial micrometer with
a 0.5 in. diameter stainless steel anvil. The dial shall be graduated
in-0.001 mm. An equivalent thickness measurement system is acceptable,
but must be submitted for Grumman approval. Each sample shall be weighed
to the nearest one milligram on an analytical balance and then immersed
in approximately 100 cc of aqueous potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution
in non-corrosive containers with air tight covers. The concentration of
the KOH solution shall be the same percent as used in the storage cell
filling and shall be of the same quality. Dimensional changes shall
be measured after three hours of equilibration. The samples shall be
returned to theii individual containers for an additional hour. At
the end of one hour. the eauilibrated samnles shall be wimed across a clean
methyl methacrylate plate until no droplets are left on plate. Then the
sample snail be re-weighed.
(a) Electrolyte Absorption - Electrolyte absorption is the
difference between the wet equilibrated samples and the dry
sample weights. Dimensions, dimensional changes and
absorption shall be recorded in a manner similar to that
delineated under 10.5 of the sample Data Sheets of Appendix I.
(b) Electrolyte Retention - Electrolv+yte retention shall be measured
on the same samoles after draininv for 15 + 5 minutes on a clean
methyl methacrylate plate positioned at a _5 + 2 degree angle. The
samples shall be re-weighed. During draining, the samples
shall be enclosed in an inert atmosphere. Data on electrolyte
retention shall be recorded in a manner similar to that
delineated under 10.6 of the sample Data Sheets of Appendix I.
(c) Porosity - Porosity shall be calculated in a manner similar to
that delineated under 10.7 of the sample Data Sheets of
Appendix I.
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3.4.3.1.3 Separator Resistance - DC Method. - The resistance
of three samples of separator material shall be measured. Each sample
shall be cut from a different roll. This method is essentially that
described by Lander in Chapter 
6 a of the Cooper-Fleischer Handbook.
The storage cell used is a modification of that
used in the AC method. The platinized platinum current electrodes 
are
replaced by disc cadmium electrodes (capacity 0.7 A-hr) which 
are
maintained in a partially discharged state. The voltage drop across
the membrane is measured using two Hg/HgO reference electrodes which fit
into ports in either storage cell half. The bottom of each port is
connected by a diagonally drilled capillary to the membrane surface.
Equilibration technique and sample size are the same
as in the AC method. The sample is introduced between the storage
cell halves and the storage cell promptly filled with electrolyte 
and the
reference electrodes placed. Current is passed by means of a constant
current source to give 50 ma/cm2 . The voltage drop is measured between
.the two reference electrodes using either an electrometer or a potentio-
meter. A blank determination is made and subtracted from the storage
cell resistance with the membrane in the path.
(a) Calculations -
(1) Separator Resistance
R" = Er - Eb A
I
R" = Separator resistance ohm-cm2
Er = Voltage drop between Hg/HgO electrodes
with separator in path - volts
Eb = Voltage drop between Hg/HgO electrodes
with separator out of path - volts
I = Current - amperes
A = Separator area exposed - cm
2
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3.4.3.1.3 (Continued)
(b) Senarator Secific Resistivity-
p" = R"
p" = Separator specific resistivity ohm-cm
R" = Separator resistance ohm-cm
2
tw= Equilibrated separator thickness 
cm
The Calculations above shall be performed 
and data
recorded in a manner similar to that delineated 
under 10.8 of the
sample Data Sheets of Appendix 
I.
3.4.3.1.4 Searator Wettability - Separator wettabilitY 
of
three samples of separator material shall be measured. Each sample 
shall
be cut from a different roll. Separator wettability shall be 
measured by
placing the dry separator sample in the resistivity storage 
cell, filling
the cell with electrolyte, and recording 
t~"' time required to attain a
stable resistance. 'easurements shall 
be made at five second intervals.
The data of the three determinations shall 
be plotted on one graph,
10 x 10 to the inch.
3.4.3.1.5 Tensile Strenth at 
Brak. - Tensile strength at
break shall be measured on at least six samples, each two samples 
cut
from a different roll. Separator tensile strength measurements 
shall be
made on die cut specimens 12.7 cm 
by 2.5 cm, cut in the roll direction,
each of which must be carefully examined 
for flaws. Samples containing
cracks, nicks or inclusions must be 
discarded. At least five samples 
or
each material shall be run and the mean 
value reported. The tensile
strength at break shall be measured 
on samples which are conditioned
both at 72 + 50F, 50 + 5% relative 
humidity for 24 hours, and after
24 hour imersion in 34 percent KOH. 
A cross head speed of 2 inches
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3.4.3.1.5 (Continued)
per minute shall be used and the specimens positioned in rubber faced
Jaws so that the grip separation is 3 in. Elongation measurements can
be obtained by measuring the grip separation as the test progresses
using the value at break to calculate percent elongation. For the
tensile measurement, the load in pounds shall be measured at the
breaking point. Samples breaking outside the area between the jaws
are not included.
Temperature and humidity at the test site shall be
recorded on the sample Data Sheet. Perform calculations as follows:
Calculations -
Tensile Strength at Break = Breaking Load lbs.
C.S.A.
C.S.A = sample cross sectional area
% Elongation = L - Lo x 100
Lo
L = Sample lenth at break
Lo = Original length
Record data in a manner similar to that delineated
under 10.9 of the sample Data Sheets of Appendix I. Also record the
appearance of break, (i.e., clean or fuzzy). Repeat the test on six
samples that have been stored for 24 hours at 700C in storage cell
electrolyte. The surrounding atmosphere shall be free of C02 . Data
shall be recorded in a manner similar to that delineated under 10.9
of the sample Data Sheets of Appendix I. The Seller may suggest
alternate methods to Grumman for approval.
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3..3.1.6 Extractable Organic Content. - At least three samples,
each from a different roll, shall be analyzed for soluble organic
material. The sample size shall be a 10 cm. square. The following
method of extraction of organics is recommended. If a different method
is used, it shall be submitted to Grumman for approval.
(a) Weigh the separator sample on an analytical balance.
(b) Determine volume of separator sample.
(c) Put the sample in a weighed container with methanol, reagent
grade. Use a volume ratio of 20 of solvent to one of
separator. Cover the container.
(d) Stir with a magnetic stirrer for a minimum of 16 and a
maximum of 24 hours.
(e) Remove separator sample and weigh after drying.
(f) Evaporate solvent.
(g) Determine weight of residue and weight loss of separator.
(h) Perform IP analysis of residue. Submit copy of IR trace to
Grumman and indicate major organic constituents. (If a larger
residiue sample is required to perform this task, a proportionally
larger sample is permissible.)
(i) Record data in a manner similar to that delineated on the
sample Data Sheets of Appendix I.
The extractable organic residue shall be less than
2.0 percent by weight of total organics.
3.4.3.1.7 Inorganic Content. - At least three samples, each
from a different roll, shall be analyzed for inorganic materials. The
sample size from which inorganics are to be extracted shall be a 10 cm.
square. Quantitative analysis of the following will be determined:
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3.4.3.1.7 (Continued)
Carbonate, silica, zinc, chloride, nitrate, nickel and titanium. A
description of the method used shall be submitted to Grumman for
approval. Data shall be recorded in a manner similar to that
delineated under 10.11 on the sample Data Sheets of Appendix I.
The extractable inorganic content shall be less than0.25 percent by weight of total inorganics.
3.4.3.1.8 Discoloration of Samples in Electrolyte. - During
testing of samples requiring equilibration in electrolyte, any dis-
coloration of the sample shall be reported in a manner similar to that
delineated under 10.12 of the sample Data Sheets of Appendix I.
3.4.3.1.9 Thickness Variation. - The separator thickness
shall be measured at minimum intervals of one measurement for each
.20 storage cells constructed. Each measurement shall be made on
samples of two feet in length, taking 10 thi-kness readings at
approximately two inch intervals. The gauge described in 3.4.3.1.2
shall be used. Data shall be recorded in a manner similar to that
delineated under 10.13 of sample Data Sheets of Appendix I.
3.4.3.1.10 Materials Used In Storage Cell Formation or
Electrochemical Cleaning. - The sampling criteria and test procedures
specified in 3.4.3.1.6 and 3.4.3.1.7 for the separator used in the
storage cell formation shall apply. Data shall be recorded in a manner
similar to that delineated under 10.10 and 10.11 of the sample DataSheets of Appendix I. Where applicable, information similar to that
delineated on 10.1 of sample Data Sheet of Appendix I shall be furnished.
3.4.4 Metal Container. -
3.4.4.1 Storage Cell Case. - The storage cell case shall be Type304 or 304L stainless steel per MIL-S-4043, Condition b. Material thickness
shall be 0.031 + 0.002 inch. The container shall either be welded
or deep drawn. Internal and/or external taper snail not exceed O.01U
inch for total measured dimensions after drawing. Storage cell case
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surface flatness shall not exceed 0.040 inch Total Indicator Reading
(TIR) on the broad faces. On the narrow faces and end face, flatness
shall not exceed 0.010 inch TIR. Flatness reouirements are for finished
storage cell with cover welded in place. Other dimensions shall be held
to tolerance of + 0.010 inch for finished storage cells.
3.4.4.2 Cover. - The storage cell cover shall be made from class
304 or 304L stainless steel per MIL-S-4043, cond. b and passivated per
MIL-S-5002 and MIL-STD-454 REQT 15.
3.4.4.3 Storage Cell Case Quality Assurance Provisions. - The
Seller shall provide Grummnan, with each shipment of storage cells,
data regarding the metal supplier, alloy designation, batch number and
certified chemical composition analysis of raw material. Two copies
of these data shall be provided. Each can shall be visually examined
-for blemishes, pits, cuts, cracks, burrs, file marks, weak points,
poor wetting of braze joints, incomplete penctration of weld seams
or any other visual defect prior to further processing or test. Such
defects shall be cause for rejection and/or rework. Cases shall not
be reworked for any cause more than twice. Cases requiring more than
two reworks shall be permanently rejected.
3.44.4. Storage Cell Case Assembly. - Storage cell covers
shall be assemhIed to storage cell cases using electric arc welding
with inert gas sbhilrling per Specification ,IL-W-8611. The cell case shall
be passivated in accordance with Specification MIL-S-5002 and MIL-STD-454,
REQ'T 15. Completed case assemblies shall conform to Grumman Drawing TBD.
3.4.5 Electrodes and Electrode Assemblies. -
3.4.5.1 General. - The electrode materials shall be
identical to those used in storage cells used for the Qualification
Program as stated herein. No changes in material quality, contents and
manufacturing technique shall occur without written approval by Grumman.
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3.4.5.2 Electrode Quality Assurance Provisions. - Two copies
of either the electrode purchasing specifications or the manufacturing
process specifications delineating the process from raw materials through
impregnation and storage for use on storage cells as specified herein
shall be furnished to Grumman prior to start of further processing.
Two copies of the electrode suppliers certification for both positive
and negative electrodes used herein shall be furnished to Grumman prior
to start of further processing. This certification shall also contain
the following minimum information:
(a) Assigned plate batch number (melange).
(b) Assigned lot number.
(c) Dates of impregnation.
(d) Percent porosity.
(e) Weight of active material per plato.
(f) Positive capacity obtained.
(g) Negative capacity obtained.
NOTE: Sample results based on a reasonable sample from each
poritive and negative spiral are acceptable for items (d)
through (g) above and tolerancez are to be supplied by
tbx Seller.
3.4.5.3 Electrode Assembly Quality Assurance Provisions. -
Manufacturing and inspection operations on completed positive and
negative plates shall be controlled as follows prior to their formation:
(a) Inspection of cutting, coining and other operations affecting
the integrity of the sinter and grid.
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3.4.5.3 (Continued)
(b) Edges shall be coined to prevent flaking of sinter material.
(c) Visual inspection of plates. (100 percent inspection on
positive and negative plates prior to assembly into formation
pack).
NOTE: Inspection criteria shall be established by the Seller
reflecting items listed in (d)(1) through (9) and (e)
as follows. Sample plates showing each type defect shall
be posted at inspection station.
(d) Plates shall be rejected if defects as listed as follows
are found:
(1) Crack detected in sinter exceeds 0.50 inch in length,
0.005 inch in depth, or 0.001 inch in width.
(2) Rough edges, burrs and snags exceeding 0.0005 inch.
(Inspection shall be made with nylon gloves to feel
for pulls on fibers of glove. Inspection shall include
the entire electrode surface).
(3) Pimples, blisters, and peeling of sinter material. Pimples
and blisters in excess of 0.002 inch above electrode
surfaces or evidence of sinter material breaking away
from grid.
(4) Electrodes shall be of uniform thickness over entire
surface area (+ 0.001 inch). A 10 percent random
sample shall be selected for thickness.determination.
If all samples can meet this thickness requirement then
all plates are acceptable. If one or more plates from
this sample cannot meet this thickness requirement, then
a 100 percent sample is required in order to eliminate
all electrodes which cannot meet this thickness. Rejection
shall be final.
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3.h.5.3 (Continued)
(d) (Continued)
(5) Tab shall be free of sinter material.
(6) Coining of edges shall be uniform, (i.e., within +0.015
inch).
(7) Grid support for sinter material shall be free of any
breaks or cracks.
(8) Cut edges of plates shall be coated with polystyrene to
prevent flaking of sinter material.
(9) Dimensional checks shall show that plates are in accordane
with applicable drawings.
NOTE: The Seller may submit an alternate procedure subject to
Grumman approval. Two copies of the specifications and
documentation for use shall be furnished go Grumman prior
to application.
(e) Plate Weight Screening - Establish the average weight of the
positive electrode and negative electrode by a screening
method. Then each plate shall be screened by a GO-NO GO
technique. Each plate weight shall be within 3.5 percent
of the average established plate veight. As an alternate,
the Seller may weigh and record each plate weight of each
electrode for each storage cell and measure each electrode
thickness at a minimum of four (4) locations. Electrode
traceability is required. The Seller shall establish detail
procedures and submit to Grumman for approval prior to start
of task.
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3.4.5.3 (Continued)
(f) Plate Samples - The Seller shall supply Grumman with 10 unformed
acceptable positive electrodes and 10 unformed acceptable
negative electrodes from each plate lot (melange) used in
the production of the storage cell lot. Each electrode type
shall be placed in a polyethylene bag, heat sealed, and
permanently marked with the plate lot (melange) number.
3.4.5.4 Quality Assurance Provisions for Production
Processing of Electrode Assemblies. - Production processing and test
operations on storage cell electrode assemblies consisting of initial
inspection of plates, through formation, addition of KOH and sealing
of storage cell with gauge assembly shall be controlled as follows:
3.4.5.4.1 General. -
3.4.5.4.1.1 Atmospheric Environment. - The environment of the
formation facility shall be monitored with iespect to humidity and
temperature.
3.4.5.4.1.2 Handling of Materials. - All plates, separators and
materials shall be handled with gloves and shall.be sealed in clean room
grade plastic bags when not being processed.
3.4.5.4.? Storage Cell Formation. - If the formation step on the
processes plaques occurs prior to cutting to finished size, or if the
Seller finds the requirements stated as follows in compatible with
his production process, the Seller may submit an alternate procedure
for Grumman approval. Two copies of such submission, including all
specifications and documentation shall be furnished prior to use.
3.4.5.4.2.1 Formation Pack Identification. - Sufficient numbers
of previously inspected positive and negative electrodes constituting a
storage cell pack shall have a formation pack identification number
assigned. Formation pack identification numbers shall be referred to
for all data recording during formation. Numbers shall be visible on
each formation pack.
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3.4.5.4.2.2 Separator Material (or Materials). - Separator
material or materials used to wrap plate groups for formation shall be
inserted such that the outside surface of the two outer electrodes is
covered with separator material.
3.4.5.4.2.3 Formation Storage Cell Fabrication. - All formation
storage cells shall be fabricated from alkali resistant materials such
as nylong, plexiglass, etc. The adhesive or epoxy used to assemble
the containers shall also be alkali resistant.
3.4.5.4.2.4 Electrical Clins and Leads. - Electrical clips and
leads must be stainless steel, nickel or nickel plated steel. Means for
attaching leads to clips must be alkali resistant.
3.4.5.4.2.5 Formation Pack Connectors. - The connectors holding
the plates together in the formation storage cells shall be constructed
of 316 or 304 stainless alloy, and shall be washed and rinsed in deionized
-water prior to installation.
3.4.5.4.2.6 Addition of Electrolyte and Water to Formation Storage
Cells. - Electrolyte bubbling out of the storage cell during formation
shall be avoided. At the end of the first formation cycle, electrolyte
shall be added to a preset mark. Use 34 percent KOH to maintain preset
mark.
3.4.5.4.2.7 Formation, Electrochemical Cleaning, Canacity
Determination, and Setting Relative State-cf Charge of Electrodes. -
3.4.5.4.2.7.1 Assembled Formation Packs. - Assembled formation
packs shall be soaked in KOH (concentration as specified by the Seller)
+ 0.5 percent for a minimum of 16 hours and a maximum of 24 hours prior
to first electrical operation of formation.
3.4.5.4.2.7.2 Operational Conditions. - The following conditions
shall be observed during operations associated with 3.4.5.4.2.7:
(a) KOH level in formation container shall be maintained above
the top of the plate stack.
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3.h.5.4.2.7.2 (Continued)
(b) Charge and discharge times shall be maintained as specified
by the Seller within + 4 percent of designated time periods.
NOTE: (1) Exact time of each charge and each discharge shall
be recorded to nearest minute. Deviation from
periods specified shall be subject to immediate
Grumman notification and joint material review
board action.
(2) In case of power failure, a notation shall be made
and shall be clearly visible in a manner similar
to that delineated on the sample Data Sheets.
(c) Where constant currents for charge or discharge are specified,
and/or current measurements are used for calculations of ampere
hour capacity, currents shall be regulated within + 2.0
percent of specified value.
(d) Positive and negative current leads of each formation series
circuit shall have an ammeter inerted in series with each
lead. One ammeter shall be tarked "control"; the second
ammeter marked "monitor". Readings of two meters shall
always match within + 2.0 percent.
(e) Voltage of each formation storage cell, and current of
series formation circuit measurements shall be made not more
than five minutes prior to end of all charge or end of all
discharge periods.
3.4.5.4.2.7.3 Storage Cell Formation. - Formation shall be performed
in accordance with seller's schedule. Exceptions to certain operations
are listed below and apply to all storage cells manufactured. The
following steps shall be adhered to during the final capacity determina-
tion of positive electrodes and setting of relative state-of-charge of
cadmium electrodes. The cell stack shall consist of 18 negative and
17 positive electrodes.
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3.4.5.4.2.7.3 (Continued)
(a) Last formation discharge to determine capacity of positive
electrodes shall be made at the C/2 constant current rate
(50.0 amps) to a storage cell voltage of 0.70 + 0.1 volt.
(b) Voltage of each storage cell and discharge current shall be
recorded at 15 minute intervals during capacity discharge.
More frequent voltage monitoring is required to obtain a
discharge time to an accuracy of one minute. Positive
electrodes shall be verified as limiting electrodes by
sampling one storage cell from each series formation group.(Series formation group may consist of up to 26 storage
cells). Time for each storage cell to reach a voltage of
+0.7 + 0.1 volt shall be recorded.
(c) Each storage cell shall be removed from the discharge circuit
at the specified voltage and individually placed under a 0.1 ohm
+ 10 percent resistive load such that the voltage decreases
to 0.1 + 0.1 volt. The resistor may be removed from the
storage cell as soon as it reaches its specified voltage range.
(d) Ampere hour capacity of positive electrodes as determined in
paragraph (a) shall be a minimum of 110.0 ampere hours. Any
storage cell exhibiting capacities below this value shall bepermanently rejected.
(e) Formation discharge shall be continued at 10.0 ampere rate wbon
all storage cell voltages in a series formation circuit areless than +0.1 + 0.1 volt. Each storage cell voltage shall be
recorded before starting the lO0-ampere discharge.
(f) Positive electrodes shall be verified as limiting electrodes by
sampling one storage cell from each series formation circuit.
Series formation circuits may consist of up to 26 storage cells.
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3.4.5.4.2.7.3 (Continued)
(g) Discharge time at the 10-amp rate shall be such that the
negative plate capacity of storage cells in the series formation
circuit are discharged by a minimum of 1.50 times the average
of the positive plate capacity of the storage cells in the
series formation circuit as determined in paragraph (a)
and each storage cell shall be discharged to -0.20 +0-0 volt.
Any storage cell to be acceptable must show a minimum capacity
ratio of 1.50:1.00. This capacity ratio is defined as the
ratio of the negative ampere-hour capacity obtained, divided
by the positive ampere-hour capacity obtained for each respective
storage cell.
(h) Storage cell voltage and series string current shall be recorded
at least every 15 minutes during the 10-ampere discharge. More
frequent voltage monitoring is required to obtain a discharge
time to an accuracy of one minute. Total time that each
storage cell is on 10-ampere discharge shall be recorded.
(i) Any storage cell exhibiting a voltage more negative than
-0.25 volt during or at the end of the 10-ampere discharge
period shall be rejected.
3.4.5.h.2.7.h Wash, Rinse and Drying of Plates. -.
3.h.5.h.Z.7.4.1 Plate Stacks. - Plate stacks shall be removed from
formation packs and immediately submerged in deionized water having the
initial required resistivity measurement per 3.h.6.3.1. Plates from a
series formation circuit shall not be mixed with plates from other
circuits. Wash and rinse shall be completed when a Ph reading of 8.0
or less is demonstrated from the last dripping.taken from plate samples
pulied from wash container. Ph reading shall be recorded.
3.4.5.4.2.7.4.2 Drying. - Dr-ing of plates shall be accomplished
in air at 50 + 50C. Drying time shall be a minimum of 16 hours and a
maximum of 21, hours. Oven temperature not exceeding the maximum limit
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specified during drying operation shall be demonstrated. "Time in" and
"time out" of oven on each group of plates shall be recorded. All
internal storage cell components shall be handled with lint-free
gloves in an area designated for aerospace storage cells. Good
housekeeping procedures are required at all times.
3.h.5.4.2.8 Inspection and Weighing of Electrode Assemblies. -
Inspection on each electrode shall be performed in accordance with 3.4.5.3.
Particular attention shall be given to bent corners on grid and blisters
on sintered material. Positive, negative and auxiliary electrodes for
each storage cell shall be grouped and their weight per storage cell
shall be recorded to the nearest 0.1 gram.
3.h.5.4.2.9 Weld Plates to Combs. - Plates shall be stacked
and welded. Welds shall be in accordance with Specification
MIL-W-8611A as applicable and shall be reasonably free of oxidation
upon visual inspection. Welds shall be inspected for burn through
of plate grid or comb and inspected for loose materials. The Seller
shall supply weld procedures used and rejection criteria to Grumman
for approval prior to use.
3.4.5.h.2.10 Plate Stack WraD (Seoarator Material). - Separator
material shall be tested in accordance with 3.4.3.1. Lot number and
type of separator material shall be recorded on Data Sheets. Alignment
of plate edges utilizing an alignment gage :-hall be performed.
3.4.5.4.2.11 Resistance Test of Plate Stack Assembly. - Electrode
assemblies shall be compressed to the minimum equivalent final stack
thickness of 1.363 inches + 0.010 inch.
NOTE: Controlled periodic calibration required if conducted on a
test jig.
While under compression, minimum resistance, (at
50 VDC) shall be 100 megohms. Storage cells not meeting this criteria
shall be identified on Data Sheet and not reworked more than once.
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3.4.5.4.2.12 Radiographic Examination. - Radiographs shall be
taken of each storage cell for inspection of workmanship, foreign
metallic particles and drawing compliance. Three radiographic views
shall be provided for each storage cell. Prior to welding the cover
to case, one edge view along the Ze axis (as defined in Figure 6) and
one flat view along the Xc axis (as defined in Figure 6) shall be
provided. After welding of cover to case and pinch-off, one flat view
along the Xc axis shall be provided. No more than three storage cells
shall be included in each radiograph taken of the flat view and no
more than four storagre cells shall be included in each radiograph
taken of the edge view. As a minimum, each radiograph shall contain,
storage cell serial number, positive or negative terminal location,
view number, suitable control number, date radiograph was taken and
an image quality indicator. All radiographs shall have good clarity.
Prior to the performance of this task, the Seller shall submit to
Grumman for review and approval a Radiographic Examination Procedure.
Radiographs of all storage cells purchased shall be submitted to
Grumman prior to shipment of the storage cells.
3.4.5.4.2.12.1 Rejection Criteria. - Storage cells shall be
rejected if the following is observed:
(a) Foreign particles greater than 0.010 inch in any direction.
NOTE: The exception shall be those storage cells which have
completed one rework cycle and still show foreign
particles greater than 0.0-Y) inch in any direction.
These storage cells are permissible for use as test
storage cells, provided that they can successfully
pass all electrical and mechanical requirements specified
herein. These storage cells shall be tagged and prior to
shipment they shall be marked FOR TEST USE ONLY.
(b) Tab bends greater than 90 degrees.
(c). Poor workmanship and nonconformance to drawings.
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3.4.5.4.2.12.2 Rework. - One rework cycle on defects detected
prior to welding of cover to case is permissible. Additional rework
requirements are:
(a) Workmanship - Each storage cell stack shall be closely re-
examined, prior and during re-insertion in the container, for
quality workmanship standards. Any degradation in workmanship
standards, after or during rework, from those existing at the
time of original manufacture shall be cause for rejection.
(b) Complete replacement of the stack wrapper is required if the
stack was completely removed from its container during the
rework.
(c) Each storage cell, if the stack was completely removed from its
container during the rework, shall be subjected to the resistance
test requirements of 3.4.5.4.2.11 and shall meet the requirements
specified therein.
(d) A complete rework log shall be maintained and submitted to Grumman.
(e) A complete radiographic re-examination shall be conducted on +*I1
reworked unit.
(f) No rework shall be permitted on units where defects are detected
after cover weld and/or pinch-off is completed.
3.4.5.4.2.13 KOH Fill. - KOH shall be prepared and tested in
accordance with 3.4.6.3.3. Data from batch card on Data Sheet shall be
recorded. Each storage cell with dust cap shall be weighed to the
nearest 0.1 gram before KOH is added. Contamination of KOH shall be
prevented by utilizing pre-weighed, bottled allotment while filling and
by minimizing KOH exposure to atmospheric conditions. The amount of
KOH shall be specified by the Seller. The exact procedure shall be
submitted for Grumman approval.
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3.4.5.h.2.1 Storage Cell Weight. - Each storage cell shall be
weighed immediately after fill and the dust cap installed to fill tube.
Storage cell weight with dust cap shall be recorded to the nearest 0.1
gram. Weight gain must be within + 3 percent of nominal value specified
by the Seller. Pre-tested gage assemblies shall be installed within 10
minutes of filling operation. Storage cells left unsealed longer than
10 minutes shall be rejected. Immediately after installation of gage
assembly, storage cells shall be evacuated to 25 inches minimum gage
vacuum. All fittings, gages and associated components of the gage
assembly shall be of non-corrosive material in a KOH environment.
Jackets must be put on storage cells to assure surface of plates are
parallel, and then torqued to a specified value. This torque value,
and the restraining procedure shall be submitted for Grumman approval.
3.4.5.4.2.15 Leak Test of Storage Cell and Gauge Assembly. - After
the cover has been welded to the storage cell case, and prior to filling
with KOH electrolyte (as specified in 3.4.5.2.13), the storage cell shall
be filled to 2.0 psia +0.2 psia with Research Type, Zero Grade helium
ha'King the following impurities composition:
CO02 = 0.5 PPM by volume
CH 4 = 0.5 PPM by volume
N2 = 5.0 PPM by volume
Total Hydrocarbon Content (THC) = 1.0 ?PM by volume
02 = 4 PPM by volume
H20 = 4 PPM by volume
DEW Point = -89 0 F.
The pinch tube shall then be sealed.
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3.4.5.4.2.15.1 Helium Soak. - The storage cell under test shall be
placed in a chamber which shall be pressurized to 2.0 + 0.1 atmospheres
using Research Type, Zero Grade helium as described above. The storage
cell shall soak at this condition at an ambient temperature 77 + 10 0 F,
and with the pressure maintained within the above noted limits for a period
of not less than 48 hours, or more than 72 hours.
3.4.5.4.2.15.2 Leak Test. - At the termination of the soak period,
the pressure in the chamber shall be reduced to 1.0 + 0.05 atmosphere,
and the storage cell shall be removed to the helium detection mass
spectrometer bell jar. No more than 2 minutes shall elapse between
removal from the pressure chamber and sealing of the mass spectrometer
bell jar. While handling the storage cell under these conditions, contact
with welded or sealed surfaces .shall be avoided. White lint-free gloves
shall be worn and the room atmosphere shall be that of a Class I Clean
Room.
NOTE: The above constraints may be avoided if the mass spectro-
meter bell jar is modified for use as a pressure chamber.
However, handling of the storage cell prior to placement
in the bell jar shall be subject to the constraints listed
above.
The mass spectrometer bell . a !'~ Oll be evqcuated to
a pressure of < 1.O x 10-6 mmHg. The mass spectrometer shall be activated
within 1 minute after the pressure has stabilized. Since the high pressure
soak may cause helium to become entrapped cn rough surfaces, the initial
readings may be very high. Continuous leakage rate readings shall be
taken at least once every 5 seconds until the readings are stable.
(Stability is considered to be change of less than 1 percent in any
3 sequential readings.) The stable readings shall indicate a leakage
rate of L 1.0 x 10-8 std cc/sec. per cubic inch of free volume. The
readings shall stabilize within less time than that required for 10
percent of the helium backfill (by volume) to be emitted through the
seal at the leakage rate limit. In the event that stable readings are not
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3.h. 5.h.2.15.2 (Continued)
obtained within this time, or that the stable readings are >1.0 x 10- 6
std cc/sec. per cubic inch, or l1.0 x 10-10 std cc/sec. per cubic inch, the
storage cell shall be subjected to the gross leak bubble test of
Standard MI.L-STD-202D, Method 112A, Test Condition B before proceeding to
the next step in fabrication. If the storage cell passes this test,
no further leak testing other than KOH leakage per h.5.15 shall be
performed. If the storage cell fails the bubble test, it shall be
permanently rejected. (Note that the above test is a modified form
of Standard MIL-STD-202D, Method 112A, Test Condition C, Procedure IIIA).
3.4.5.h.2.16 State of Charge Adjustment. - The Seller shall provide
for a procedure to adjust the charge on the negative electrodes of each
storage cell. The procedure used shall include sufficient quantitative
measurement of storage cell parameters during the charge adjustment
such that calculations can be made to determine exact charge adjustment
on negative electrodes. The procedure is subject to Grumman approval
prior to use.
The excess negative capacity as measured in
3.4.5.h.2.7.3(g) shall be distributed in a finished storage cell as
follows:
(IoTNI) shall show a value between 20 percent and
30 percent of (IoTN3), as defined in 3.h.5.5.3.5.
The distribution of the negative electrode capacity
shall be determined in accordance with 3.4.5.5. If any storage cell
of a formation lot fails to meet the requirements of this paragraph, or
cannot yield a negative to positive capacity ratio (TN3) of > 1.50:1.0C,
(TP3)
as defined in 3.4.5.5.3.5, for the total storage cell stack, the entire
formation lot shall be rejected.
3.4.5.5 Quality Assurance Provisions for Electrode Capacity
Test. - The electrode capacity test shall provide a measure of the
discharge capacity of the positive (nickel) electrode and of the
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3.4.5.5 (Continued)
negative (cadmium) electrode of storage cells as separate data under
a standard set of conditions. This test shall be run in a manner such
that the excess negative capacity beyond complete discharge of the
positive (or excess positive beyond the negative in case of storage
cells that may be negative limited on discharge) may be determined in
addition to the total capacities of the electrodes. These data may be
used to establish one or more of the following:
(a) Range and distribution of positive capacities.
(b) Range and distribution of negative capacities.
(c) Difference between and/or ratio of total negative and positive
capacities.
(d) Excess negative (or positive) on discharge.
(e) Excess negative on charge.
A total negative/positive capacity ratio of 1.50:1.P0
minimum is required. Any ratio less than 1.50:1.00 obtained under the
following conditions specified is subject to rejection of the entire
storage cell group it represents.
3.4.5.5.1 Sampling Rate. -
(a) A minimum number of storage cells, as shown in the table as
follows, from each formation group of 52 storage cells (or
less) shall be random selected at the conclusion of the
electrical formation cycles. The test storage cell(s) shall
be selected prior to further processing. Electrolyte level
shall be adjusted to a minimum of 1/4 inch above the separator.
Tests shall start as soon as possible, but not more than two
days after formation.
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(a) (Continued)
NOTE: Electrodes of a smaller size may be used for this
sample, but minimum size shall be 12.0 ampere-hour
capacity. Such electrodes shall be taken from the
same plaques as those for the formation group, and
plaque uniformity shall be demonstrated. Plaque
uniformity criteria, and other processing and test
criteria relating to this test under the following
conditions shall be submitted for Grumman approval.
(b) A minimum number of storage cells as shown in the table as
follows, from each formation group of 52 storage cells (or
less) shall be random selected at the conclusion of the
plate neutralization and drying operation. The test storage
cell(s) shall be fabricated with formation hardware to
standard storage cell core configu~ations (i.e.: 17 positive
electrodes, 18 negative electrodes). The storage cell(s)
shall be flooded with 34 percent KOH solution to a level
1/4 inch minimum above the separator. Tests shall be per-
formed as soon as possible, but prior to activation of
storage cells of this particular formation group.
(c) A minimum number of storage cells, as shown in the table
as fllows, from each formation gloup of 52 storage cells
(or less) shall be random selected at the completion of the
standard capacity test. (Discharge capacity immediately prior
to pinch tube closure). Following the standard 0.2 ohm and
dead short periods, the test sample(s) shall be opened by
removal of the gage assembly and flooded with 34 percent
KOH. Tests shall be performed on sample storage cells prior
to any pinch-off tube closure of formation groups from which
the samDle was taken.
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TABULATION OF SAMPLING RATE
Development Storage 27-Storage 74-Storage Cell
Paragraph Cell Group Group Group
3.h.5.5.1(a) 2 1 2
3.4.5.5.1(b) - - -
3.4.5.5.1(c) 2 1 2
3.4.5.5.2 Applicable Conditions. - The following conditions are
applicable:
(a) Storage cell temperature shall be between 75 + 50 F.
(b) Storage cell terminal voltage shall be recorded.
(c) Voltage from both positive and negative terminals to the
reference electrode shall be recorded continuously or at
intervals not to exceed 15 minutes.
(d) Since material purity is of utmost importance to the performance,
life ind reliability of these storage cells, no contamination by
foreign materials is permissible. The following precautions
are those considered minimally adequate to assure fulfillment of
this requirement during all handling and storage:
(1) Electrode plaques, and stored electrodes shall be kept in
inert atmosphere in sealed containers.
(2) If the same facility, manufactures or processes silver
and/or zinc electrodes, complete separation of the area
in which these storage cells are handled is mandatory.
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(d) (Continued)
(3) No smoking, eating or food'storage shall be permitted
in the electrode processing and/or storage cell assembly
areas.
(4) Lint-free gloves and clothing shall be worn at all times
by personnel handling plaques, electrodes and storage cell
assembly. Hair covering are strongly recommended.
(5) As a minimum, atmosphere in the plaque, electrode processing
and storage cell assembly area shall be conditioned to
maintain temperatures of 75 + 50 F, 50 + 5% relative
humidity. Air exchange techniques and filtering shall
be used with exchange flow rates of not less than 75 linear
feet/minute to avoid settling of dust and other foreign
contamination particles. A Class I Clean Room is preferred.
NOTE: Since the storage cell is in a stainless steel container, and
both electrode terminals are insulated from the container, +11
container itself may be used as a rough substitute for a
reference electrode. Even though the container potential is
a function of the pressure 02 or H2 in the storage cell, the
changes in electrode voltage at end of capacity are relatively
large and usually can be clearl; identified using the container
as a reference.
3.4.5.5.3 Test Procedure. -
3.4.5.5.3.1 Residual Negative Electrode Canacity. - A 0.20 ohm
+ 5% resistor shall be placed across the storage cell terminals for 16
hours. Then discharge at 10.0 amperes until terminal voltage indicates
-1.0 volt. Terminal (storage cell) voltage and voltage from both positive
and negative terminals to reference electrode shall be recorded.
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3.4.55.3.2 Filling. - Storage cells shall be filled until flooded
with 34 percent KOH solution. KOH quantity required and additional
electrolyte added during entire test shall be recorded.
3.4.5.5.3.3 Charge. - Storage cells shall be charged at 10.0
amperes for a minimum period of 40 hours until a storage cell voltage
of 1.51 volts is reached. A maximum period of 64 hours shall not be
exceeded. Storage cell and reference storage cell voltages shall be
recorded continuously or at intervals not to exceed 1 hour.
3.4.5.5.3.4 Discharge. - Storage cells shall be discharged at
50.0 amperes until terminal voltage indicates -1.0 volt. Positive and
negative terminal to reference voltages shall be time recorded when the
storage cells terminals reach:
(a) +1.0 volt
(b) +0.5 volt
(c) 0.0 volt
(d) -0.5 volt
(e) -1.0 volt
NOTE: The storage cells shall be protected from further contact with
the atmosphere in the event further testing is required.
3.4.5.5.3.5 Calculations. -
Let
*(TN1) = time to -1.0 V (as delineated in 3.4.5.5.3.2)
= time to discharge precharged negative
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3.4.5.5.3.5 (Continued)
(Tp3 ) = time from start of discharge (full charge)
to +0.5 V (as delineated in 3.4.5.5.3.4(b)).
= time to discharge positive electrode
(TN 3 ) = time to -1.0 V as delineated in 3.4.5.5.3.4 (e).
= time to discharge total negative electrode
I O  = discharge current = 50.0 amps.
Then
10 TN3 ) - (Tp = excess capacity of total negative
over positive
I 0 (TN1) = precharged negative capacity
10 3) - (TP3) - (TNl = excess (discharged) negative
capacity at the charged end
(TN 3 ) = negative-to-positive ratio
3.4.5.5.3.0 Submittal of Data. - Two copies of all information
obtained shall be submitted to Grumman. Storage cell fabrication and/or
testing may continue, at the seller's own risk, provided that the
storage cells have met the criteria established above.
3.4.6 Terminals. - Terminals provided for positive and
negative electrodes shall be rated at not less than 100 amperes
continuous duty. The terminals shall be made from pure, non-porous
nickel, number 270 cold-drawn rod stock. Both terminals shall be insulated
from the storage cell cover by means of a ceramic insulator having an alumina
content of 96 percent nominal but not less than 94 percent. The insulatcr-
to-cover junction shall employ a stress-relief configuration such that
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3.4.6 (Continued)
relative motion between the terminal assembly and the cover applies minimum
stress to the insulator and to the metal-to-insulator bonds. The collar-
to-insulator and insulator-to-terminal bonds shall be made using a
metal-to-ceramic bonding process subject to approval by Grumman.
3.4.6.1 Control and Testing of Feedthrouah Terminals
and Seals. - Materials, manufacturing and test operations on the storage
cell feedthrough terminals, seals and related hardware shall be controlled
by the following criteria. Two copies of all data obtained herein shall
be furnished to Grumman prior to further processing.
3.11.6.1.1 Ceramic Material. - The ceramic material shall be
alumina of 94 percent purity minimum.
3.4.6.1.2 Mechanical Inspection. -
(a) Dimensions - Semplirg 2.5 A.Q.L.
(b) Chips, cracks, grain
structure (uniform
density), voids - 100% inspection, visual & radiographic
3.4.6.1.3 Cleaning. - Components shall be cleaned by ultrasonic
bath using frecr.
3.4.6.1.4 Lot Tensile Test. - Each new lot of active metal and
each new lot of ceramic shall be subjected to an ASTM tensile specimen
test. A minimum of three sets shall be treated identical to standard
production processes, then vacuum brazed using an iron-nickel alloy 52
washer. Sample tensile strength must exceed 6000 psi. The Seller may
propose an alternate test, subject to approval by Grumman.
3.4.6.1.5 Braze Alloy. - The braze alloy shall consist of
silver-copper - 5 percent palladium, and shall contain a minimum of
carbon. Each new lot of active metal shall be subjected to a semi-
quantitative spectographic analysis. In addition to the expected
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3.1.6.1.5 (Continued)
elements, the carbon content shall be measured. Allowable impurity
limits shall be established by the storage cell seller and made
available to Grumman. A braze flag test shall be run on each lot to
determine solidus and liquidus points, or supplier's certification on
each lot used herein shall be furnished to Grumman. Immediately after
completion, a 2 percent sample or one(l) piece, whichever is greater,
of brazed headers shall be supplied to Grumman for metallurgical studies.
3.4.6.1.6 Cover Assembly. -
3.4.6.1.6.1 Metal Parts. - Metal parts shall be inspected for
conformance to drawings, physical dimensions, surface defects, and burrs
that may interfere with intended function.
3.4.6.1.6.2 Cleaning. - Chemical cleaning shall be utilized on
all parts and-a combination of chemical cleaning and furnace firing shall
be utilized on cup and collar to prepare them for vacuum brazing.
3.4.6.1.6.3 Welding of Pinch Tube to Cover. - Welding of pinch tube
to cover shall be controlled by a process specification to insure adequate
weld strength and seal integrity or may be tested as an integral part of
the cover.
3.4.6.1.7 Insnection. - Cracks, porosity, excessive burning,
oxidation and foreign inclusions shall be inspected 100 percent. 100
percent inspection shall be performed on all pinch tube cover welds and
they shall be capable of passing a helium leak test (leak rate in
accordance with 3.4.5.4.2.15). Samples shall be tested periodically for
weld quality by metallurgical sectioning.
3.4.6.1.7.1 Assembly Fixturin7. - Mechanical fixturing shall be
adequate to insure maintenance of part positions during brazing operation.
Self-jigging features shall be included where possible. Particular.
attention shall be paid to alignment of terminal post and ceramic to
maintain conce..tricity. Provision for periodic cleaning of fixture shall
be made.
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3.4.6.1.8 Vacuum Braze Onerations. - Processes shall be
established which ensure clean handling of parts and fixtures. A
brazing inspection plan shall be submitted by the Seller for Grumman
approval.
3.4.6.1.9 Visual Inspection. - All units shall receive inspection
of terminal location, seal junction continuity, braze joint quality, pin-
holes, and flowout shall be visually inspected using magnification aids
where required.
3.4.6.1.10 Insulator Resistance. - All units shall receive aninsulation check. Each unit must exhibit resistance above 100 megohms
at 50 VDC.
3.4.6.1.11 Leeak Check. 
- Each complete cover assembly shall
receive a leak test to assure braze-joint integrity in accordance with3.4.5.4.2.15 with the following exceptions:
(a) The leak test process shall be done in accordance with
Standard rIL-STD-271, paragraph 6.1.2 through 6.5 as amendedfor the actual hardware, and by 3.4.5.4.2.15 herein.
(b) The helium soak shall be done in the mass spectrometer's belljar, with the under side of the cover exposed to the vacuum,
and the upper side exposed to the helium at 1.0 + 0.05 atmosphere.
The soak period shall be 1 to 2 hours.
(c) Following the soak period, the maximum leak rate shall be1.0 x 10-8 std. cc/sec.
(d) There shall be no bubble test for assembled covers.
The above test shall be performed on a 100 percent
sample basis at the Seller's cover assembly facility. The storage cell
seller shall perform the same test as part of his incoming inspection
procedure on an AQL basis TBD. The storage cell seller shall be causefor rejection of the cover lot.
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3.4.6.1.12 Insulator Resistance. - Insulator resistance shall be
tested by 100 percent sampling. The resistance across each insulator shall
exceed 100 megohms when 50 VDC is applied. After completion of storage
cell assembly, but prior to filling, the resistance shall be measured,
using a megohmmeter applying 50 VDC as follows:
(a) (+) terminal to (-) terminal, resistance shall be 100 megohms
or greater.
(b) (+) terminal to case
Resistance shall be 100 megohms or greater.
(c) (-) terminal to case
3.4.6.2 Control and Testing of Water and Electrolyte. - The
electrolyte solutions and wash water used for storage cells specified
herein shall be of high purity. Two copies of all data obtained herein
shall be submitted to Grumman prior to further processing.
3.4.6.2.1 Deionized Water. - Deionied water used in all wash
water, dilutant, or additive shall have a resistivity of greater than
1.0 megohm-cm. In the event the resistivity drops below 1.0 megohm-cm,
the process shall be stopped until the resistivity is restored to the
specified limits. The resistivity is to be determined prior to each
operation in which the water is used. A suitable conductivity storage
cell calibrated less than two weeks prior to start of water requirement
tests used on storage cells constructed under this specification shall
be used. Criteria for calibration shall be us follows:
(a) The conductivity storage cell shall be re-calibrated at two
week intervals (maximum) until completion of the water
requirement tasks.
(b) The calibration shall be conducted in a 0.1 Dercent potassium
chloride solution and shall record a conductivity of 1410 +
20 micromhos at 25 0C (a temperature correction as per the
hanbook of Chemistry and Physics may be used). If conductivity
is not within these tolerances, the conductivity storage cell
must be replaced or replatinized.
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3.4,.6.2.1 (Continued)
(c) The silica content in the water shall not exceed 
1 ppm.
(d) The solids content of the water must be determined by 
the
Seller. The maximum solids content shall not exceed 50 PPM, 
and
shall be recorded as data for submission to Grumman.
3.4.6.2.2 Distilled Water. - Distilled water 
used either as
wash water, dilutant or additive shall be tested, 
and shall meet the
requirements of 3.4.6.2.1(c) and (d).
3.4.6.2.3 Electrolyte. - The supplier, batch 
number, grade,
analysis, date of purchase and data container is 
opened must be recorded.
The potassium hydroxide "mercuy cell", grade electrolyte 
concentrate as
defined by Allied Chemical Company or equivalent, 
shall be mixed with the
distilled water to make-up a solution with a tolerance 
of +0.5 percent.
Each batch of electrolyte shall be analyzed for carbonate 
content and
hydroxyl ion concerntration using the double titration 
method of pheno-
lphthalein end point followed by methl purple or orange end point.
Carbonate concentration must be less than 0.01 gm/liter. 
The hydroxyl
ion concentration shall be determined by analytical 
methods. The
concentration tolerance to K0H shall be +20 mg/cc. 
The electrolyte
shall be analyzed for nitrate content. The tolerance 
level is 1 rg/liter
nitrate or less, using a colorimetric analysis technique. 
The Seller
shall prepare procedure details and submit them to 
Grtumman for approval.
The shelf life of the standard acid used in the titration 
shall not have
been exceeded.
The completed solution shall be stored in sealed,
pre-weighed containers until used for sto..age cell 
fill. Each such
container shall be identified with the original concentrate 
batch data
noted above, the date of dilution, the date of test, the test 
data sheet
and the storage cell serial number for which it will be used. 
During
storage process, minimum exposure to ambient air shall be 
required.
3.4.6.2.31 Samnle. - The Seller shall supply 
Grumman with an
electrolyte sample of each electrolyte batch (after dilution to the
proper concentration) used in the storage cell construction. The
quantity of electrolyte sample shall be approximately 1 
oz. It shall
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3.4.6.2.31 (Continued)
be supplied in capped polyethylene bottle(s) permanently marked to
identify the storage cell serial numbers this electrolyte batch was used
for.
3.4.6.2.4 Spectrochemical Analysis. - A spectrochemical
analysis shall be performed on the electrolyte from each batch used for
storage cells. The content of the following impurities shall be
determined and reported:
(a) Silver
(b) Cobalt
(c) Copper.
(d) Iron
(e) Sulfur
(f) Zinc
Any other impurity found to be present in concentrations
greater than 100 ppm shall also be reported.
3.4.7 Cover-to-Case Junction. - The cover shall be electric-
arc welded-to the container using inert gas shielding. No welds beyond
dimensional limits shall be permitted. Weld joints shall not be ground
or polished. Weld beads shall be smooth and free of folds. Repair welds
are acceptable provided repair areas meet -iac above weld requirements and
the repair is accomplished by using filler wire conforming to Specification
MIL-R-5031, Class I or II.
Prior to case to cover weld and prior to complete
insertion of the storage cell stack, the exterior of the storage cell
container shall be permanently serialized. Any technique other than
electro-etch requires prior Grumman approval.
3.4.8 Electrolyte Leakage. - The storage cell shall show no
evidence of electrolyte leakage whenever subjected to the test of 4.5.13
uD to four (4) years after completion of the storage cell manufacture.
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3.4.9 Size and Weight. - The size and weight of the storage
cell shall not exceed the limitations specified in Specifications Control
Drawing TBD. The seller shall establish such weight control procedures
as are necessary to insure meeting this guarantee.
3.4.10 Operating Position. - The storage cell shall operate
normally in any position and under any gravity conditions from zero "g"
to 11.3 "g". (See 4.5.7)
3.4.11 Operating Temperature. - Each storage cell shall be
capable of functioning normally, shall have dimensional stability, and
shall deliver at least 80 percent of its respective rated capacity within
the above specified voltage, when operating at temperature extremes of
30oF to 110 0F. (See 4.5.9 and 4.5.10).
3.4.12 Thermal Vacuum. - The storage cell shall be capable of
operating in a pressure of 1.0 X 10-6 mm Hg without evidence of mechanical
or electrical failure or electrolyte leakage.
3.4.13 Vibration. 
- The storage cell shall be capable of opera-
ting under vibration as specified in 4.5.6 without internal storage cell
mechanical failure or leakage.
3.4.14 Mechanical Shock. - The storage cell shall be capable
of operating under shock as specified in 4.5.8 without showing evidence
of mechanical or electrical failure.
3.4.15 Gas Tightness cl Store- Cells. - The storage cell suitably
restraining, shall be hermetically sealed and shall be capable of withstanding
an internal gas pressure of at least 225 ps'a at 1450 F without leakage for 30
minutes at any ambient pressure from one atmosphere down to a pressure of 1.0 X10-6 mmHg or less. In orderto permit satisfactory leak detection procedures tobe used on sealed equipment, all such items shall contain between 8 percent
and 12 percent of helium gas c~ vo.um:e. The design objective for each item
shall be zero leakage at the expected pressure differential. The maximum
allowable leak-rate of the sealed storage cell shall be as defined in3.4.5.4.2.15.
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3.4.16 Acceleration. - The storage cell shall be capable of
withstanding accelerations as specified in 4.5.7 without mechanical or
electrical failure.
3.4.17 Container Finish. - See paragraph 3.4.4
3.4.18 Identification of Product. - The manufacturer shall
identiTy each storage cell by branding or stamping a serial number plus
date of activation on an accessible area. In addition, storage cells that
are delivered to Grumman shall be stamped or tagged as follows:
Weight A.H. at 1-Hour Rate
Date of Activation Type Nickel-Cadmium
Manufacturer Mode No.
Manufacturer Serial No.
GAC Specification Control Drawing No. and Dash No.
3.4.19 Polarity Markings. - The polarity of the positive
terminal shall be plainly indicated on the container cover by electro-etch.
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3.4.20 Manufacturing Data. - The manufacturer shall maintain a
log on the history of each storage cell by recording +he following data:
(a) Serial number of storage cell
(b) Date of manufacture (date of pinch-off)
(c) Date of activation (addition of electrolyte)
(d) Type and duration of electrical tests performed on the
storage cells
(e) Charge and discharge method and rate used in electrical tests
(f) End of charge and discharge voltages
(g) Test conditions
(h) Test results including features
(i) Material traceability (consisting of complete records of
storage cell components including tatch numbers and components)
This log shall be maintained on all storage cells
manufactured for the Manned Orbiting Space Station Storage Battery Module
development program and shall be available to Grumman on request.
3.4.21 Workmanship. - The storage cells, including all parts
and accessories, shall be manufactured in a thorough workmanlike manner.
Particular attention .shall be paid to neatress and cleanliness.
.3.4.21.1 Neatness. - Neatness shall include thoroughness of
soldering, wiring, impregnation of coils, potting, conformal coating, marking
of parts, and assemblies, plating, painting, riveting, machine screw assem-
blage, welding, brazing and freedom of parts from burrs and sharp edges.
Eng200.3 54
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3.4.21.2 Cleanliness. - Each part, component of the equipment
shall be free from residual contaminants such as corrosion inhibiting oils,
cutting oils, forming oil lubricants, greases, dyes, wire clippings, solder
balls, non-metallic shim stock, extraneous debris and dirt.
Precautions shall be taken to prevent contamination of
the equipment during manufacturing, handling and shipping. The seller shall
maintain adequate controls to assure consistency in maintaining acceptable
workmanship and cleanliness levels. Quality workmanship and cleanliness
standards, including any required visual aids, shall be established and
submitted to Grumman for approval.
3.5. Performance. -
3.5.1 Capacity. - The storage cell shall meet the following
capacity requirements:
Discharge Discharge Min. Reqd.
Temp Current Time Min. Cut-Off Capacity
Condition C Amp Hrs. Volt. A.H.
1 20 83.5 1.20 1.00 100.0
2 20 50.0 2.10 1.00 1050.
3 20 20.0 5.50 1.00 110.0
4 0 83.5 1.20 1.00 100.0
5 0 50.0 .2.10 1.00 i05.0
6 0 20.0 5.25 1.00 105.0
3.5.2 Life. - The storage cell shall be capable of withstand-
ing an 11,000 cycle charge-discharge test as specified in 4.5.3. Thirty-
thousand cycles shall be a design goal.
3.5.3 Retention of Capacity. - The storage cell shall be
designed to meet the retention of capacity after tests specified in 4.5.4.
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3.5.4 Storage. -
3.5.4.1 In Dry (Unfilled) Condition. 
- The fully assembled,
dry (unfilled) storage cell, when stored for periods up to 5 years, shall
show no detrimental performance effects. After activation, the storage
cell shall be capable of meeting all performance requirements stated herein
and shall show no performance deviations.
3.5.4.2 In Filled (Sealed) Condition. - The storage cell shall
be designed to meet the storage test of 4.5.5 in filled (sealed) condition.
3.5.5 Thermal Reouirements. 
- The internal thermal design of
the storage cell shall be such that satisfactory operation of the storage
cells is assured under all operating conditions when the storage cell case
surface temperature is maintained at 320F to 680F. All operation, perfor-
mance and reliability requirements specified herein shall be met within
these extremes.
3.5.6 Charging. - All storage cells shall be capable of being
charged at a maximum charge rate of 62.2 amperes. Charging shall be accom-
plished within the maximum limiting voltage constraint specified in Figure 1.
Each storage cell shall be capable of being fully charged from 50 percent to
100 percent state of charge in a maximum of 58 minutes without exceeding the
limiting voltage value specified in Figure 1. (This charge shall include
the overcharge necessary to account for the ampere-hour efficiency value of
the storage cell at a particular temperature.) (See Figure 2.) All storage
cells shall be capable of accepting continuous overcharge currents up to
the maximum values shown in Figure 4 without 
-xceeding 75 psig internal
storage cell gas pressures and the limiting voltage value specified on.the
lowest curve in Figure 1.
3.5.7 Retention of Charge. - Each storage cell shall be free
of short circuiting paths between negative and positive terminals and shall
maintain an open circuit voltage of no less than 1.15 volts when tested in
accordance with the provisions of 4.5.11.
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3.5.8 Internal Impedance. - Each storage cell shall have
internal impedance parameters within the range shown below when measured
under the specified conditions:
Parameter Range of Value(s) Measurement Condition
TBD TBD 4.5.1.3.TBD
TBD TBD 4.5.1.3.TBD
TBD TBD 4.5.1.3.TBD
TBD TBD 4.5.i.3.TBD
TBD TBD 4.5.1.3.TBD
TBD TBD 4.5.1.3.TBD
4 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Classification of Tests. - The inspection and testing
of the 100 ampere-hour Nickel-Cadmium Storage Cells and component parts
shall be classified as follows:
(a) Development Tests
(b) Qualification Tests
(c) Quality Assurance Tests
4.2 Development Tests. - Development tests shall be conducted
in two parts as follows:
(a) Storage Cell Testing
(b) Thermal Testing
The results of these tests shall be used to provide
design data for the 100 ampere-hour Nickel-Cadmium Storage Cell.
4.2.1 Storage Cell Testing. - Each storage cell of the
Development Test Group as defined in the PLu.-chase Order shall be subjected
to the following tests:
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Test No. Test Tpe Te Rate Timeb End Volto  Rate Time End Volt
1 Conditioning +200C 10 Amp 16 Hr 1.51 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
2 Cap., C/2 +200C 30 Amp 5 Hr 1.51 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
3 CYCLES
3 Cap., High Rate +200C 30 Amp 5 Hr 1.51 V Max. 100 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
4 Cap., High Chg +2000C 60 Amp 2 Hr 1.51 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
30 Amp 1 Hr
5 Cap., Low Chg +200 C 15 Amp 10 Hr 1.51 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
6 Overchg +200C 30 Amp 5 Hr 1.51 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
10 Amp 8 Kr
7 30% DOD 200C 37.4 Amp 58 1.51 V Max. 50 Amp 36 Data
Cycle Minutes Minutes o
3 CYCLES
8 Conditioning OOC 10 Amp 16 Hr 1.56 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min. (D D W:
9 Cap., C/2 OOC 30 Amp 5 Hr 1.56 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min. t 0
3 CYCLES I PI : d
"n C()\ •
10 Cap., High Rate 00C 30 Amp 5 Hr 1.56 V Max. 100 Amp Data 1.0 V Min. ~
11 Cap., High Chg 00C 60 Amp 2 Hr 1.56 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min. o
30 Amp 1 Hr
12 Cap., Low Chg 00C 15 Amp 10 Hr 1.56 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
13 Overchg 00C 30 Amp 5 Hr 1.56 V Max. 50 Amp Data 1.0 V Min.
5 Amp 8 Hr
34 30% DOD 00C 37.4 Amp 58 1.56 V Max. 50 Amp 36 Data
Cycle Minutes Minutes
3 CYCLES
Stop charge at indicated time or End Voltage, whichever occurs first.
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4.2.1.1 Test Conditions and Data Acquisition. -
(a) The tests of 4.2.1 shall be performed under the following
conditions:
(1) Temperature Tolerance: + 10 C
(2) Current Tolerance: + 2%
(3) End Voltage Tolerance: + 10 millivolts
Data shall be taken on a continuous sampled basis to four
significant figures, and at a sampling rate of no slower
than four readings per second. Data acquisition shall be
by means of a 200-channel automatic recording system with
either punched paper tape or magnetic tape readout. The
system, which will be furnished by Grumman, will have a
printer readout as well which can be commanded to observe
trends. Grumman will supply data reduction computer
programs and will provide copies of the reduced data to
the seller.
(b) The following data shall be taken:
(1) Storage Cell Series String Current
(2) 7ndividual Storage Cell Voltage
(3) Auxiliary Electrode Signal Voltage
(4) Two Individual Storage Cell Case Temperatures per
Figure TBD
(5) Environmental Temperature
(6) Time to the nearest minute
The seller shall provide a detailed test plan covering these
items for Grumman approval at least 45 days prior to the start
of any test.
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4.2.2 Thermal Testing. Two selected storage cells of
different designs shall be subjected to thermal tests in a calorimeter
whose construction is TBD. At least three days shall be devoted to testing
each storage cell at a storage cell case temperature of 200C, and the same
time to testing at a storage cell case temperature of 90C. One-third of
each test period shall be devoted to orbital cycling at 12 percent, 30
percent and 50 percent DOD, respectively, using the orbital cycle definition
of 3.2.2.1.
The following charge and discharge parameters shall be
used:
CHARGE DISCHARGE
Depth of Disch. (DOD) Rate Time (Min.) Rate Time (Min.)
12% 14.5 Amp 58 20 Amp 36
30% 37.4 Amp 58 50 Amp 36
50% 62.2 Amp 58 83 Amp 36
End-of-charge and end-ce discharge voltage limits shall
be the same as those shown in 4.2.1. If end-of-charge voltage limit is
reached before charge time expires, charging shall continue at constant
potential (tapered charge).
The seller shall submit a detailed test plan for Gruman
approval which shall contain at least the following information:
(a) Test Data to be taken and Measurement Techniques
(b) Calorimeter construction and test set-up.
This plan shall be submitted at least 45 days prior to
the start of testing.
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1.3 Qualification Tests. - Qualification Tests are those
tests conducted on prototype units of the storage cells. The units are
"prototype" only in the sense that they are intended for evaluation and
test purposes; they are to be identical in manufacture to production units.
Qualification tests shall consist of two parts:
(a) Performance Tests
(b) Environmental Tests
4.3.1 Performance Tests. - Performance Tests shall be con-
ducted under laboratory conditions for the purpose of demonstrating'that
the electrical performance and container characteristics of the storage
cells meet the requirements of this specification. Performance Tests shall
include but not necessarily be limited to the following:
(a) Examination of Product 4.5.1
(b) Capacity 14.5.2
*(c) Life-Cycling 4.5.3
*(d) Retention of Capacity 4.5.4
*(e) Storage 4.5.5
(f) ModiLied Constant Potential 4.5.6
(g) Operating Position 4.5.7
**(h) Electrolyte Leakage Test 4.5.15
(i) Retention of Charge 4.5.16
* To be performed at Grumman
** May not be performed prior to Leak Detection Test per 3.4.5.4.2.15
and 4.5.12.
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4.3.2 Environmental Tests. - Environmental Tests shall be
conducted in accordance with the requirements specified herein, and those
contained within the Final Statement of Work, for the purpose of demonstra-
ting that the storage cells can withstand the environmental requirements
specified for the Manned Orbiting Space Station Storage Battery Module.
Since the storage cells are required to operate during launch, they shall
be operated during all Environmental Tests as indicated herein. Environ-
mental Tests shall include but not necessarily be limited to the following:
(a) Sinusoidal and Random Vibration 4.5.6
(b) Acceleration 4.5.7
(c) Shock 4.5.8
*(d) Leak Detection 3.4.5.4.2.15 &
4.5.9
* Must be performed before performance of Electrolyte Leakage Tests.
4.3.3 Qualification Test Plans. - Qualification tests are
those tests conducted on the test samples c -cified in 4.3.3.1, for the
purpose of demonstrating that the storage cells meet all the requirements
of this specification. The seller shall propose complete qualification
testing of the storage cells and provide the necessary facilities for
accomplishing this task. Available facilities for environmental testing
shall be described. Testing procedure and eqaipment shall be subject to
Grumman approval. Qualification tests shall be proposed to Grumman in the
form of test plans submitted 45 days prior to the start of the tests.
These plans shall contain details as to the scope and purpose of the tests,
the determination of the test conditions, a description of the test setup
and procedures, and other pertinent data. Upon approval of the test plan
by Grumman, the tests shall be conducted in accordance with the approved
test procedure. Grumman shall be advised when tests are to be conducted so
that a representative may be designated to witness the tests when so desired.
Photographs shall be obtained wherever practicable and test logs shall be
maintained to record all significant observations and events during the test.
Qualification test plans shall be in accordance with the requirements speci-
fied herein and those contained in the Final Statement of Work.
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4.3.3.1 Sampling Instructions. - Qualification test samples shall
consist of a specified number of storage cells identical in manufacture to
production units. Samples shall be identified as such and they shall be used
as follows:
(a) A specified number of storage cells shall be subjected to
Capacity and Life tests. Life tests shall be conducted
at Grumman.
(b) A specified number of storage cells shall be subjected to
all the Qualification Storage Cell tests of this specifi-
cation except Life tests.
NOTE: The Purchase Order will specify the number of test samples
to be used for each test.
4.4 Quality Assurance Tests. - The seller shall conduct a
Performance Test on each production unit of the storage cell to demonstrate
the continuance of quality of each unit intended for orbit.
4.4.1 Performance Tests. - Performance tests shall be conducted
under laboratory conditions for the purpose of demonstrating that the
electrical performance of the storage cells meets the requirements of this
specification. Performance tests shall include but not necessarily be limited
to the following:
(a) Examination of Product 4.5.1
(b) Capacity, 4.5.2
(c) Leak Detection 4.5.12
(d) Electrolyte Leakage Test 4.5.13
(e) Retention of Charge 4.5.14
(f) Storage Cell Electrical Operations
Requirements 6.
4.4.2 Data Approval. - Two copies of all data obtained on the
tests described in 4.4.1 shall be furnished to Grumman for approval prior
to further processing.
Eng 200.3 5-6617
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4.5 Test Methods. -
4.5.1 Examination of Product. - Each complete storage cell,
submitted for qualification and acceptance under contract, shall be inspected
as Grumman may deem necessary to determine compliance with this specifica-
tion and the applicable drawing with respect to workmanship, construction,
interchangeability, sealing storage cell container, weight, dimensions,
identification marking, packaging and packing and terminals.
4.5.1.1 Inspection of Storage Cell Assembly. - The final storage
cell assembly shall be witnessed by a\Grumman quality assurance representa-
tive to verify the integrity of internal and external component parts.
4.5.1.2 Hermetic Seal. - The storage cell shall be tested for
seal leakage (Helium) in accordance with 3.4.5.4.2.15.
4.5.1.3 Internal Impedance. 
- The storage cell shall meet the
internal impedance requirements of 3.5.8 when subjected to the following
tests:
TBD
4.5.2 Capacity. 
- Each storage cell.-shall be subjected to the
tests detailed in 4.2.1 as test numbers 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13 and 14. The
conditions of 4.2.1.1 shall apply. Each storage cell shall meet the capacity
requirements conditions 2 and 5, respectively, of 3.5.1 following the last
change cycle of tests 2, 6, 7, 9, 13 and 14 of 4.2.1.
4.5.3 Life. - All storage cells shall have a minimum opera-
tional life of 11,000 orbital cycles in acrordance with 3.2.2 and 3.2.2.1
life cycle tests shall be performed at Grumman.
4.5.4 Retention of Capacity. 
- These tests shall be performed
at Grumman.
4.5.5 Storage Tests. - These tests shall be performed at
Grumman.
Eng 200.3 5-66
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4.5.6 Vibration. - Qualification test storage cells shall be
subjected to the sinusoidal and random vibration requirements specified in
Tables I and II. During these vibration tests, test storage cells shall be
discharged at frequent intervals'at the one-hour rate for periods of 30
seconds. The current and voltage values observed during these discharges
shall show no fluctuations. Visual inspection of the storage cells, upon
completion of the test, shall show no mechanical failure. During vibration
tests, the storage cells shall be under a "clamp up" load of 6000 pounds
applied through stiff metal plates.
4.5.7 Acceleration, Centrifugal. - Qualification test storage
cells shall be mounted on the test apparatus (centrifuge) in the applicable
positions defined in TBD to produce the required acceleration in the direc-
tion specified. The centrifuge shall be brought up to the rotational speed
required to produce the radial acceleration specified. During the above
test, acceleration shall be 11.3 g's, 3 perpendicular axes, 2 directions
per axis per Figure 6, 5 minutes per direction, and the test storage cells
shall be discharged at frequent intervals at the one-hour rate for periods
of 30 seconds. The acceleration gradient across the storage cell shall
not exceed 15 percent. The current and voltage values observed during
these discharges shall show no fluctuations, and visual inspection of the
storage cells upon completion of the test shall show no mechanical failure.
4.5.8 Shock. - Qualification test storage cells shall be
subjected to the Shock Test specified herein and in the Final Statement
of Work. The storage cell shall be discharged at the one-hour rate during
the test, and the discharge voltage monitored on a recording voltmeter with
a resolution capability of four significant figures. If a sampled data
system is used, the sampling rate shall be at least three orders of magni-
tude'faster than the rise or fall time, whichever is shorter, of the Shock
Pulse to avoid missing a voltage discontinuity. During the period of each
Shock Test, any discontinuity in the voltage resulting from a shock in any
direction shall be cause for rejection.
Eng 200.3 5-66
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4.5.9 High Temperature Operation. - A fully charged storage
cell shall be discharged at the one-hour rate at 50 + 30F, recharged and
then placed in an oven at a temperature of 68 + 30F.--This temperature
shall be maintained for 24.5 hours. The storage cell snail then be uls-
charged at this temperature at the 2-hour rate and its capacity measured
to 1.0 volts. The storage cell shall then be returned to room temperature
and charged at the 2-hour rate. Following this charge, the storage cells
shall again be discharged at the 2-hour rate. The capacity of this second
discharge shall be 100 percent of the capacity specified in 3.5.1, Condition
2.
4.5.10 Low Temperature Operation. 
- A fully charged storage cell
shall be discharged at the one-hour rate at 50 + 30F, recharged and then
placed in a chamber at a temperature of 32 + 30F. This temperature shall
be maintained for 24.5 hours. Tr. storage cell shall be discharged at this
temperature at the two-hour rate and its capacity measured to 1.0 volts. The
storage cell shall then be returned to room temperature and then charged at
the two-hour rate. Following this charge, the storage cells shall again be
discharged at the two-hour rate. The capacity of this second discharge shall
be 100 percent of the capacity specified in Drawing , paragraph
3.5.1, Condition 5.
4.5.11 Thermal Vacuum. - Two fully charged storage cells shall
be discharged at the one-hour rate at 50 + 30F, recharged and then placed in
a vacuum chamber. One surface of each storage cell shall be adjusted to a
high temperature of 68 + 20F and the chamber shall be evacuated to1.0 X 10-6 mm Hg or less. This condition shall be maintained for a period
of 24.5 hours. During this period each stc:.ge cell shall be cycled sequen-
tially for a minimum of one cycle of charge and discharge as specified in4.5.3. The above procedure shall be repeated except that one storage cell
surface shall be maintained at a low temperature of 32 + 30F. The above
procedure shall be repeated a third time at 50 + 30F except that the test
time shall be for four hours. The storage cells shall show no evidence offailure following these tests.
Eng200.3 5-66
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4.5.12 Leak Detection. - To permit satisfactory leakage detec-
tion, all storage cells shall be sealed with 8 percent to 12 percent of
helium gas by volume. A fully charged storage cell shall be allowed to cool
to 50 + 30F, at which time a leakage test shall be made. Storage cells
shall have a leakage rate of less than the limits specified in 3.4.5.4.2.15.
4.5.13 Electrolyte Leakage. - This test shall occur immediately
after completion of charge, during which the storage cell must have received
some overcharge to assure a positive storage cell pressure with respect to
atmospheric pressure. The storage cell shall be thoroughly cleaned with
distilled water and alcohol, prior to start of charge.. All mechanically
sealed areas on the storage cell cover shall be swabbed with phenolphthalien
solution (see Note). A red indication on the swab is evidence of electrolyte
leakage. In the event of a positive indication, the storage cell shall be
again cleaned and the test repeated. If a positive indication of leakage
is present during the second test, the storage cell shall be rejected.
NOTE: 0.5 percent phenolphthalein in 50 percent alcohol and
50 percent distilled water solution. All areas where
phenolphthalein was applied shall be subsequently rinsed
with distilled water; then all areas shall be rinsed
witi acetone and the storage ce'. shall be placed in
a vacuum chamber for one hour at a pressure of 1 mm Hg
or less.
4.5.14 Retention of Charge. - This test shall occur if the
storage cell wai discharged to 1.00 volt. Drain the storage cell for
16 ~1 hours at 68 + 30F ambient temperature using a 0.20 + 5% ohm resistor.
Let the storage cell stand at open circuit for 24 + 0.5 hours at 68 + 30F
ambient temperature. The storage cell voltage at the end of this open-
circuit stand shall be 1.15 volts or higher.
4.6 Rejection and Retest. - When any test sample fails to
meet the requirements outlined herein, the product shall be rejected. If
for any reason the storage cells of the lot represented have already left
the contractor's plant, they shall be subject to return to correct the
defects and resubmitted for all the specified tests. Before resubmitting,
Eng200.3 5-66
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4.6 (Continued)
full particulars concerning previous rejection and the action taken to
correct the original defects shall be furnished to Grumman. Units rejected
after retest shall not be resubmitted without the specific approval of
Grumman. This retest, however, is only permissible if doubt exists with
respect to the test equipment employed, test procedure applied or incom-
plete storage cell conditioning is suspected.
4.6.1 Failure Reporting and Analysis. - When failures occur
during test operations, the reporting and analysis procedures specified in
the Final Statement of Work shall apply.
4.7 Equipment Changes. - After successful completion of
the qualification test, no changes shall be incorporated in the storage
cell design or manufacturing techniques unless approved in writing by
Grumman.
5 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Application. - The requirements of Section 5 apply to
direct purchases by or direct shipments to 3i.umman.
5.2 Preservation, Packaging and Packing. - After completion
of tests each unit shall be preserved within one week by performing the
following:
(a) Each unit shall be discharged be]3n 0.1 volt by clipping a
0.20 + 5% ohm resistor across the storage cell terminals.
(b) Remove the resistor and short the storage cell terminals by
wrapping a copper wire around the storage cell terminals.
(c) Each unit shall be placed in a polyethylene bag and an inert
drying agent shall be added to exclude moisture. Bag shall
be heat sealed.
NOTE: Storage cell serial number shall be clearly visible from
the outside of the bag.
(d) Each unit shall be packaged in a manner to avoid damage during
shipment.
Eng 200.3 5.66
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5.3 Marking of Shipments. - Interior packages and exterior
shipping containers shall be marked in accordance with Grumman instructions.
6 NOTES
6.1 Intended Use. - The storage cells covered by this speci-
fication, after assembly into Storage Battery Modules, are intended for
continuous duty in electrical systems of Manned Orbital Space Stations. They
will be used in combination with a solar cell array or other primary power
source to provide energy storage and furnish peak power demands.
6.2 Storage Conditions. - All storage cells which are kept
on long term storage (periods in excess of one week) shall be stored as
follows:
(a) Each unit shall be preserved and packaged as specified in
5.2(a) through (d).
(b) Each unit shall be stored in a clean dry area at a temperature
between 500F to 700F.
6.3 Definitions. -
6.3.1 Storage Cell Capacity. - Storage cell capacity is the
discharge measured quantitatively in ampere hours at the specified discharge
rate to the specified cutoff voltage.
6.3.2 Cutoff Voltage. - The cutoff voltage of a storage cell
is defined as tnat discharge voltage which represents the complete discharge
condition of the storage cell for.a particular rate. Discharge beyond this
voltage would yield an insignificant amount of useful energy.
6.3.3 Constant Current Discharge. - The discharge made at the
rate specified until the final voltage reaches the specified cutoff value.
6.4 Charging Instructions. - The seller shall furnish with
the storage cells, one reproducible printed copy of charging instructions.
Eng 200.3 5-66
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TABLE I
QUALIFICATION VIBRATION TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR
100 AMPERE-HOUR
NICKEL-CADMIUM STORAGE CELLS
SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION RANDOM VIBRATION
SWEEP AT 2 OCTAVES PER MINUTE RUN FOR 4 MINUTES PER AXIS
Xc, Yc and zc axes XC, Yc and zc axes
Frequency Level Frequency Level
5-14 Hz 1/2" DA 20-200 9 db/oct increase
14-100 Hz 5 g 200-500 0.13 g2 /Hz
100-200 Hz 10 g 500-2000 3 db/oct decrease
200-2000 Hz 15 g + 4 db 30 sec/axis
NOTE: Sine levels to be applied using tracking filter control.
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TABLE II
QUALIFICATION VIBRATION REQUIREMENTS
Sinusoidal Vibration. 
- The control signal shall be filtered for sinusoidal
testing, if harmonic distortion is evident this can be determined by view-
ing the control signal on an oscilloscope during the fixture survey.
MAXIMUM TOLERANCES
Sinusoidal Vibration Amplitude: + 10%
Sinusoidal Vibration Frequency: +.2%
Random Vibration: + 3 db (The overall rms-g applied
shall be maintained within a
tolerance of +15%
-5
Sinusoidal Vibration. 
- The vibration input levels shall be measured at or
near the test unit mounting location. Whenever more than four mounting
locations exist, only four points need be monitored. Any accelerometer
fastened at any one of the mounting locations can be used as the servo
control input rrovided that:
(a) The control input maintains leve-s at the test frequency
within + 1 db of the requirements.
(b) The level at any input location is within + 4 db of the
requirements at the test frequency.
(c) The average of all inputs at the test frequency is within
+ 2 db of the requirements.
Eng 200.3 5-66
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TABLE II (Continued)
Exceeding the lower limits of the above tolerances shall be cause for
rejection of the delinquent portion of the test and shall necessitate
rerunning only that portion of the vibration test. Selection of the
control point shall be subject to Grumman approval.
Random Vibration. - The vibration input for this test shall be controlled
from the same accelerometer as used to control the sinusoidal vibration test.
Vibration Fixtures. - The fixture, and its connection to the shaker head,
shall be capable of transmitting the vibrations specified herein. It shall
be a design objective that the fixture be free of resonances within the
test frequencies. In any event, the fundamental resonance of the fixture
compensated for test unit mass shall be above 750 Hz. The transverse motion
(crosstalk) in any direction produced by these fixtures shall not exceed
the vibration levels in the transverse direction specified herein. The
requirements outlined above shall be verified by a sinusoidal vibration
sweep at test frequencies using a mass simulated dummy test item. The
vibration input for this sweep shall be monitored with tri-axial accelero-
meters.
X-Y Plots. - X-Y plots of vibration test control accelerometers shall be
made and included in the test report. For sinusbidal vibration tests,
the following ground rules shall be used:
(a) The control signal shall be filtered if harmonic distortion
is evident. This can be determined by viewing the control
signal on an oscilloscope during the fixture survey.
(b) If a filtered control signal is used, then the X-Y plots shall
be filtered.
Eng200.3 5-66
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TABLE II (Continued)
X-Y plots for sinusoidal tests shall show peak "g" vs Hz. For random tests,
the plots shall show the Spectral Density (PSD) analysis in g2 /Hz vs Hz.
Parallel filter or tracking filter analysis can be used. Both sinusoidal
and random X-Y plots should be made using on-line or taped signals from the
control accelerometer and reduced using automatic X-Y plotters. Plotting
of meter readings by hand is not acceptable.
NOTE: If track filter PSD analysis is used, the analyzing filter
bandwidths should not exceed 20 Hz for frequencies below
200 Hz and should not exceed 50 Hz for frequencies between
200 and 2000 Hz. Analyzing constants such as averaging
time, sweep rate and tape.loop length should be consistent
with good analysis practice. It is recommended that the
statistical quality of the analysis be equivalent to 60
degrees of freedom minimum.
A copy of the X-Y vibration test plots shall be submitted to Grumman
within 5 days of the completion of the vibration portion of the environ-
mental test.
Eng 200.3 5-66
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 1
APPENDIX I
SEPARATOR TEST PROCEDURE
NOTE: The following information shall be supplied for each storage
cell lot production.
10.1 General. -
Separator Material Supplier:
Base Material:
Fiber Manufacturer:
Part No.
Lot No.
Date of Manufacturing (mo/yr)
Separator Suppliers Style No.
Lot No.
Date of Manufacturing
Material Slitted By:
(Do not use Anti-Static Agent)
Finishes or Wetting Agents Added by Separator Supplier
Yes
No
Finishes or Wetting Agents Added by Storage Cell Manufacturer
Yes
No
State type of wash and number of times separator washed.
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Prepared vy Date
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 2
10.2 Thickness. -
Nominal Thickness
Maximum Thickness
Minimum Thickness
10.3 Weight. - Weight in gm/m2
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3
10.4 Dimensions and Dimensional Changes. -
Length (cm) Width Thickness
Dry W(t Dry Wet Dry Wet
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
% Change in Thickness Wet Volume (Vw)
'Sample 1
2
3
5
6
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 3
10.5 Electrolyte Absorption. -
Grams of
Electrolyte
Dry Weight (gm) Wet Weight (gm) Absorbed (WW__ W)
WD WW WA
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 4
10.6 Electrolyte Retained. -
Grams of Electrolyte
Dry Weight (gn) Wet Weight (gm) Retained (WX - WD)
Sample 1
2
3
4
5
6
Calculate percent electrolyte retained from the following:
WR
V- X 100 = Percent Electrolyte Retained
WR = Grams of Electrolyte Retained
WA = Grams of Electrolyte Absorbed
Percent Electrolyte Retained
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By _ Date
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 5
10.7 Porosity. - Porosity or internal void volume is cal-
culated by the following:
ww - WD
= Percent Porosity
VW x p
Where:
WW = Wet weight or separator (gm)
WD = Dry weight of separator (ginm)
VW = Wet volume of separator (cc)
p = Density of absorbed electrolyte. The density of
the absorbed electrolyte is taken to be the same
as the density of the equilibrating electrolyte.
Percent Porosity
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 6
10.8 Separator Resistance. -
Separator Specific
Separator Resistance Resistivity
ohm-cm2  ohm-cm
Sample 1
2
3
10.9 Tensile Strength at Break. - Record temperature in OF
and % humidity.
Tensile Strength Percent Appearance
at Break lbs/cm 2  Elongation Of Break
Sample 1
2
3
4
6
Sample 1
2
3-
4
5
6
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
Eng 200.3 5-66
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 7
10.10 Determination of Organics. -
Sample
1 2 3
Weight of separator before extraction (gm)
Weight of separator after extraction (gm)
Weight loss (gm)
Weight of container plus residue (gm)
Weight of container (gm)
Weight of residue (gm)
Percent organics (Weight of residue divided by weight of
separator after extraction) X100
10.11 Determination of Inorganics. -
Inorganic Percent
Sample 1
2
3
10.12 Discoloration of Samples in Electrolyte. - Describe
color change and in which test discoloration occurred.
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
Eng 200.3 5-66 24
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 8
10.13 Thickness Variation. -
Reading Sample
1 2 3 1 5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average
Circle maximum and minimum value for each sample.
Reading 6 7 8 9 10
1
2
3
14
5
6
T
8
9
10
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
Eng 200.3 5.-66
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 9
10.1h Dimensions and Dimensional Changes. -
Length (cm) Width Thickness
Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
% Change in Thickness Wet Volume (V,)
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
10.15 Electrolyte Absorption. -
Grams of
Electrolyte
Dry Weight (gm) Wet Weight (gm) Absorbed (WW - WD)
WD WW WA
Sample 1
2
3
4
5
6
Applicable Grun,-man Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Con,.c .d By _ Date
Prepared By Date
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Sample Data Sheet 10
10.16 Electrolyte Retained. -
Grams of Electrolyte
Dry Weight (gin) Wet Weight (gm) Retained (Wr-WD) WR
Sample 1
2
3
4
5
6
Calculate percent electrolyte retained from the following:
WR
WA X 100 = Percent Electrolyte Retained
WD = Grams of Electrolyte Retained
WA = Grams of Electrolyte Absorbed
Percent Electrolyte Retained
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
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Appendix I
Sample Data Sheet 11
10.17 Porosity. - Porosity or internal void volume is cal-
culated by the following:
WW WD = Percent Porosity
V x p
Where:
WW = Wet weight of separator (gn)
WD = Dry weight of separator (gm)
VW = Wet volume of separator (cc)
p = Density of absorbed electrolyte. The density of the
absorbed electrolyte is taken to be the same as the
equilibrating electrolyte.
Plot data of the three determinations on one graph
10 x 10 to the iuch.
10.18 Tensile Strength at Break. -
Tensile Strength Percent Appearance
at Break lbs/cm2  Elongation Of Break
Sample 1
2
3
5
6
Pore Volume 0.38 cc/GM
Aminco-Winslow Mercury Intrusion Porosity Meter
Applicable Grumman Purchase Order No.
Above Tests Conducted By Date
Prepared By Date
Eng 200.3 5-66
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1.0 SCOPE
This document contains the Leak Test Procedure for a sealed one-hundred
ampere-hour nickel-cadmium secondary cell, Eagle-Picher RSN-110 type cell.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 Eagle-Picher
EP-QC-782 RSN-110 Flow Sheets
2.2 Other Specifications
992249-008; C.E.C. Leak Detector Manual
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Maximum Leak Rate
Leakage rate higher than 1 x 10- 6 cc's per second shall be cause
for rejection.
3.2 Equipment
3.2.1 Helium Gas - as supplied by Linde, Bureau of Mines Grade A
3.2.2 Cell Pressurizing Port - as manufactured by Eagle-Picher
3.2.3 Mass Spectrometer - No. 24-120A as manufactured by Consolidated
Electrodynamics Corporation
3.2.4 Cell Pressurizing Chamber
SPECIAL NOTE: After receipt cell cases shall have a non-recurring
serial number vibro-etched on the bottom. Cases
shall then be degreased. From this time, cell cases
and cells shall be handled with lint-free gloves.
No further immersion or exposure to liquids is
allowed prior to helium leak check. Do not perform
gross leak check in water and do not liquid hone
prior to helium leak test.
EP-MP-152
Original
3.3 Leak Check Procedure
3.3.1 Insure that internal cell pressure is no greater than -28"
Hg as indicated by the cell gage.
3.3.2 Connect He source and back fill cell to a maximum internal
pressure of -24".Hg pressure with He. Record cell pressure.
3.3.3 Seal cells in pressurizing chamber and indrease pressure in
+5
approximately 5 minutes to 30 +5-0 psig with Helium.-0 pi ihHlu.
3.3.4 At the end of one hour, release pressure from chamber and
record pressures. If pressure has increased by more than
2" Hg, remove the individual cell and hold for screening
(see 3.3.9).
3.3.5 Replace all satisfactory cells and repressurize for an
additional 48-72 hours. Record pressure.
3.3.6 At the end of the He-soak, remove cells to the leak check
area. Leak test shall be performed within 8 hours.
3.3.7 Perform the leak test on each cell in accordance with C.E.C.
Leak Detector Manual 992249-008, Section 3-30 through 3-33.
Record calculated leak rate and mark EP-QC-782 as pass/.
fail for each cell.
3.3.8 Cells which fail the leak test may have fittings of gage
assemblies tightened where applicable and be retested per
paragraph 3.3.7.
3.3.9 At any step through paragraph 3.3.3, cells suspected to have
a gross leak may be tested as follows:
+2
a) Connect helium source and pressurize to 5 -0 psig.
-9
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Original
b) Attach C.E.C. "sniffer" to unit and locate leak if
possible. If leak is at ceramic seal, or through case
wall, the cell shall be permanently rejected. If leak
is at a threaded joint, it may be tightened and the
cell evacuated, and paragraphs 3.3.1-3.3.7 repeated.
If leak is at cover to case weld, the weld may be
repaired per EP-MP-13 and resubmitted for leak test.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND TEST WITNESSING
At the time of testing per paragraph 3.3.7, DCAS personnel and the
GAC Inspector shall be notified by Eagle-Picher Quality Assurance
personnel. Leak test data shall be recorded on the proper flow
sheets (EP-QC-782).
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- CERTIFICATION- INSPECTION REPOCRT
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
PRECISION PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
INDUSTRIAL TEST LABORATORIES
20th and Iron Gates (417) 624-5115 P.O. Box 2215 Joplin, Missouri 64801
CUSTOMER: P.O. NO.
DATE:
PART NUMBER and DESCRIPTION QUANTITY QUANTITY QUANTITY REASON FOR REJECTIONRECEIVED ACC'D REJECTED
I CERTIFY THAT THESE PARTS WERE:
0 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspected in accordance with Mil-I-6866
and per
O Magnetic Particle Inspec'td in accordance with Mil-I-6868
and per
[] Radiographic Inspected in Accordance with Mil-Std.-453
and per
O Other
By
CERTIFIED INSPECTOR
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AFPINDIX D
Non-woven nylon Specification
EP-MS-118
NON-WOVEN NYLON SPECIFICATION-
NICKEL-CADMIUM SPACECRAFT CELLS
1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines acceptance criteria for non-woven
nylon materials used as separator materials in Eagle-Picher nickel-cadmium
spacecraft batteries.
This document is intended for use in procuring raw materials.
Certain tests are required of the seller and certain tests are required
by Eagle-Picher receiving inspection. In addition, it is intended that
individual separators be tested to various paragraphs of this specification
after cutting. The piece part separator drawing shall require these tests.
In this manner, necessary quality control shall be maintained for the raw
material and subsequent operations.
2.0 DOCUMENTATION
The following documents of the issue, in effect on the date of
this specification, are applicable to the extent outlined herein.
2.1 EP-QC-1100 Quality Assurance Manual, Policies & Procedures
2.2 EP-QC-1157 Calibration Procedures
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 General
Materials will be.uniform in texture, color and appearance.
They will be free of holes, tears and inclusions of foreign
materials.
3.1.1 The components shall be capable of meeting the require-
ments of this document after an indefinite period of
time in their primary packaging container.
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3.1.2 Each roll shall be supplied with data sufficient to com-
plete applicable portions of Data Sheet No. 1, Appendix I.
Each roll shall be supplied with an identification tag
which supplies the following minimum information:
a) Separator Manufacturer's Style or Type
b) Manufacturer's Lot Number
c) Roll Number
This identification tag shall be placed within the hollow
paper core of each roll. Individual rolls shall consist
of one (1) continuous sheet. Spliced rolls are not
acceptable and lots may be made-up of more than one (1)
roll.
3.2 Physical Characteristics
3.2.1 Wetting agents or antistatic agents which cause foaming
or are unstable in strong alkali shall not be used in the
manufacture of the material or be added to the material
prior to delivery to Eagle-Picher.
3.2.2 The various materials controlled by this specification
shall meet the specific requirements of attached data
sheets for each manufacturer. See Appendix II.
3.2.2.1 Weight in grams per yard shall be determined by
direct measurement, that is, the weight of a
sample of one yard with no feathered edges shall
be measured. See Appendix II for specific weight
requirements.
3.2.3 Additional Requirements
Such additional requirements as noted in the remainder of this
specification shall be met. See Appendix II for specific
•264
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permeability, electrical resistance, etc.
3.3 Chemical Characteristics
3.3.1 Total extractable organics shall be less than 2.0%
by weight.
3.3.2 Total inorganic content shall be less than 1.0% by
weight with 0.25% as target maximum as determined by
chemical analysis or ignition residue.
3.4 Eagle-Picher shall be noted in writing of changes to dimen-
sions, tolerances, materials, addition agents, finishes and
of the materials listed in this specification.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
4.1 Certified Test Data
Certified test data shall be required in accordance with Table
No. 1 and shall indicate results of specific tests performed by
or under the supervision of the vendor. Actual test data of
specific tests as applicable shall accompany the shipment.
4.2 Qualification Tests
Each material is considered qualified for use in each battery
which has used this material in its successful qualification
program.
4.3 Acceptance Tests
The tests of this specification shall be performed under the
supervision of the Eagle-Picher Quality Assurance Department as
denoted in Table 1. Actual testing may be performed by Receiv-
ing Inspection, E-P Chemical Laboratories or other test facility
as determined by the nature of the test. Tests shall be conducted
as per this specification, the purchase.-order or the applicable
drawing.
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4.3.1 Identification
The shipment shall be inspected to verify that the data
required by 3.1.2 and Data Sheet No. 1 of Appendix I
are complete.
4.3.2 Weight
4.3.2.1 Procedure A
One (1) square meter from each roll shall be
cut with no feathered edges to demonstrate
compliance with Appendix II. Record results
on Data Sheet 2, Appendix I.
4.3.2.2 Procedure B
Three samples 10 cm x 10 cm shall be cut across
the width of the roll. The samples shall be
weighed and grams/m 2 calculated. The calculated
value shall be in accordance with Appendix II.
4.3.3 Thickness Variation
4.3.3.1 Procedure A
Thickness and variation of thickness shall be deter-
mined and recorded for each roll using a CADY gage
Model DW-1. Measurement shall be made on a sample
two (2) feet in length. Individual determinations
shall be made at intervals of approximately two (2)
inches for a total of ten (10) measurements per
sample. Pecord data on Data Sheet No. 2.
4.3.3.2 A thickness gage similar to CADY gage, Model M,
standard TAPPI 9/16" diameter pressure foot shall
be used. Ten (10) specimens are tested and three
(3) measurements are taken on each. Pressure applied
8 psi.
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4.3.4 Electrolyte Absorption, Dimensional Change, Electrolyte
Retention
4.3.4.1 Equipment
a) Die for cutting sample
b) Cady Gage DW-1 or Ames 262 platform dial
micrometer
c) Non-corrosive containers with air tight covers
d) Lucite Plate
e) Balance
f) Vernier calipers
g) 1.30 specific gravity electrolyte
h) Gas tight sample box
i) Nitrogen Supply
j) Beaker
4.3.4.2 Procedure (A)
(1) Die cut two (2) samples 6.50 cm x 2.50 cm from
each roll (or a minimum of six (6) samples from
each lot). Sample size is 6.5 cm by 2.5 cm
with fibers running in the length dimension,
if applicable.
(2) Measure dry length, width and thickness of
each sample and record on Data Sheet No. 2.
(3) Weigh each sample to the nearest milligram.
Record dry weight of each sample on Data Sheet
No. 2.
(4) Cover each sample with electrolyte in non-
corrosive container. Cover individual con-
tainer or enclose in secondary container,
cover and flush with nitrogen.
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(5) At the end of three (3) hours, remove one (1)
sample and determine dimensions. Record on
Data Sheet No. 2.
(6) Wipe sample across dry lucite plate until
no droplets remain, then determine weight and
absorption per Data Sheet No. 3.
(7) Place samples on slanted (45 ± 2*) lucite plate
for 15 ± 5 minutes such that direction of flow
is along the 6.5 cm dimension.
(8) Weigh each sample and record retention per
Data Sheet No. 4.
4.3.4.3 Procedure (B)
Test is performed on samples taken from each roll
of each shipment by personnel in the Receiving
Inspection Section of the Quality Control Department.
(1) Cut a minimum of two (2) samples from the
stock in roll form. Each sample size is
4" x 4".
(2) Weigh the 4" x 4" sample of pellon to the
nearest hundredth gram = (W1 )
(3) Place 100 cc's of 1.300 ± 0.02 specific
gravity KOH solution in the 100 ML beaker.
(4) Immerse the weighed test sample in the KOH
solution (reference 4.2.2) for a period of
one (1) hour.
(5) Remove test sample from the KOH solution and
allow excess electrolyte (KOH) to drain while
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sample is held in a vertical position for
a period of ten (10) plus three (3) minus
+3
zero (0) (10 -0) seconds.
(6) Weigh the saturated sample of pellon to
the nearest hundredth gram = (W2)
(7) Calculate percent of KOH absorption using
the formula as follows:'
W2 - W1
x 100 = % KOH absorption
Wl
(8) Discoloration of 1.3 sp.gr. KOH solution
shall be noted.
NOTE: Percent of KOH retention (absorption)
must meet requirements of Appendix II.
4.3.4.4 Electrolyte Absorption - 30% KOH (Specific Weight
1.29)
Three (3) specimens 45 x 70 mm are weighed. The
specimens are immersed in a Kubelka jar. After
one (1) hour, the test specimens are removedand
allowed to "drip off" for one (1) minute. The
electrolyte retention is determined by recording
the difference of the electrolyte level in cc's as
per the following formula:
KOH Absorption in %: Retained Electrolyte Volume x
Wt. of Test Specimen
Density x 100
KOH Absorption in g/m2:
Retention in % x gms/m 2 of 45 x 70 mm Specimens
100
No. of Tests: 1 per Sample.
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4.3.5 Electrolyte Wicking (Wettability)
4.3.5.1 Samples - One (1) per manufacturer roll, cut
12.75 x 2.5
4.3.5.2 Equipment
a) 250 ml beaker
b) 1.30-1.35 specific gravity KOH
c) Rule
4.3.5.3 Procedure
4.3.5.3.1 Place approximately 100 cc's electro-
lyte in a 250 ml beaker.
4.3.5.3.2 Position sample lengthways vertically
so that the lower end is immersed one
(1) inch minimum in electrolyte.
4.3.5.3.3 Note and record the time for electrolyte
to attain a stable resistance, or for 2
minutes. Measurements shall be taken
approximately each 5 seconds and the re-
sults graphically plotted.
4.3.6 Resistance
4.3.6.1 Sample - One (1) sample from each manufacturer's
lot.
4.3.6.2 Equipment
a) Sample Holder and Test Fixture
b) Ammeter, DC
c) Null Potentiometer
d) 1.30 specific gravity electrolyte
e) Power Supply, DC
270
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4.3.6.3 Procedure
(1) Adjust constant current power supply to
50 ma/cm2 exposed separator area.
(2) Fill fixture with electrolyte above the
level of the sample.
(3) Connect power supply to sample holder and
start current.
(4) Record three (3) potentiometer readings at
five (5) second intervals and record a final
value after stabilization.
(5) Remove sample and record voltage for blank
run.
(6) Calculate resistance and resistivity as follows:
a) R" = Er - Eb A
I
R" = Separator Resistance, ohm-cm2
Er = Voltage across reference electrodes
with separator in path-volts
Eb = Voltage drop during blank run, volts.
I = Current, Amperes
A = Separator Area Exposed- cm2
b) P" = R"
Tw
P" = Separator Resistivity, ohm-cm
R" = Separator Resistance, ohm-cm2
(7) Record calculated values on Data Sheet 5.
Graph resistance values on one (1) graph
(10 x 10 per inch).
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4.3.7 Tensile Strength at Break
4.3.7.1 Samples
Two (2) samples from each roll or six (6) from
each manufacturer's lot.
4.3.7.2 Equipment
Tensile Tester
Vernier Calipers
CADY Gage
Temperature Regulated Chamber
Corrosion Resistant Containers
4.3.7.3 Procedure A
(1) Cut specimens 12.7 x 2.5 cm. Examine for
cracks, nicks and foreign material inclusions.
(2) Condition specimens at 72 ± 50F at 80% maxi-
mum relative humidity.
(3) Position sample in tester with grip separa-
tion of three (3) inches.
(4) Apply load, noting grip geparation and load
at break as well as thickness.
(5) Calculate tensile strength at break.
Tensile Strength = Breaking Load, Pounds
Cross Section Area
% Elongation = L - Lo (100)
Lo
L = Grip Sepration at Break
Lo= Original Grip Separation
(6) Record results on Data Sheet No. 5.
(7) Repeat preceding four (4) steps on samples
conditioned @ 70 ± 20C for 24 hours in cell
electrolyte under a CO2 - free atmosphere.
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4.3.7.4 Procedure B
A testing machine similar to the Scott Tester
Model X-3 is used. The size of the specimen is
50 x 260 mm. The distance between the clamps
at the start of the test shall be 225 mm (8").
The speed of the pulling clamp shall be 12 1/2"
per minute. The load at the moment of breaking
is read in pounds. (For the 50 mm wide specimens,
the elongation at break is read in %).
No. of Tests: 5 for each direction
4.3.8 Air Permeability
4.3.8.1 Sample Required
One (1) per manufacturers lot
4.3.8.2 Apparatus - air permeability tester (essentially
same as ASTM D737-46 See Figure No. 1), or Gurley
Sensometer, or the method of Schiefer and Baylord,
J. Res. Nat. Bur. Standards 28, 637 (1942).
4.3.8.3 Procedure
Placetest specimen across sample holder. Open
regulator valve until pressure drops across sample
0.5" H20. Read pressure drop across standardized
orifice. Convert manometer to ft3/ft2/min using
calibration chart.
4.3.9 Wetting Agent Test
4.3.9.1 Sample Required
One (1) 4" x 4" sample from each roll.
4.3.9.2 Equipment
One pint glass container with cover 1.300 specific
gravity elctrolyvte deionized water.
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4.3.9.3 Procedure A
Place approximately one-half pint 1.3 sp. gr. KOH
electrolyte in a glass container with a separator
samp..e and close. Afterl5 minutes, shake the con-
tainer vigorously for a minimum of 20 seconds.
Allow the sample to sit in the container for a mini-
mum of one minute. At the end of this period, make
the determination for the presence of foam on the
surface. Presence of foam will cause rejection
of the roll represented by the sample. Note any
discoloration of the electrolyte.
4.3.9.4 Procedure B
Repeat the above test with water.
4.3.9.5 Procedure C
Repeat the above test with 1.3 sp.gr. KOH and
allow to remain in the caustic for one (1) week,
- then repeat shake test.
4.3.10 Extractable Organic Content
4.3.10.1 Samples
One required per manufacturers lot (10 x 10 cm)
4.3.10.2 Equipment
a) Analytical Balance
b) Beaker or other container with cover
c) Solvent: Methanol, Reagent Grade
d) Magnetic Stirrer
4.3.10.3 Procedure A
(1) Weigh separator sample to nearest tenth milligram.
(2) Determine volume of separator sample.
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(3) Place sample in container of methanol.
Use a volume ratio of approximately 20
solvent to one separator.
(4) Cover container and stir 16-24 hours.
Note any discoloration of sample.
(5) Remove sample; dry at 500 C (125 0F) maximum;
weigh sample.
(6) Evaporate Solvent - Obtain weight of residue.
(7) Submit residue for IR analysis of major organic
constituents.
NOTE: Proportionally larger separator sample
may be used if residue is inadequate
for analysis.
4.3.10.4 Procedure B
Repeat 4.3.10.3 using trichloroethylene.
4.3.11 Inorganic Content
4.3.11.1 Samples Required
A minimum of one (1) per manufacturer's lot.
4.3.11.2 Apparatus
a) Beaker and magnetic stirrer
b) Distilled water.
c) Hot plate
4.3.11.3 Procedure A
(1) Weigh sample of separator to nearest milligram.
(2) Place sample in 50 cc's distilled water.
(3) Extract solubles using magnetic stirrer for
16-24 hours.
(4) Conduct wet chemical analysis on aliquot of
extract and record results on Data Sheet
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Analysis shall include:
a) Nitrate - Taylor Method with phenoldi-
sulfonic acid.
b) Silica - Taylor Method with color reagent
one and two.
c) Carbonate - Barium chloride method.
d) Nickel Atomic absorption method
e) Zinc )
f) Titanium Sulfuric Acid Peroxide Calorimetric
Method
g) Chloride 
- Mohr Method
NOTE: The above methods are cited for
reference only.
4.3.11.4 Procedure B
Perform semi-quantitative spectrographic analysis
on one (1) sample per lot.
4.3.11.5 Procedure C
Completely ignite sample and burn. Weigh ignition
residues. Requirement of 3.3.2 shall be met.
4.3.11.6 Procedure D
1) Cut four 4 x 4" samples across the width of
the material.
2) Weigh on analytical balance.
3) Dry at 104*C to a constant weight.
4) Remove and cool in desiccator.
5) Weigh 
- (Dry weight).
6) Place samples in extraction thimbles in Soxhlet
Extraction apparatus.
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7) Extract with distilled water at the boil
for 4 to 5 hours.
8) Remove sample and dry at 1040C to a constant
weight.
9) Cool in desiccator.
10) Weigh sample for extracted weight.
4.3.12 Burst Strength
The bursting strength shall be measured on an approved type
of diaphragm burst tester such as the Model C Mullen Tester.
The sample shall be at least 3 x 3" in area. The specimen
is clamped in position and is subjected to the pressure of a
fluid activated diaphragm. The pressure at burst will be
read on a gauge in pounds.
5.0 SHIPPING INFORMATION
5.1 Labeling
Each roll shall be clearly labeled in accordance with Para. 3.1.2.
5.2 Packaging for Shipment
Materials shall be packaged in a manner so that damage does not
occur during shipment by normal modes of transportation and handling.
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TABLE NUMBER 1
APPENDIX I CERTIFIED TEST DATA RECOMMENDED
DATA SHEET REQUIRED BY R & I , PIECE PART
TEST PARAGRAPH NUMBER SELLER TESTS TESTS
IDENTIFICATION PHYSICAL
MEASUREMENTS 4.3.1 1 1 Each Roll 100%
Weight A 4.3.2 2 Each Roll
Weight B 3/Roll
Thickness A 4.3.3 Each Roll Sample
Thickness B 30/lot
PHYSICAL ANALYSES
6 min/lot
Absorption (A) 4.3.4.2 2/Roll
Absorption (B) 4.3.4.3 2/Roll Sample
Absorption (C) 4.3.4.4 3/Roll
Wettability (Wicking) 4.3.5 I/Roll
Electrical Resistance 4.3.6 1/Lot
Tensile Strength (A) 4.3.7 2/Roll
Tensile Strength (B) 10/Lot 6 Min/Lot
Permeability 4.3.8 I/Lot I/Lot
Burst Strength I/Lot
TESTS FOR ADDITIVES/
WETTING AGENTS
KOH Procedure A 4.3.9.3 1/Roll
Water Procedure B 4.3.9.4 1/Roll Sample
KOH Procedure C 4.3.9.5 1/Lot Sample
CHEMICAL ANALYSES
Spectrographic 4.3.11.4 1/Lot
Nickel Cloride & Silica)
Zinc Nitrate Carbonate ) 4.3.11.3 1/Lot
Titanium )
Extractables 1/Lot
Tricloroethylene 4.3.10.4 1/Lot or
Methanol 4.3.10.3 1/Lot
r4/Lot
IR Analysis 4.3.10.3 or 4 1/Lot
OTHER RECOMMENDED TESTS
Retained Samples SampleCompressed Thickness (As
Applicable) 
Sample
(This side of page is blank)
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APPENDIX E
Potassium Hydroxide Specification
EP-MS-36
POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE K1020 (45B)
(EP P/N KOH 101)
February 6, 1964
Revision B
29 April 1964
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED'
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All procedures shall be changed by E.O. and are to be referred to as
said revision from that time on. Current revision letters will be placed
in the upper right corner of each page.
Date Completed 2-6-64
REVISION
REVISION LETTER E E.O. NUMBER OPERATION APPROVALDATE OR PAGE
A 4-14-64 6409,6421, 1,2
6425
B 4-29-64 6974 3
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EP MS 36 Approved by - A2
Potassium Hydroxide K1020 (45B) Date: February 6, 1964
(EP P/N KOH 101) Revision A
1.0 SCOPE
This specification covers a potassium hydroxide solution used in the formu-
lation of electrical battery plates and as an electrolyte for the same.
2.0 REFERENCES
2.1 Not applicable.
2.2 Not applicable.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Form
3.1.1 The K1020 (45B) solution shall be supplied in liquid form.
3.2 Special Identification
3.2.1 Not applicable
3.3 General
3.3.1 Not applicable
3.4 Lot Definition
3.4.1 A lot shall consist of the material produced by, one manufacturer
in not more than 24 consecutive hours under essentially the same
manufacturing conditions and with no change in materials, pro-
viding the operation is continuous. In the event the process is
a batch operation, each batch shall constitute a lot.
3.5 Chemical Analysis
3.5.1 The K1020 (45B) solution shall contain the following chemical
parameters.
1. KOH 45% Minimum
2. Sodium as Na20 0.10% Maximum
3. Chloride as KC1 0. 004% Maximum
4. Carbonate as i23 0.2 z"
5, Iron as Fe 5 parts/million Maximum
6; Water (H2 0) Remaindr
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4.0 TEST 1ETHIOD
4.1 Qualification
4.1.1, This material is considered qualified for use in each battery
which has used this material in its successful battery quali-
fication program.
4.2 Acceptance Test
4.2.1 Chemical Analysis (Requirements per Paragraph 3.5)
4.2.1.1 An analysis shall be performed as to the chemical
constituents of the material using any acceptable
standard analytical method which provides the desired
accuracy.
5.0 QUALITY CONTROL
5.1 The manufacturer shall provide a certified test report or certificate
of compliance stating that test data is on file and is available for
Eagle-Picher inspection upon request with each shipment showing
that each lot conforms to the acceptance requirements of this speci-
fication, or Eagle-Picher shall do so.
5.2 Eagle-Picher reserves the right to conduct the tests prescribed in
paragraph 4.2 of this document.
5.3 No changes in material formulation or method of manufacturing may
be made without prior approval of the purchaser.
5.4 Tests in accordance with paragraph 4.2 of this specification shall be
conducted on each incoming lot.
5 5 Receiving Inspection Control shall perform the following inspections
at receipt of each shipment and lot of material.
1. Verify that all information is as stated in paragraph
6.0 and conduct the chemical analysis of paragraph 4.2.1.
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2. Cross check the purchase order with the shipping
bill to verify correct procurement.
3. Review the certified test report to verify all
required tests have been performed and passed.
6.0 Shipping Information
6.1 Each tank car shipped to Eagle-Picher shall be completely
identified with:
1. Manufacturers part number.
2. Date of manufacture
3. Lot number
7.0 SOURCE
Pennsalt Chemical Company
Three Penn Center
Philadelphia 2, Pennsylvania
CODE IDENT NO. 86460
Vendor P/N K1020 (45B)
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APPENDIX F
Electrolyte Handling
and
Processing Procedure
EP-MP-151
ELECTROLYTE HANDLING AND
PROCESSING PROCEDURES FOR
THE RSN-110 TYPE CELL
Prepared for:
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Bethpage, Long Island, New York
SPEC AV-D559 CS-i
15 March 1971
Original
Prepared by:
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Electronics Division
Couples Department
Joplin, Missouri 64801
Bill Hawkins
Engineering
Ken Kruger
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEuality Assurance Manager
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1.0 SCOPE
The purpose of this document is to establish the procedures and controls
for treatment, mixing and bottling of electrolyte for hermetically-
sealed nickel-cadmium RSN-110 Type Cells.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
EP-MS-36 Potassium Hydroxide K1020 (45B)
EP-QC-468 Production and Inspection Record
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Raw Materials
3.1.1 45% Potassium Hydroxide
45% potassium hydroxide "mercury cell" grade shall be
procured in sealed polyethylene lined drums per EP-MS-36.
In addition to Quality Control Tests performed per EP-MS-36,
the electrolyte shall be analyzed for nitrate content of
one (1) milligram per liter, or less.
The supplier batch number, grade, analysis, date of purchase
and the date that the container is opened shall be recorded.
3.1.2 Distilled Water
Distilled water shall be used for diluting the 45% potassium-
hydroxide before barium hydroxide treatment. The silica
content in the water shall not exceed one (1) part per
million (ppm). The solids content of the water shall not
exceed 50 ppm. The electrolyte shall be tested using a
suitable conductivity cell for a level of 350,000 ohm-cm 2
3.1.3 Barium Hydroxide
Barium hydroxide used for treatment of electrolyte shall
be reagent grade.
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3.2 Mixing to Desired Specific Gravity
Upon successful completion of the tests of paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2,
the treated 45% potassium hydroxide shall be diluted to a specific
gravity of 1.300 ± 0.02 using distilled water per paragraph 3.1.2.
3.3 Barium Hydroxide Treatment
3.3.1 Carbonate Determination
Determine percent CO2 by standard analysis.
3.3.2 Procedure
A. Using the CO2 percent as determined by the standard
analysis for a container of electrolyte, calculate the
weight of CO2 present in the electrolyte.
B. Calculate based on the following equation the amount
Ba(OH)2 which is required to react with the calculated
weight of CO2 as K2 CO3 .
Ba(OH)2 + K2CO 3  = BaC031 + 2 KOH
Add the required amount of Ba(OH)2 to the electrolyte
solution. The CO2 will be put out as BaCO 3.
C. Allow the precipitate to decant for 30 minutes.
Filter the electrolyte in a sealed container.
D. Rerun carbonate content determination to assure the
level is below .01 grams per liter as CO2.
The electrolyte mix shall be tested for the hydroxyl concen-
tration as determined by analytical methods and the carbonate
concentration shall be determined by the double titration
method of phenolphthalein end point followed by methyl
orange end point. Carbonate concentration must be- less
than 0.01 grams per liter.
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3.3.2 Procedure (Continued)
If the electrolyte does not meet this requirement of carbonate
concentration, it shall be treated and tested per paragraphs
3.3 and 4.2.
3.4 Bottling of Electrolyte
Upon successful completion of tests of paragraph 4.3, the electrolyte
shall be bottled for individual cell allotments. Each bottle shall
contain cc's of 1.30 specific gravity of electrolyte.
A. Rinse glass container with distilled water and dry.
B. Fill glass container with 1.300 ± 0.02 specigic gravity
potassium hydroxide.
C. Weigh empty poly bottle (with cap and diaphragm) for tare
weight determination. Record tare weight on the bottle label.
D. Fill bottle to cc (by weight). Determine weight (with
cap and diaphragm) by a Mattler 0-1000 gram scale or equivalent.
Record gross weight on the bottle label.
E. Place the sealing diaphragm (polyethylene disc approximately
.015 inch thick x the outside diameter of the applicable bottle
neck) into the sealing cup. NOTE: Put a trace of DOW grease
in cup to prevent diaphragm from sticking to the cup when heated.
F. Place sealing cup on the bottle and place the bottle with the
sealing cup installed under the sealing ring of the induction
heater with the sealing cup extending through the sealing ring.
The heater shall be a high frequency induction heater, Lapel
Model T-1-B-1-KC-A-B or equivalent.
G. Perform seal operation by the'following steps:
1) Turn all switches to the "on" position.
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3.4 Bottling of Electrolyte (Continued)
2) Set the "power" knob between 80-90.
3) Set the "grid" knob between 80-90.
4) Depress the foot switch for approximately 5 seconds..
Remove sealing cap and visually check for a proper
diaphragm-to-bottle seal. If seal is not acceptable,
replace sealing cap and repeat step 4.
H. Remove bottle from the sealing ring and remove the sealing
cup from the bottle.. Allow the seal to cool for a minimum
of two (2) minutes.
I. Place a strip of litmus paper on top of the bottle seal
and screw the cap down snugly on the bottle.
J. Place the sealed bottles in an inverted position in an
altitude.chamber and set chamber at 60,000 ft.. After the
60,000 ft. pressure is attained leave the bottles at this
pressure for a minimum of 5 minutes.
K. Lower chamber to zero and remove the electrolyte bottles
from the chamber.
L. Visually check the litmus paper through the bottle cap
for any indication of seal leakage. If a seal is leaking,
the litmus paper shall have a bluish discoloration. If no
leakage is present', the litmus paper shall be a light red
color. Seal leakage is cause for rejection.
M. Verify that bottle labels contain the following information:
1) Specific Gravity
2) Tare Weight
3) Gross Weight
4) Lot Number
5) Mix Number
6) Battery Type
7) Date
8) Number cc's or oz.
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3.4 Bottling of Electrolyte (Continued)
N. 2 samplesof electrolyte shall be prepared and identified per
the above paragraphs for each lot. This shall be a sample of
approximately one ounce (22 cc's) for each.
3.5 Filling Procedures for RSN-110 Type Cells
3.5.1 Requirement
A vacuum activation system should be used to introduce a
premeasured quantity of electrolyte into each cell. Such
a system is pictured schematically in Figure No. 1. This
system consists of a vacuum pump, vacuum chamber including
one or more cavities each capable of holding a volume
approximately 50% greater than that required for a cell
(to prevent spatter loss).
3.5.2 Procedure
A. Insure filling apparatus has been cleaned.
B. Weigh each cell to nearest gram and record on flow sheet.
C. Connect individual cell gage exhaust from each cell to
the corresponding cell fill line until the desired number
of cells are prepared for activation.
D. With activation chamber lid in place, open globe valve
of each cell and each fill tube valve.
E. Evacuate the chamber to approximately 16 inches Hg at
a rate of approximately 5 inches per minute and close
main valve to vacuum line.
F. Monitor gauge for approximately two minutes to insure
that there are no leaks in the system.
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3.5.2 Procedure (Continued)
G. Open chamber equalization valve and close individual
fill line valves.
H. Remove chamber lid and close chamber vent valve.
I. Remove cap from electrolyte bottle, remove sealing
diaphragm with a clean sharp knife.
J. With the aid of a polyethylene funnel, carefully pour
the contents of one bottle of electrolyte into the
proper cavity.
K. Repeat the above step until the desired number of
cavities are filled.
L. Replace the chamber lid and open individual cell fill
valve tubes at a rate of approximately 2 inches per
minute to sixteen (16) inches vacuum. Close the
vacuum line valve.
M. Re-evacuation of the chamber may be necessary to
complete transfer of all electrolyte from each cavity
to the corresponding cell.
N. When all electrolyte cavities and fill tubes are empty,
close the vacuum line valve and open the chamber vent.
Close individual fill tube valves and cell globe valves.
0. Disconnect cell fill tubes and close cell globe valves.
P. Seal each cell immediately upon filling.
Q. Clean filling apparatus using deionized water. The
system is to be purged a minimum of three times with
deionized water.
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3.5.2 Procedure (Continued)
R. Weigh each cell to the nearest gram and record cell
wet weight on appropriate flow sheet.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
4.1 Testing of Raw Materials
4.1.1 45% Potassium Hydroxide Tests
This material shall be tested in accordance with EP-MS-36
and, in addition, shall be analyzed for nitrate content
to demonstrate compliance with paragraph 3.1.1.
4.1.2 Distilled Water
4.1.2.1 Conductivity
A suitable conductivity cell calibrated less
than two weeks prior to start of water require-
ment tests used on cells constructed under this
specification shall be used. Criteria for
calibration shall be as follows:
(a) The conductivity cell shall be recalibrated
at two week intervals (maximum) until
completion of the water requirement tasks.
(b) The calibration shall be conducted in a 0.1%
potassium chloride solution and shall record
a.conductivity of 1410 ± 20 mhos at 25"C (a
temperature correction as per the Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics may be used). If
conductivity is not within these tolerances,
the conductivity cell must be replaced or
replatinized.
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4.1.2.2 The water shall be analyzed for total solids content
in accordance with paragraph 3.1.2.
4.1.3 Barium Oxide
Certified analysis shall be obtained for each lot of
barium oxide.
4.2 Testing of Mixed Electrolyte
Testing of mixed electrolyte shall be for carbonate content and
hydroxyl ion concentration using the double titration method of
phenolphthalein end point followed by methyl orange end point as
follows:
Determination of Total Alkalinity, Actual Alkalinity and Carbon
Dioxide -
Reagents: 0.6 N Hydrochloric Acid
Phenolphthalein
Methyl Purple Indicator
Procedure:
Weigh to the nearest milligram, 10 grains of solid or 20 grams
liquid in glass stoppered weighing bottle. Cool and dilute
to 250 ml with CO2 free water.
Pipette 25 ml. aliquot into beaker, add 100 ml. distilled water
and 2-3 drops phenolphthalein. Titrate to end point with .6 N
HCl. Record volume (A). Add 2-3 drops methyl purple and
titrate to first tinge of purple end point. Record volume (B).
Calculations:
% KOH Total Alkalinity =
(A + B) ml. HC1 x Normality x 0.056 x 100
Sample Weight
% KOH Actual Alkalinity =
(A - B) ml. HC1 x Normality x 0.056 x 100
Sample Weight
% CO2 =
2 B ml. HC1 x Normality x 0.'022 x 100
Sample Weight
Reference: N. H. Furman, "Scott's Standard Methods of Chemical
Analysis," D. Van Nostrand, Fifth Edition, page 2256.
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4.3 Testing of Bottled Electrolyte
EP-QC-468 form shall be used to record bottled electrolyte data.
A. Verify that hydrometer and graduated cylinder are rinsed clean
and dried prior to use.
B. Check specific gravity of each container of KOH and record on
Good Material Tag. Use conversion table to determine specific
gravity.
C. Verify lot number is recorded on Good Material Tag.
D. Verify batch number is recorded on Good Material Tag.
E. Verify empty bottles are free from contamination prior to use.
F. Verify bottles are filled with the proper amount of KOH and
proper specific gravity as per battery specification.
G. Verify that litmus paper is placed in bottle cover and leak
test is performed per paragraph 3.4, Section L.
H. Inspect bottle labels for the following information:
1. Specific Gravity
2. Tare Weight
3. Gross Weight
4. Lot Number
5. Batch Number
6. Battery Type
7. Date
8. Number cc's/oz.
I. Verify that the specific gravity of the container of which KOH
was bottled from, and the specific gravity on the bottle labels
correspond.
J. After final acceptance is made of the bottling operation, place
a Good Material Tag with the acceptable material with the
following information:
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4.3 Testing of Bottled Electrolyte (Continued)
1. Battery Type
2. Type KOH
3. Batch Number
4. Lot Number
5. Number of Bottles
4.4 Retained Samples
One retained sample of 3.4 shall be submitted to GAC with the
appropriate lot of delivered cells.
The second retained sample shall be tested by spectro-chemical
analysis for:
(a) Silver
(b) Cobalt
(c) Copper
(d) Iron
(e) Sulfur
(f) Zinc
(g) Any other impurity present in concentration greater than 100 ppm.
4.5 Cell Filling
4.4.1 Verify that filling apparatus has been thoroughly cleaned.
4.4.2 Inspect bottles of electrolyte for indication of leakage
per paragraph 3.4, Section I.
4.4.3 Verify that correct filling procedures are followed per
paragraph 3.5.
4.4.4 Verify cell dry and activated weights.
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ELECTROLYTE FILL SETUP
VACUUvYm L)NE VACUUwM GAGE
CHAMBER VENT
IN~WlDUIAL ELECTROLYTE. "
CAV I TIES
IjIVIDUAL FILL TUBE VALVE
GLOBE VALVE TO CELL
Figure No. 1
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EP-MP-146-1
ACTIVATION AND CONDITIONING
FOR
RECHARGEABLE NICKEL-CADMIUM CELL
(RSN-110)
1.0 SCOPE
This document defines the procedures, requirements and quality
assurance provisions for proprietary Eagle-Picher Cell Activation and Condi-
tioning Procedures for RSN-110 type sealed nickel-cadmium cells.
2.0 REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
005264 Cell Assembly Drawing (RSN-110 Type)
EP-WS-8 Cell Welding Spec.
EP-MP-152 Leak Test Procedure for RSN-110 Type Cells
EP-MP-151 - Electrolyte Handling & Processing Procedures
for RSN-110 Type Cell
IT-QC-8 X-Ray Procedure for RSN-110 Type Cells
AV-D559-CS-1 Specifications for 100 Ampere Hour Nickel-
Cadmium Storage Cell
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Test Conditions
3.1.1 Room Ambient Tests
Tests shall be performed at room ambient conditions,
except for the Retention of Charge Test.
3.1.2 Filling Procedure for RSN-110 Cells
3.1.2.1 Requirement
A vacuum activation system shall be used. All
electrolyte handling shall be conducted in a
glove box in an inert dry atmosphere.
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3.1.2.2 Procedure
a) Place cells which have been evacuated to -30" of
Hg into the glove box.
b) Place large bulk of previously analyzed electrolyte
into the glove box.
c) InEpect filling device for cleanliness and place into
glove box.
d) Seal glove box and remove air and replace with dry
inert gas (N2).
e) Measure exact amount of electrolyte into a filling
bottle (polyethylene) and attach to cell as shown
in Figure 1.
f) Open cell's valve and squeeze until all electrolyte
has entered the cell.
g) Close the cell's valve tightly and remove filling
device.
h) After removal of cell from the glove box re-weigh
it to the nearest gram and record on appropriate
flow sheet.
i) All cells must stand for at least 16 hours prior to
start of the first electrical test.
3.1.3 Cell Grouping
Series-connected cells in groups of 20-30 whenever
possible. Non-conducting insulators shall be placed
between all cells. Restraining plates shall consist
of sheet aluminum (electrically insulated with .005"
mylar, nylon, kapton or equal) 3/8" minimum thickness
approximately 1" wider than the cell.
Approximately 4 cells shall be constrained in each group.
The cell group shall be restrained by 1/2" insulated
aluminum plates connected by threaded rods with nuts
torqued to 5-6 inch pounds. Alternately, cells may be
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3.1.3 (Continued)
individually restrained between 1/2 inch aluminum
plates approximately 1" wider than the cell. Extreme
care shall be taken handling cells, especially when
in the charged condition. Transporting of cells
when in the charged condition. Transporting of cells
shall be accomplished using a cart equipped with styro-
foam or wood cut-outs for each cell.
3.1.4 Temperature Measurement
A thermocouple of small gauge shall be affixed to one (1)
cell in each group of 4-30 cells (or one thermocouple for
each cell element design). The thermocouple shall be
located as close to the center of the wide side of the
cell case as possible.
The cell group thermocouple shall be located on the middle
cells in the test group and shall be positioned approxi-
mately in the middle of the wide cell side. A narrow slot
shall be cut in the insulator and the thermocouple shall
be insulated from the cell and test fixture by approximately
.005" thick electrical tape.
3.1.5 Data Recording
During electrical testing data shall be recorded at the
intervals indicated by the appropriate data sheets. Data
may be acquired by printout of the GAC-supplied NLS system.
Temperature may be acquired automatically or by reading an
instrument such as a Thermo-electric "Minimite" potentio-
meter pyrometer.
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3.1.6 General
All ammeter and voltmeter calibration data shall be
recorded. Voltmeter correction shall be recorded.
If a meter is changed during a test, it shall be so
noted.
Ammeters shall be continuously monitored and calibra-
tion shall be "used".
Open circuit voltages shall be recorded prior to each
charge and discharge.
3.2 Conditioning Requirements
NOTE: The following requirements define the general procedures
necessary to reach the goal of satisfactory cell perfor-
mance. They are deliberately intended to provide the
test engineer enough freedom to treat individual cell,
Specifically, portions of tests may be rerun, such as power dis-
charge, followed by additional sealed cycles as necessary to
develop the rated capacity of the cell. All such repeat testing
shall be noted and documented.
3.3 Preferred Conditioning Procedure
.3.3.1 Record dry weight of each cell on Q.C. Flow Sheet to
the nearest gram. The cell shall next be X-Rayed per
the above referenced procedure (See Section 2). After
X-Ray acceptance, the unactivated cell shall be helium
leak checked per the Leak Test Procedure (EP-MP-152).
Activate cells per paragraph 3.1.2. Each cell shall
be activated with the number of cc's called for on the
cell assembly drawing or the design requirement in
accordance with the applicable purchase order.
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3.3.1 (Continued)
Cells shall be equipped with the following items:
a) Stainless Steel Fittings such as a "Tee" etc.
b) Stainless Steel Bourdon Tube Compound Cage.
c) Globe Valve or Plug
d) Adaptor and low pressure Bunson valve;
All cells shall be provided with a valve.
to prevent entrance of CO2 during discharge.
Record each cell activated weight with and without
hardware on the battery Q.C. Flow Sheet.
3.3.2 Discharge each cell at a rate of 25 ± 2 amps to 1.00
volt. Note and record the time to 1.00 volt. Continue
discharge to 0.7 ± 0.1 volt per cell, remove from circuit
and short out for a minimum period of 8 hours with a 0.20
ohm resistor.
Verify that cell voltage is less than 0.4 volts.
3.3.3 Remove shorting resistors and series-connect cells to
a constant current source. ASSURE THAT THE GLOBE VALVE.
IS IN THE OPEN POSITION WHEN POSITIVE CELL PRESSURE EXISTS
SO CHARGING GASES WILL VENT. Place on charge at 30 amperes
for 4.5 hours. Close cell valve immediately at either
termination of charge or as soon as no positive cell
pressure with respect to atmospheric exists.
3.3.4 Discharge
Connect cell group to a variable resistor of suitable
wattage rating and discharge at a rate of 50 + 2 amperes.
Record time for each cell to reach 1.0 volt. Cells shall
be allowed to remain in the circuit until voltage reaches
0.7 ± 0.1 volt. Each cell should be removed at this mini-
mum voltage and shall be externally shorted for a period of
four (4) hours minimum.
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3.3.5 Repeat Steps 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 one (1) additional time.
3.3.6 Charge as in 3.3.3 above.
3.3.7 Leave valve or plug open only to conduct the power
discharge as per Figure 2 at room ambient conditions.
Discharge from the negative terminal of one (1) cell
to the cell case of the adjacent cell at a rate of
13.0 + 0.1 amps for 2 ± .01 hours.
3.3.8 Discharge and short out per 3.3.4. Install pressure
gages on cells as required. Thoroughly clean and
wash cell free of traces of electrolyte.
3.3.9 After the power discharge cycle, weigh each cell (with
hardware to the nearest gram and record this weight.
3.3.10 Scrub cell weld and seal areas with deionized water.
Dry with a clean dry air blast.
3.3.11 Charge at 10 amps for 16 hours or maximum of 1.51 volts,
whatever occurs first.
3.3.12 Discharge at 50 amps to 1.00 volts per cell and remove
from circuit at 1.0 volt. Discharge data shall be
recorded at open circuit and at 15 minute intervals.
The time to 1.00 volt shall be recorded for each cell.
3.3.13 Phenolphthalein Leak Check using a 1% solution.
If the preliminary indication is positive, remove all
traces of coloration using deionized water; dry weld
and seal areas and retest. Appearance of a pink or red
coloration in a ten minute period shall be cause for
rejection.
3.4 Retention of Charge Test
After discharge to 1.0 volt, connect a 0.20 + 59 ohm resistor
and store at 680 + 50F for 16 +ihours. Next, remove the 0.2
-0
ohm load 24 ± 0.5 hours at 680F ± 5 F. The cell voltage at
the end of this open-circuit stand shall be 1.15 volts or
higher.
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4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
4.1 Quality Assurance personnel shall audit and monitor activities
during testing.
4.2 Test data shall be reviewed for completeness.
4.3 Inability of a cell to meet the 100 ampere-hour requirement
shall be cause for a "withhold" disposition for that cell,
as is the occurrence of a leak or failure on Retention of
Charge Test.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the detailed test procedures to be used
for the Development Test Program of 26,100 ampere-hour nickel-
cadmium sealed cells. The objective of this Development Test
Program is to evaluate cell construction variables in RSN-110
type cells which are constructed as part, of the 100 ampere-hour
cell Improvement Progiam, GAC Purchase Order 0-15161 and Prime
Contract No. NAS-ll-074. Data from these Development Tests
will be used tc establish the final design for additional cells
to be manufactured for Grumman for parametric testing..
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2.0 APPLIrCA,LE DOCU:>-TS
2. GAC ....
Purchase Order 0-15161
AV-D55 9 CS-1; 100 A-HI Ni-Cd Storage Cells Specification
2.2 Conference ;.i'iutCs
2-3 Septembcr 1970; GAC, E-P
12-13 Oc,:tober 1970; CAC, ND.AS, E-P
2.3 Eaple-Picher snustries
EP-HP-146, Activation & Conditioning Procedures For RSN-110
'fTpe Cells
EP-QC-1157. Calibration Procedure Manual
3.0 t T
3.1 Eouient
TEM MFC. MOD1,EL ,ITMBER
Greu:..an Supplied Data'Non-T..j.i-nar Systems 200 Channel. Type, Punched Paper
Acquisition Systc;a Tape & Digital Printer Readout
Temp. Controlled Missimers FT8-100x350
Chamber
Po:wer :Supply, DC Harrison 6268A
kmeter Weston Model 1
Voltmeter Weston 931
Thermocouple Sw;itch-
ing Box Omega - E-P Not Applicable
Charger-Cycler Co:mbi-
nation E-P CGR 2002-2006 Combination or
Equivalent
Thermaocouple Bridge Thermo-Electric 70200
Equivalent equipment is allowed. This refers to the ability of
the function of specified equipment with respect to magnitude,
accuracy, etc. Specified equipment 'lists are only included to
advise t est versonnel of acceptable equipment.
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3.2 Test Co-ditions
Except wihen otherwise noted, Test Conditions shall be as follows:
3.2.1 Te'ocrature (Monitored and Recorded)
20 0 C ± 30C (680 F ± 50F), and 000C 30C (320F ± 50 F)
3.2.2 Earometric Pressure
Except as otherwise noted - 28-31 inches mercury
3.2.3 Relative Humidity
Ambient
3.3 Accuracy of Test Anoaratus
As a minimum, measurement of accuracy of equipment shall be
as follows:
3.3.1 Visually - Read Ammeters - - 0.5% Full Scale
(With Anti-Parallax Scales)
3.3.2 Visually - Read Voltmeters - ± 5.7 Full Scale
(With Anti-Parallax Scales)
3.3.3 Digital Recorded Voltage - x.xxx
3.3.4 Temperature - + 0.5 0 C
3.3.5 200 Channel Data Acquisition System, x.xxx
3.3.6 Meters or other instruments of less accuracy shall be
used as "Indicator Only."
3.4 Test Secuence
Cells shall be subjected to the tests in the sequence listed
by Table No. 1, following conditioning cycles per EP-MP-146.
3.5 Cell Test Constraints
3.5.1 Cell Restraint
Cells shall be tested as series-connected individual
cells. Each cell shall be restrained between aluminum
plates of " minimum thickness approximately one (1)
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inch wider than the cell. Each side of the cell shall be
insulated from the adjacent aluminum plate by an approxi-
mate .005" layer of mylar, vinylite, Kapton, or other elec-
trical insulator. Restraint shall be provided by six (6)
low-carbon steel bolts ( - 20) with nuts torqued to 5-6
in. lb.
3.5.2 Provisions for Temperature Monitoring
For temperature data acquisition purposes, each cell shall
have a small gage copper-constantan thermocouple junction
located at the approximate geometric center of the plate
pack in the broad face of the cell. This junction shall
be insulated on either side from the metal cell case by a
material such as Teflon '"empr-Tape". Provision for space
required by the junction and leads may be made by cutting
a narrow slot approximately 1/16" wide in the insulating
shim.
3.5.3 Auxiliary Electrodes
One-half watt, 1 ohm (+ 5%) resistors shall be connected
between each cell reference electrode and the respective
cell negative electrode. The potettial across each resistor
shall be monitored by the 200-channel data acquisition sys-
tem.
3.5.4 Frequency of Recordings
3.5.4.1 Punched Tape
Open circuit readings shall be taken before and
after all charges and discharges. Charge readings
(all channels monitored) shall be taken at time =
one (1) minute and 15 minutes and 15 minute inter-
vals thereafter except during overnight charging
periods.
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It is desired to have one (1) hour readings during overnight
low rate charges. Discharge values (all channels monitored)
shall be taken at time = one (1) minute and 15 minutes and
fifteen minute intervels thereafter.
3.5.4.2 Tape Printout and Hand Recording
Tape printout shall be at intervals of 15 minutes on charge
in addition to open circuit voltages and one minute voltages.
Voltages shall be recorded for each eell and its auxiliary
electrode. Pressure readingsshall be taken at 15 minute
intervals except during overnight charging periods. Tem-
perature measurement shall be recorded for a control cell
and the temperature chamber. Temperature readings shall
be taken each 15 minutes except during overnight charging
periods.
3.6 Test Procedure
3.6.1 Preparation
Place series-connected cells in chamber. Verify
that all necessary connections to monitoring equip-
ment have been made and that all electrical cell
connections are torqued to 15 + 3 inch lbs
(#10-32 terminal screws).
3.6.2 Temperature Stabilization
Testing may begin when temperature of the cells are
within tolerance (20 + 30C) for three (3) successive
readings. These readings shall be taken at intervals
of 15 minutes minimum.
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3.6.3 Conditioning Test (1)
3.6.3.1 Cells shall have been connected to 0.2 ohm
resister for 16 hours prior to this test.
Verify cells have been drained below 0.4V prior to
removal. Record voltage.
3.6.3.2 Begin charging at ten (10) emperes.
Continue charge for 16 hours. When cell voltage
reaches 1.510 or pressure exceeds 100 psig, ter-
minate charge for that cell. Note and record
time of termination of charge.
3.6.3.3 At termination of charge of all cells, turn-off
and disconnect power supply and conduct a 50
ampere discharge. Note the time for each cell
to reach 1.000 volt and remove from the circuit
at 0.9 + 0.1 volt.
3.6.4 Capacity C/2 (Test 2)
3.6.4.1 Stabilize cells at +200C as per Paragraph 3.6.2
above.
3.6.4.2 Connect cell group to power supply and charge at
30 amperes for 5 hours. If cell voltage reaches
1.510 volts for a cell or pressure reaches 100
psig, remove that cell from charge.
3.6.4.3 Conduct discharge at 50 amperes.
3.6.4.4 Record time for each cell to a voltage of 1.000
volt.
3.6.4.5 Remove each cell from circuit at a voltage of
0.9 + .1 volt per cell.
3.6.4.6 Repeat steps 3.6.4.1-3.6.4.5 two (2) additional
times for a total of three (3) cycles.
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3.6.5 Capacity - High Rate (Test 3)
3.6.5.1 Stabilize cells at +200 F as per Paragraph 3.6.2
above.
3.6.5.2 Charge at 30 amperes for five (5) hours. If
voltage exceeds 1.510 volts for cells prior to
acceptance of five (5) hours charge, or if pres-
sure exceeds 100 psig, remove the cell from the
circuit.
3.6.5.3 Conduct discharge at 100 ampere rate.
3.6.5.4 Record time for each cell to a voltage of 1.000
volt.
3.6.5.5 Remove each cell from the circuit at a voltage of
0.9 - 0.1 volt.
3.6.5.6 After all high-rate capacities have been deter-
mined, reconnect cells and discharge at 50 amperes
to 0.9 + 0.1 volt per cell. Record time to 1.000
volt at 50 amps.
3.6.6 Capacity - High Charge Rate (Test 4)
3.6.6.1 Stabilize cell temperature as per Paragraph 3.6.2.
3.6.6.2 Charge at 60 amperes for two (2) hours and decrease
charge rate to 30 amps for 1 hour. If voltage for
cells exceeds 1.510 volt or if pressure exceeds 100
psig, remove that cell from the circuit.
3.6.6.3 Conduct discharge as in Paragraph 3.5.4 above.
3.6.7 Capacity - Low Charge Rate (Test 5)
3.6.7.1 Stabilize cell temperature as per Paragraph 3.6.2
3.6.7.2 Charge cells at 15 amperes for ten (10) hours.
If cell voltage should exceed 1.510 volts for a
cell prior to 10 hours charge, remove that cell
from the circuit.
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3.6.7.3 Conduct discharge as in Paragraph 3.6.4 above.
3.6.8 Overcharge (Test 6)
3.6.8.1 Stabilize cell temperature as per Paragraph 3.6.2
above.
3.6.8.2 Charge cells at 30 amperes for five (5) hours.
Lower charge rate to 10 amps and continue charg-
ing for an additional eight (8) hours. If voltage
of a cell should exceed 1.510 volts, remove from
the circuit. Similarly, if a cell pressure should
exceed 100 psig, remove that cell from the circuit.
3.6.8.3 Discharge as in Paragraph 3.6.4 above.
3.6.9 Phenolphthalein Leak Check (Test 7)
Prior to the overcharge test, cells shall have weld and
ceramic seal areas swabbed with boric acid solution. Areas
shall be observed for color changes (from colorless to pink
(red).
If such coloration occurs, clean the affected area of all
traces of coloration, and assure that a positive pressure
exists in the cell. This may be done by charging the-cell
at 10 amperes. Retest with phenophthalein. Recurrence of
red coloration within ten minutes is to be considered:*a posi-
tive leak test and the cell shall be discharged and placed on
a 'withhold" status, followed by notification of GAC and fail-
ure analysis per spec. AV-D559CS-1.
3.6.10 Three Orbital Cycles (Test 8)
3.6.10.1 Connect cell group to charger-cycler combination*
and begin cycling at 50 amps for 36 minutes and
charge at 37.4 amps for 58 minutes.
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TATLE I:!,~ lER 1
RSN-10 DEVELOiENT CELL TESTING
TEST CO0NDITION TEP.
LNUMBER YPE TEST C CHARGE RAT x TIME DISCH RGE PATE
1 Conditioning 200C 10 Amps x 16 Hours 50 Amps
2 3 Capacity Cycles- 200 C 30 Amps x 5 Hours 50 Anmps
3 Capacity, High-Rate v 20 0 C 30 Amps x 5 Hours 100 Amps
4 Capacity, High Charge 200 C 60 Amps x 2 Hours 50 Amps
30 Amps x 1 Hour
5 Capacity, Low Charge ". 200C 15 knps x 10 Hours 50 Amps
6 Overcharge , 200C 30 Amps x 5 Hours) 50 Amps
10 Amps x 8 Hours)
7 Phenolphthalein Leak
Test
8 3 Cycles, 30% UOD 20"C 37.4 ps x 50 IIin. 50 Aps a
36 Miin.
Charge Voltage shall not exceed 1.51 volts at +200C
9 Conditioning 00C 10 Amps x 14 Hours 50 Amps
10 3 Capacity Cycles 00C 30 Amps x 4.5 Hours 50 Amps
11 Capacity, High Rate . 0C 30 Amps x 4.5 Hours 100 Amps
12 Capacity, High Charge 00C 60 Amps x 1.75 Hours 50 Amps
30 Amps.x 1 Hour
13 Capacity, Low Charge , 0OC 15 Amps x 9 Hours 40 Amps'
14 Overcharge 00C 40 Amps .x 4.5 Hours) 50 Amps
, "5 Amps x 8 Hours)
15 Phenolphthalein Leak
Test
16 3 Cycles, 30% DOD 00C 34.2 Amps x 58 Min. 50 Amps x
36 Min.
Charge Voltage shall not exceed 1.56 volts at OC
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3.6.10.2 Conduct three (3) cycles beginning with discharge.
3.6.10.3 Conduct discharge per Paragraph 3.6.4 above.
3.6.11 Repeat Test Series at 0C
Test Nos. 9-16 shall consist of a repetition of
Test Nos. 1-8, except that test temperature is
0C + 30C and allowable cell voltage is 1.560
volts. Phenolphthalein leak test shall again in-
mediately follow overcharge. See Table I as rates
and times are different because of the lower temper-
ature.
3.6.12 Cell Impedance Test
All cells shall be subjected to an impedance test which
shall riot be required in excess of one (1) day. The nature
of this test is to be determined.
3.7 Thermal Testing
Two (2) selected cells shall be subjected to thermal testing
per Paragraph 4.2.2 of D559CS-1. The exact nature of this
test sequence will be the subject of another Development
Test Procedure to be finalized and submitted 45 days prior to
its use.
3.8 Environmental Testing
Two (2) cells to be selected will be subjected to environ-
mental tests per AN-D559CS-1 as follows:
Acceleration 
- Paragaph 4.5.7
Shock 
- Paragraph 4.5.8
Vibration - Paragraph 4.5.6 & Table No. 1
These tests will be conducted at room ambient conditions. The
cells are to be charged per 3.6.3.2 prior to each of the above
tests.and discharged per 3.6.3.3 during and after each environ-
mental. test.
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Quality Assurance and Test Witnessing
(a) Eagle-Pitcher engineering personnel shall advise
Eagle-Picher Quality Assurance of development sche-
dules so they may audit tests and data as required.
(b) Eagle-Picher shall continuously advise Grumman
Aerospace Corporation of current development test
schedules in order that Grumman quality assurance
and/or engineering personnel mayL-witness any of the
testing.
(c) Eagle-Picher shall also advise resident DCAS per-
sonnel of development test schedules in order that
they may review progress of any of the tests.
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APPENDIX' I
EP-QC- 686
RSN-11O TYPE CELL
NICKEL-CADMIUM CELL
ELECTRODE CAPACITY TEST PROCEDURE
OR IG INAL
MAY, 1971
PREPARED FOR
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
BETHPAGE, L.I., NEW YORK
PREPARED BY
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
COUPLES DEPARTMENT
JOPLIN, MISSOURI
Engineering
a0 ,Qu ity Control
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1.0 SCOPE
This test shall determine RSN-110 cell excess negative capacity
beyond complete discharge of the positive in addition to the total
capacities of the electrodes. These data may be used to establish
one or more of the following:
(a) Range and distribution of positive capacities.
(b) Range and distribution of negative capacities.
(c) Difference between and/or ratio of total negative and positive
capacities.
(d) Excess negative (or positive) on discharge.
(e) Excess negative on charge.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 GAC
-- AV-D559CS-1 Spec. for 100 Ampere-Hour Nickel-Cadmium Storage Cells
2.2 Eagle-Picher
EP-MP-146, Activation and Conditioning Procedure for the RSN-110.
3.0 REQUIREMENT
3.1 A total negative/positive capacity ratio of 1.50:1 is required.
Any ratio less than 1.50 obtained under the following conditions
specified is subject to immediate notification of GAC.
3.2 Negative.precharge as described below shall be 20-30% of total
negative capacity.
3.3 Capacities of 12 ampere-hour plates, when corrected for area,
(ratio of 39.1/8.12) shall indicate a positive capacity of a
minimum of 100 ampere-hours.
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4.0 OUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Sampling Rate Test
A) A minimum of storage cells, as shown in the table as follows,
from each formation group of 52 storage cells (or less)-shall
be selected.
Test cells may be constructed from 12 ampere-hour 
plates taken
from the same plaques as the represented cell group.
Conditions for Substitution of 12 A-H Test Cells -
The following restrictions shall apply to the use of 12 ampere-
hour plates in test cells in establishing quality assurance
provisions for electrode capacity tests.
Plates shall be cut from plaques accepted in accordance 
with
plaque drawings applicable at the time -of 
construction.
Plates in one test cell shall be cut from plaques,of 
the same
lot used in 100 ampere-bour cells.
Test cells shall consist of the same number of positive and
negative plates as the 100 ampere-hour cell which they repre-
sent. Plates shall be separated in the same manner as the
cells which they represent.
Cells shall be flooded with 31% potassium-hydroxide electrolyte
to a level 1/4" above the separator.
In order to assure full charge, cells may be subjected to two
(2) formation cycles as follows:
a. Charge at 1.2 amps for 16 hours.
b. Discharge at 6 amperes to 1.00 volt.
c. Discharge across a 0.2 ± 5% ohm resistor for 16
hours.
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d. Repeat Steps a and b.
Cells shall then be tested as described in Section 
5.0.
B) A minimum number of storage cells, as shown in 
Table I,shall
be selected from each formation group of 52 storage 
cells
(or less) at the conclusion of testing per EP-MP-146 prior
to pinch tube closure.
Following the standard 0.2 ohm and dead short periods, the 
test
sample(s) shall be flooded with 31% KOH. Tests shall be per-
formed on sample storage cells prior to any pinch-off tube
closure of formation groups from which the sample was taken.
4.2 Test Conditions
A) Storage cell temperature shall be 75 ± 5
0F.
.) Storage cell-voltage -shall .be. ecorded .at .15 minute intervals
except with increased frequency as necessary to establish capa-
city values to the nearest minute.
C) Voltage from both the positive and negative terminals to the
reference electrode shall be recorded at intervals not to
exceed 15 minutes.
5.0 TEST PROCEDURE
5.1 Residual tegative Electrode Capacity
Place a 0.2 ± 5% resistor across the terminals for 16 hours.
Discharge at the C/10 rate until the terminal voltage indicates
-l.0 volt. Excess negative shall be measured from 0 volts to -1.0
volt.
5.2 Filling
Storage cells shall be filled until flooded with 317 KOH solution.
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KOH quantity required and additional electrolyte or water added
during entire test shall be recorded.
5.3 Charge at the C/10 rate for a minimum of 40 hours until cell
voltage reaches 1.51 volts; charge time shall not exceed 64
hours. Record cell voltage continuously or at intervals not
to exceed one (1) hour.
TABLE NUMBER I
TABULATION OF SAMPLING RATE
DEVELOPMENT 27-STORAGE 74-STORAGE
PARAGRAPH STORAGE CELL GROUP GROUP CELL GROUP
2 1 2
2 1 2
5.4 Discharge
Cells shall be discharged at the C/2 rate until terminal voltage
indicates -1.0 volt. Positive and negative terminal to reference
voltages shall be time recorded during discharge.
5.5 Calculations
Let
T = time to -1.0 V
N
= time to discharged precharged negative at C/10 discharge rate
Tp = time from start of discharge (full charge)
S3 to +0.5 v
= time to discharge positive electrode
TN3 = time from full charge to-1.0 v as delineated
= time to discharge total negative electrode.
Io  = discharge current = 50 amps
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Then [Then '% 3 T  excess capacity of total
10 3 negative over positive
o (TN1~  precharged negative capacity
I N 3  (T 1  = excess (discharged) negative
Io  capacity at the charged end
(TN 3) negative-to-positive ratio
6.0 SUBMITTAL OF DATA
Two (2) copies of all information obtained shall be submitted
to GAC with the shipment of cells.
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- ' "' AVOID VERBAL ORDERS
-- m .DATE
OM S. Gston 567/POD 35 9142 7/27/71
NAME GROUP NO. & NAME PLANT NO. EXT.
NO. D559-1-23
j. Rogers(*), LM Subcontracts
UBJECT: GUMA' CO' ,TITS TO THE EAGLE-PICHER SUBMITTED DOCUMENT, ENTITLED
"%;;-10 TYPE CELL,ELECTEODE CAPACITY TEST PROCEDURE, EP-QC-686,
DATED ,MAY 1971.
Cerence: a) Contract NAS 9-11074
b) Grumman PO #015161
:1csure: 1) Grumman comments on Eagle Picher document EP-QC-686, "Electrode Capacity
Test Procedure".
2) Eagle-Picher EP-QC-686, RSN 110 Type Cell, Electrode Capacity Test
Procedure, dated May 1971.
Please submit the attached Enclosure 1 to Eagle-Picher with the following comments:
1. The comments shown in attached Enclosure 1 must be incorporated in the EP submitted
document entitled, : EP-QC-686 - Electrode Capacity Test Procedure", dated May
1971, and .resubmitted to Grumman for approval.
2. Cell ratio testing or selected cells S/N's 14, 17, 26, 29, from the cell develop-
ment group 1 and 2 cells, shall proceed as per telecon on 20 July 1971 between
S. Gaston (Grumman) and W. Harsch (Eagle Picher).
INFO cc: 5,
S. Gastoka Project Engineer
J. Cioni, NASA/MSC J. Benz
E. Carr/W. Harsch,-EP G. Foster (*)
F. Ford, NASA/GSFC V. Iacopelli (*)
R. Mallard, GAC at EP(*) E. Miller A. Winegard/A. Zumpano (*)
R. Sablich (*)
Q. P. Sicardi, NAVPRO (*)
D. Lehrfeld (*)
R. Simendinger (*)"
M. Wertheim (*)
Note: (*) Enclosure 2 attached.
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4.70 3OM
27 July 1971
Grumman Comments on Eagle-Picher Document EP-QC-686, Entitled
R2-I.O Type Cell, iic~el CadmiuZ Cell, Electrode Capacity
Test Procedure", Dated May 1971
Item No. 1
On paragraph 3.1, add to the end of the paragraph: "For all tests beyond
those for the development groups 1 and 2 - any ratio less than 1.50:1.00 obtained
under the following conditions specified is subject to rejection of the entire
storage cell group it represents."
Item No. 2
On paragraph 3.2
a) After "negative precharge" - add "(IoTN1)". ,,
b) After"total negative capacit - Add "(IoTN3).
c) To the end of the paragraph - add "For all tests beyond those for
development groups 1 and 2 - any negative precharge capacity (IoTN1)
outside the 20-30% range of the lowest excess negative capacity
[Io(TN3-TP3)] obtained under the following conditions specified is subject
to the rejection of the entire storage cell group it represents."
Item No. 3
On paragraph 4.1
a) Add "I" after "Table"
b) Verification of the 8.12 plate area number shown in paragraph 3.3 is
required. A submittal of a plate drawing to Grumman is desired. Plate
drawing number shall be referenced in this document. Also the plaque uni-
formity must be demonstrated to assure that the 12 AH cell results are
representative of the 100 AH cell results (see cell spec. requirements).
c) The substitution of the 12 AH size cell is only permitted for the formation
sample-(spec. paragraph 3.4.5.5.1(a)) not for the finished cell sample.
This reference should be clarified.
d) The bottom paragraph requires clarification.
1) Do you really need such conditioning cycles? Is this cycle identical
to that applied when 100 AH size cells are tested. Both charge and
discharge currents seem to be based on scaled down rated capacity
rather than on identical current densities (e.g. 100 AH .- 12 AH = 8.3,
resulting in a charge current of 10 A 8.3 1.2 amperes. Based on
identical current densities the respective plate surface areas are
39.1 8.12 = 4.8, or 10 amperes - 4.8 = 2.1 amperes. For the
discharge currents the 6 amperes should be 10.5 amperes. The 0.2 ohm
resistor drain should then become 0.2 x 4.8 or approximately 1.0
ohm).
e) The initial electrolyte quantity and the final electrolyte quantity shall be
measured and recorded.
Item No. 4
On paragraph 4.2, B - After "cell voltage", add "and cell temperature", using
the data acquisition system." 332
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On r,ara -rah 3 .2 C, - Ree in " n er .-
substitute "same intervals as in paragraph 4.2 B, above".
Item No. 6
On paragraph 5.1 - To the end of the first sentence, add "record the cell voltage
prior to the resistor removal." After negative, add "capacity (IoTNi)."
Item No. 7
On paragraph 5.2 - After first sentence, add "The electrolyte shall be
analyzed for carbonate content prior to filling. Cells S/N 14, 17, 26 and 29 shall
receive a carbonate content analysis after cells are flooded and mixing of the
freshly added electrolyte with that previously present has occured."
Item No. 8
On paragraph 5.3 - After "cell voltage, add "reference cell voltage
and cell temperature."
On "c/10 rate" - see above comment item 3, d, 1 on 12 AH size cells.
Item No. 9
On Table Number I - Location is wrong. It should either be part of
paragraph 4.1 or at end of the procedure with a corresponding reference to it in
paragraph 4.1.
The "paragraph heading" should either refer to the cell spec., or it should
refer when sampling occurs. To the first group, cells shall be sampled after
formation,the second group shall be sampled after cell construction and the
standard electrical testing has been completed (see cell spec.,paragraph 3.4.5.5.1 for
details).
Item No. 10
On paragraph 5.4 -
On "c/2 rate" see above comment item 3, d, 1 on 12 AH size cells
Add "The +1.0 olts; +0.5 volt cell voltage readings and its corresponding
reference electrode readings shall be recorded as a function of discharge time.
Item No. 11
On paragraph 5.4 - Add a second paragraph "After completion of this discharge
the cell shall receive a pressure tight plug in its filling tube and shall be stored
in a cool clean area until a final disposition is made by Grumman."
Item o. 12
On paragraph 5.5 - on second line change "discharged" to discharge".
on eighth line, add "for 100 AH cell or -- - amperes-
for 12 AH cell.
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Ttem No. 13
On paragraph 5.5, top of page 5 after "Then" add "calculate".
Item No. 14
On paragraph 5.5 at end of paragraph, add "review above data to determine
if the requirements of paragraph 3.0 have been met. If sample cell(s) met all of
these requirements then the cell lot represented by this sample shall be approved
for further processing. If sample did not meet all of these requirements the cell
lot represented by this sample shall be rejected and Grumman shall be immediately
notified of this occurance.
Item No. 16
General Comments
a) Add - Electrical circuitry and equipment used for these tests to this
procedure.
b) Add - Current tolerances.
c) What precautions will be taken to avoid atmospheric contamination
during these tests?
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EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Electronics Division
Couples Department
Joplin, Missouri
EP-QC-781
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM PLAN
for
Eagle-Picher Part No. RSN-110
Sealed Nickel Cadmium Cell
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
1 February 1972
Revision A
Contract No. 0-15161
Item 4 - Documentation
Sub-Item 3.1 & 3.2
PREPARED BY:
yual Assurance Program
Administrator
APPROVED BY _ 4 - '
Engineering
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EP-QC-781
Quality Assurance Program Plan
Revision Description
Letter Date of Change Approved
Orig 26 Oct 70 Preliminary Quality Assur- RA
ance Plan
"A" 1 Feb 72 Plan Up-Dated-to Latest RA
Changes
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EP-QC-781
Quality Assurance Program Plan
for
Eagle-Picher Part No. RSN-110
Sealed Nickel-Cadmium Cell
GAC Apprto- Si-gnature
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 The.purpose of this document is to outline the quality plan to be
followed by Eagle-Picher personnel during development, qualification,
and production on the RSN-110 battery. This procedure shall be
used in conjunction with the Eagle-Picher Quality Control Manual
and documents referenced on purchase order or contract.
1.2 Applicability
This program is applicable to the function of the various depart-
ments specifically referenced herein.
1.3 Objectivity
The purpose of these procedures specified herein is to control
the overall quality and reliability of the RSN-110 battery from
procurement through fabrication, inspection and test, packaging
and shipping.
2.0 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
NASA
NPC 200-3 Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of
Space Materials, Parts, Components, and Services
Military
MIL-STD-105 Sampling Procedure and Tables for Inspection by
Attributes
MIL-C-45662 Calibration Systems Requirements
Grumman Aerospace
WS July 1970 Work Statement
AV-252CS-25E Specification dated 15 April 1969 (as applicable)
and Amendments 1-5 (as applicable)
Eagle-Picher Ind.
EP-QC-1100 _Quality Control Manual Policies and Procedures
EP-QC-1159 Supplier's Inspection Requirements for Parts,
Components and Services
EP-QC-1157 Calibration Procedures
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EP-WS-8 Welding Specification for RSN-110
EP-QC-3A Battery Inspection Instructions
EP-QC-782 Battery Flow Sheets for RSN-110
ATP-251 Acceptance Test Procedure for RSN-110
EP-MP-146 Activation and Conditioning of RSN-110
EP-QC-510 Purchase Order Review
3.0 EAGLE-PICHER QUALITY CONTROL
3.1 Organization
3.1.1 Management
The quality control organization reports directly to the
Couples Department Manager along with Manufacturing and
Engineering. The quality control management is broken
down into manager, quality control engineering, and
quality control supervisors. It is the responsibility of
quality control engineering to train and certify personnel
for special processes, implement process and statistical
controls, survey suppliers, perform failure analysis, and
create inspection instructions and plans. The quality
control supervisors are.responsible for implementing,
enforcing, and controlling procedures and policies estab-
lished by the quality control organization. In addition,
they direct Recieving Inspection, In-Process Inspection,
and Final Inspection during development and production of
all parts or assemblies.
3.1.2 Identification of Quality Personnel and Stamp Control
In order to identify quality control personnel, each quality
control representative in the manufacturing area wears a quality
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control badge. The stamps are controlled by the Quality
Assurance Office where a complete history of all quality
control stamps is available. A terminated stamp will
not be re-issued for a period of six (6) months.
3.1.3 quality Control Procedures Manual EP-qC-1100 , Revision A
This publication was created by the Quality Assurance
Section of Eagle-Picher Industries for implementing con-
trols in the manufacture of Space Systems Power Supplies
and is capable of satisfying the quality requirements of
publication NPC 200-3. A narrative description of the
following functions is contained in publication EP-QC-1100
as referenced by section:
(a) Drawing and change control (Sections 3 & 4)
(b) Procurement Sources (Section 5)
(c) Receiving Inspection (Section 5)
(d) Raw Material Stock and Age Control (Sections 5 & 6)
(e) Handling and Storage of Material (Section 11)
(f) Fabrication and Assembly (Section 6)
(g) Training and Certification of Personnel (Section 2)
(h) Special Processes (Section 6)
(j) Nonconforming Material and Corrective Action (Section 8)
(k) Calibration of Measuring and Test Equipment (Section 9)
(1) Indication of Inspection Status (Sections 9 & 10)
(m) Preservation, Packaging and Shipping (Section 11)
(n) Sampling Plans (Section 12)
(p) Records of Inspections and Tests (Sections 5, 7, 9 & 10)
(q) Traceability (Section 4)
tr) Government Property Control (Section 13)
(s) Statistical Quality Control (Section 12)
3.1.3.1 Inspection Instruction Sheet: (Form No. EP-QC-3A)
This form is used by the Quality Assurance Section
as written procedures to Inspection Personnel;
indicating identification of the article to be
inspected, objectives of the inspection or test,
measuring and test equipment to be utilized,
acceptance and rejection criteria,
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and level of inspection per sampling procedures
MIL-STD-1OSD. In the event other than ambient
environmental conditions are required, the specific
conditions will be covered in the procedures.
4.0 DRPAING AND CONFIGUIRRATION CONTROL
4.1 Drawing and configuration control is maintained through the application
of Eagle-Picher Process Standard EP-kP-87 or EP-QC-495. Drawings are
originated by the Design Engineer during the initial design and
development of a new battery. These drawings are reviewed !for adequacy
- by Engineering, Production, and Quality Control during development,
pre-production and by design review boards. All changes to drawings
or procedures are made by an Engineering Order (E. O.) approved by
Quality Control and Engineering.
4.2 Hanufacturing Piocedures and Nateril -Specifications
Eagle-Picher Manufacturing Procedures (EP-12's) and Eagle-Picher
Material Specifications (EP-MS's) will be prepared and revised in
the same manner as drawings. Quality Control Engineering approval
is required on these documents. A listing of EP-MP's and EP-MS's
applicable to-fabrication of this battery will be available upon
request. Review of proprietary documents will be restricted to in-
plant review.
4.3 Quality Control Documentation.
Quality Control documents and procedures generated by the Quality
Control Department are under the direction and authorization of
uality Control Engineering and Supervision. Up.n receipt of customer
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specifications the Quality Control Department determines the adequacy
of existing quality control documents and create any additional
documents to comply with customer quality requirement. Battery flow
sheets are prepared for the purpose of recording configuration,
fabrication and inspection status and operator.identification.
5o0 PROCURE-M"NT CONTROL
Procurement control is achieved by the Quality Control Department in the
following manner. All customer requirements are imposed on our suppliers-
by the purchase order. Eagle-Picher maintains an approved vendor list based
on surveys, trend charts, inspection history, and/or qualification of the.
purchased part. All purchase orders are reviewed by the Quality Control
Department for conformance to requirements of EP-QC-510, .Purchase Order
Review.
~,O PEC~:CEIV:I: .* -' - .. ....
.6.1 Material Inscection
A components and materials used in fabrication of battery assemblies
are routed from the receiving area to Receiving Inspection where they
are examined for compliance with and in accordance with the purchase
order, control drawings, specific inspection instruction sheets,
chemical and physical analysis when applicable and x-ray when
applicable. History records for each item will be maintained for
a minimum of six (6). years.
6.2 Lot Control and Traceabilitv
The Quality Control Department assures component traceability
and lot control, as required by contract or purchase order,
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throughout. receiving, fabrication and final assembly.* This
control is enforced per MIL-Q-9858A, NPC-200-3, and applicable sections
of NASA NPC-200-2.
7.0 STOCK ROOM CO:T.OL
741 Stock Control
All materials used in fabrication of batteries are stored in areas
specified cs stores areas. All of this material is accompanied by
a Good Material Tag or quality control inspection stamp .as proof
that it has been accepted by Receiving Inspection as having met all
applicable requirements. Material is withdrawn from the stores0
area only with.a Material Requisition by authorized personnel.
7.2 Audit Control
The Receiving Inspection Foreman performs monthly audits to determine
LhaL stoc. room conLroi is maintained.
7.3 Shelf Life Control
A first in, first out shelving policy is utilized. Material having
a shelf life is clearly marked as to expiration date, cure date,
and/or other pertinate data required by drawing, specification, or
purchase order.
8.0 IN-PROCESS INSPECTION
8.1 Inspection Control and Verification
Inspection Instruction Sheets will be written by quality control
which coincides with assembly drawings and production flow of
material. The describe in detail the inspections or tests to be
performed at each phase of battery assembly. As verification.and part
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traceability-a Battery Traveler of "Flow Sheet" is created which
correlates production assembly and quality control inspection with
the sequential asserbly of the battery. On these flow sheets, the
operator and inspector sign and/or stamp their completed work and
indicate dates, part numbers and drawings used 'on a particular unit.
These records are kept with their respective batteries from start
- to finish and then retained for a minimum of six (6) years.
8.2 Non-Conform.ing Material
When a battery, sub-assembly, or part is rejected for failure to
meet the prescribed drawing requirements, it will be immediately
removed from the production flow and tagged with an EP-QC-25
(Withhold Tag) and. the Quality Control Supervisor notified. The
discrepancy is ivmediately described on a. Product. Analysis Sheet.
If the material is obviously reject, it will be tagged with an
EP-QC-9 (Reject Mlaterial Tag) and the Quality Control Supervisor
will make final disposition. If the material is doubtful as to
status of acceptability, it will be processed through MRB. The
Material Review Board will consist of the Design Engineer, Quality
Control Supervisor or Engineer, the section's Production Supervisor,
- and the goverrment or source inspector, if applicable.
9.0 FINAL INSPECTION
9.1 General
A final inspection will be conducted on all completed productionn
batteries. This will consist of all the.100% non-destructive electrical,
dimensional and mechanical tests required in the Acceptance Test
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Procedure written as per the applicable customer's battery specifications.
9.2 Acceptance Procedure
The Acceptance Test Procedure is written by Engineering, approved by
_ ..Engineering, Quality Control, and the customer. The complete 
acceptance
test is conducted by Quality Assurance and the-results are recorded on
individual data sheets, copies of which accompany the shipped battery.
9.3 Qualification Testing
The qualification test procedures are written by Engineering 
and approved
by Engineering, Quality Assurance, and the customer. These procedures 
are
the destructive tests as specified by the customer specification. They
are conducted by the Eagle-Picher enviionmental lab and witnessed by
Quality Assurance, Engineering, and Source Inspector if applicable.
9.4 Calibration Control
--------- - ~ .- *-'
Eagle-Picher maintains a Calibration Department ba'cked by traceability
to the National Bureau of Standards which assures confidence in measure-
ments taken with meters, gages, instruments, and tools. Functioning of
this laboratory is controlled by Quality Control Calibration Procedure
Manual, EP-QC-1157. This procedure fulfills the requirements of
HIL-C-45662. The function of this department is to calibrate, maintain
and assure the accuracy of all instrumentation and the following:
mechanical, tooling, fixtures, and gages used in research, development,
production, inspection and environmental equipment testing. The environ-
mental Lab Supervisor is directly responsible for the' CalibratIon Laboratory,
and reports to the Quality Assurance Manager.
3•*..
10.0 PACKAGING AND SHIPPING
All battery packaging shall be in accordance with contract, battery specifi-
cations, or customer inspector instructions. Quality Control shall witness
the packing operations and stamp all applicable paperwork.
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EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Electronics Division
Couples Department
Joplin, Missouri
Date
RSN-110 Cells Positive Batch No.
Flow Sheets Negative Batch No.
Operator Inspector
1.0 POSITIVE PLATE FABRICATION:
Positive Plaque Lot Nos. , ,
1.1 Clean Tab Area
1.2 Cut Plates per Drawing 60-30-546-1
1.3 Edge Plates
1.4 Spotweld Plate Tabs per Drawing 005263, Rev. .
1,5 Pull Test Tab Welds, per EP-WS-8, Rev. ,
1.6 Flatten Weld Area
1,7 Inspect per IIS 30 and IIS 40 Date Q.C
2,0 NEGATIVE PLATE FABRICATION:
Negatlive Plaque Lot Nos, ... .
2,) C1en Tib Are
2.2 Cut Plates per Drawing 60-30-.546-2i-Rev,
2.3 Edge Plates
2.4 Spotweld Plate Tabs per Drawing 005264, Rev. .
2.5 Pull Test Tab Welds, per EP-WS-8, Rev. .
2.6 Flatten Weld Area
2,7 Inspect per IIS 10 and IIS 20 Date Q.C
3,0 GROUPING OF PLATES, DRAWING NO. , Rev..
3.1 Group Positive Plates into Groups of 19 plates
3,2 Weigh Groups: Weight Range from to
3,3 Group Negative plates into Groups of 20 plates
3,4 Weigh Groups: Weight Range from to
3.5 Measure & Record Thickness of:
Positive Group Tk. from to
Negative Group Tk. from to _
3.6 Weigh each plate and Record (p. 4)
3.7 Inspect per IIS #50 Date Q.C
EP-QC-782 Rev. "A"
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ra~g 4
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Electronics Division
Couples Department
Joplin, Missouri
Date
RSN-110 Cells Positive Batch No.
Negative Batch No.
Flow Sheet Block No.
Operator Inspector
4.0 Group Assembly
4.1 Shape tabs
4.2 Separate cell per Drawing 005051, Rev._
Separation Lot No.
4.3 Trim tabs
4.4 Spotweld tabs
4.5 Inspect per IIS 60, Items A through C. Date Q.C.
4.6 Apply potting to top and bottom of cover
assembly terminals.
4.7 Spotweld cell tabs to terminals per EP-WS-8,
Rev. .
4.8 Inspect per IIS 60, Item D.
4.9 Install insulator jacket assembly on cell.
4.10 Weigh cell core & record weight & thickness
on Page 3.
4.11 Install cell into case (also auxiliary electrode,
if applicable).
4.12 Hypot cell 250 VDC one megohm minimum, terminal
to terminal and terminal to case.
4.13 Inspect per IIS 60, Items E through G. Date Q.C.
4.14 X-Ray cell per IT-QC-8.
.4.15 Weld cell case and cover.
4.16 Hypot cell again as per Paragraph 4.12 above.
4.17 X-Ray cell per IT-QC-8.
4.18 Inspect per IIS 60, Items G through J. Date Q.C
EP-QC-782, Rev. "A"
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EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
COUPLES DEPARTMENT
JOPLIN., MISSOVRI
RSN-110 CELL Date
Flow Sheet Block No.
KOH Lot No.
POS. POS. NEG. NEG. CELL WT.
CELL GROLUP GROUP GROUP GROUP CORE CORE DRY KOH AFTER WT. AFTER
S/N WT. (g THICKNESS WT. (g) THICKNESS WT. THICKNESS WT. CC ACTIVATION CONDITIONI
(IN.)
e"
I ).. .
. I il iII
- i -- --
-- _-
- -=, - - --E
- -
- - -- 
- - ---
- - - " " i
"- -' - '- -.. - -
... a . - - -. , -. - -", . -,,, ' , , , ... W ,,, * M .,,, , , - , . .. . . , , . - ., . . , .:. .,o , . ' '.
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
COUPLES DEPARTMENT
JOPLIN, MISSOURI
SEALED NICKEL CADMIUM CELL DATE
Individual Plate Weights POSITIVE BATCH NO.
NEGATIVE BATCH NO.
FLOW SHEET
Cell Type RSN-110
Positive Positive Negative Negative
CellPlaque Lot Plate Weights Plaque Lot Plate Weights
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Page 5
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Electronics Division
Couples Department
Joplin, Missouri
5.0 FINAL CELL ASSEMBLY
5.1 Etch cell number on cell bottom.
5.2 Install pressure gauge & glove valve.
5.3 Perform helium leak test per IIS 80. Date _ Q.C.
5.4 Add KOH cc to cell assembly, per
EP-MP-146.
5.5 Record weights on Page three.
.KOH Lot No.
5.6 Mark cell polarity with magic marker.
5.7 Perform vented cycles per EP-MP-146.
5.8 Perform power discharge cycle per EP-MP-146.
5. install valve or otherwise seal cell (valve
torque 25 +- 5 in. lb.).
5.10 Perform sealed cycles per EP-MP-146. Date Q.C.
5.11 Liquid hone cell case.
5.12 Electro-etch polarity of cell (positive only)
and cell identification.
Cell Numbers to .
5.13 Perform Acceptance Tests per ATP-251, Rev. .
5.14 Inspect per IIS 70. Date I Q.C.
EP-QC-782 "A"
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RSN-110 CELLS
FLOW CHARTS
B. H. Rucker
Reliability Engineer
Kenneth Kruger
Assistant Products Assurance Manager
Earl S. Carr
Engineering Manager
Nickel-Cadmium Batteries
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
' !NUFACTURING PROCESS
QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTION
PRODUCTION INSPECTION
-DEFECTIVE MATERIAL
TEST lABORATORY
[I i HOLD AREA
V - Visual Inspection
H - Mechanical Inspection
E - Electrical Inspection
C - Chemical Analysis
SSource Inspection
Government Inspection
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INCOMING
MATERIAL
DEFECTIVE
-MATERVTL TO
VENDOR
RECEIVI:G
INSPECTION
SV M
E C
ACCEPTABLE MATERIAL
TO STOREROOM
354
POSITI;, PL'.""S EGATIVE PL3JES
CLEAN TA AREA O
CUT 0
EDGE O
S SPOT':LD PLATE TA0
IS ~ 3J,40 I 10, 20
TEST PLTE .TAB WELDS
FLATTEN .ELD AREA- O
GROUP 0
VE7. IGH
'FO-r!!RD TO C-LL FOR'ARD TO CELL
SEPA:ATI":G AREA SEPARATIN'G AREA
.355
CELL SEPARATING AREA
STOREROOM
. P ST rl ; G ROU P S
O SHAPE TABS
O SEPARATE
O SPOTWELD AND TRIM TABS
OAPPLY VERSAMID TO TOP AND
BOTTOM OF COVER ASSEMBLY
TERMINALS
V/\ME CO SPOTWELD TERMINALS
TO TABS
IIS #50,60 INSPECT SPOTWELDS
O WEIGH CORE
INSTALL INSULATOR JACKET
ASSEMBLY AND INSTALL CELL
IN CASE
O MEASURE CORE THICKNESS
HYPOT CELL
O HELI-ARC WELD CELL CASE
O ETCH CELL SERIAL NO. ON0 CELL BOTTOM
LEAK TEST CELL (Gross check,
no water)
FORWARD TO CELL
CONDITIONING AND FINAL
INSPECTION
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CELL CONDITIONING
STOREROOM
O ADD KOH
CONDITION CELL,
SEAL, INSTALL VALVE ORI GAUGE AS APPLICABLE
HELIUM LEAK TEST
EO LIQUID HONE-
IIS f,70, 80
INSPECT CELL ASSEMBLY
PERFORM CELL CYCLING TEST
PER ATP-239
357
INSPECTION INSTRUCTION
PLAN
for
RSN-110 CELLS
Date Revision Approved
1 Feb 72 "A" R. Amos
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L.r1 .NICS M:V J !--- L. .PANT1 ;T _J . .. -
BATTERY TYPE RSN-110 JOPLr, MO.
IIS No. REV.j
Part ~ .Negative Plate Fr, I60-30-546-2 I . ! Feb 72
rittn D R. Amos Apwoved E. Carr _m .v 4..
-
_ 
'.' . . . ...... . .. .... ... . .. ...
Late;t E'rcv r:g as' a ... .. nd Dcte ... Approved -- .
ITE . " CHA.;rACTEiSTiC ,ITEM
A 6 All dimensions except thickness . ... l.... Vernier.
B - 4 }Thickness . DialMicrometer
-.--.- 
Mirmee
C 4 Workmanship: --.. .. isual_ .
A._ Inspect plates for sharp edges,_frayed i .s,_.
loose active material, contaminatiQn o plates
B. Inspect for broken plates. B ates.with_._
damage_to _gridwire are__t__rej ec ed.
C. Cracked plates_tho.Qutamagetoactive material__
.............. or.grid .are. subject ,to _Engineering, and.. Quaity..........
Assuranc e_.evaluat ion...
c _ __________ _
.,.- -- I .--~- ---- -. - --.----
C_ _tio n _o_ _..._
4..... ... - _______________________35
EL . I .::. . . I L - . . ; 1 _ r . __ 1
BATTERY TYPE RSN-110 J:.", :O.
IIS No. REV. ~1 1 " .
1  :r.-" Negative Plate Assembly ; . i .. 1 Feb 72
~\VW.:nE £ R. Amos r p E. C
SCH T4' 71
A 4 Inspect spotwelding of plate to tab per drawing Visual
B 1 Verify conformance to spotwelding procedure EP-WS-8 Visual
Ref: EP-WS-
C 8 _ Sample test per EP-WS-8. Maintain EP-QC-1106A for
all qualification and schedule testing. I
D 4 1 Inspectp21ate edging for a uniformapplication. Visual......
Excessive edgingon plates shall be returned ... .......
Production for rework.
i .. 1__ 
__ 
_r
i ._____.___ __.____._
~--- -- _ L__ . _ 
_ _ 
*.***-- 
.
_______1 
...- 
.-.--..---. 
-... - --------..-.. ..-
______ ______________ _ _ __ POO _ ________
Ci. tk- ri ~ , -- - ~-.-----. -- -~--- - -- .-- - --.3.
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BATTERY TYPE RSN-110 , .
IIS No. REV. N;_ , . . . ,
.Positive.Plate . __ . 60-30-546-1- ... i*3 : 1 Feb 721..
\,itt 2 R Amos c .... .Carr It
l_ l c---" '.':: :r . ...... .,, C:.. .. ....... ..... .......... .] .  .......
- 9 -
tT- ---- -- -' I- - ~~-~ .' --- -- :. .; I -- -'" ^
A 6 All dimensions except thickness.........
e r nie.r. ... _.. ..
B 4 iThickness .Dial Micrometer
C 4 Workmanship :. Visual
IA. Inspect plates for sharp edges fraye re
_qloose act;Vjieaterial, contaminat iox on-. late
-- - t, Inspect for brokenplates.._ Broken _.plateswit h .
..... id. amage _tQ .grid_ w.rearett_.._ erej ected . ....
___ _I P ,Cztacked pla tes wtihout. damage_ to acivt ___eiaL
B.'
S__ _ Assurance -evaluation.... --- --.
S- ---.--
I- ____________________ ------ ______________ _________-
I I
____-__ I- _ _ - 7--
_ - I-- __ -------- . - -
I ----------I----  L--z--Yiz-- ~ I& __
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,L C..I:,tt. .i Ci r,0... .,.., tEL.Yi M 2T . .. f 1
BATTERY TY ), BSN-110 ., t M
IIS No. Rev. ,. " ..
. . . .. . . . .. . . I Feb 72
r:.. !.!... :Positive Plate Assembly . . . 1 Feb 72
. *.. l R. Amos -.- E. Carr
CHA I' A rr vs ri z
A 4 Inspect spotwelding of plate .t ab.per ..drawing.. ...... Visual
- B .__ _.. ,Ve .fy- onformance. to .. spotwelding .procedure.EP..-WS.-8 i...- i suaL-.
.C e:.EP-WS-8_._ Sample .. test- perEP-WS-8.-_Maintain -EP-QC-1106A-_f or-...
S... all qualification and schedule testing.
D 4 Inspect plate edging for a uniform application. _Visual
Excessive ed ing on plates shall be returned to
Production for rework.
I I- ---- - .-------- -.- __I----~--- --- -
_c N .. ......_ . __.. __ ... . .. __. _
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BATTERY TYPE RSN-110 JC.', .o.
IIS No. Rev, : . . ", . .
* ri Group Assembly . :. issu D 1- Fh. 72
W..il p R. Amos " \- "v E, Carr :I
1 "'. .'' t . - - - - -.. ... '. ......................... , V. ..
_.._ ', -.. -. : --: ' ... ...................... ' ....... .......-- .--.. - . .-.........- .. - -. - . .t ..A....--.-
A 4 Verify correct number of plates in positive groups Visual
B 4 Verify correct number of plates in negative groups Visual
C 4 Verify weight variation within positive groups does Gram Scales
SI__~ ___ ~_not exceed_ +5 grams
D 4 Verify weight variation within negative groupsdoes. GramScales_.
not exceed + 5_grams
-I- I-
.-- - - ___ __- -----------------.
-__i_._ -- .-...-------.--------.- ------- ~- -~-- ----.---
I .
4~.. .^ ____----- o -T -- K -.363
_1~._1---- i ORG~J~r~E~ t~i .E
~~~------------ - ~~~ 7~ --- ___-,_____~_~I
____~1______.i
____ j ~_ ~ --- --- ----- ,,_._.,- ~ _~-~_.. 7--- .~-.l .~~~.
Coulc~l~ioc; .-I------ - ---- --  --------
t~- -- - - ~ -~~-~~ -~ -'~
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BATTERY TYPE RSN-110 C.,
IIS No. Rev. Ii ,,.. 2T I . •E.T
: i .-. .: Cell Assembll [".. <: : .. Feb 72
C , . R. Amos ,Approv.e E. Carr i,.
. .. . .. .. .... r
-. i - - . I '- 
.-
A _.. 3 I......nspection.of cell separation per drawing Visual
'A. .Verify separation is placed properly_ on plates.
'B V erify_ separation _is_ free of folds and wrinkles,
B 4 Inspect cell cover assemblies for conformance tO. Visual
C 3 _Verifyshaping__f_ tabs_ith_..ta_. shap.ing_j ig_and. tabsL Visual------
are tack-welded per .drwing
D 1 IYerify conformance to _spotweldi$ng _spefiici ca _. _ VisuaL.
... ............... EP-1S--Scovering .welding .of ..terminals.to_.tabs .. Main-5 .
.. _taiin. EP-_QC--1106A for. all .qualif ication and.schedule..1
1* [t--esingk.. 
-- ____ 
.___ 
- ---
E 1 yerifycellcr-e weights and thicknesses are recorded _ i r al
-_ _ _on__flow_ sheets,_ 
___ j
Sn1 3 s pect cell _case_ for prop.r.ins tallation~._e ll ... _ sa
insulatorjacke-t,__
G 1 !Perform insulation resistance o- assembled cell F reed. Megohmeter
RL- -nsp-ec--fupect-usiweldingcldinllcoverto as es.... Welds.i __Visua ..
shalLUbef ree._of.irregularities, ...pin_holes&_hurnouts . ...
S1 i Verify~ etchingof_ serialnumber on cell bottom Visual
c.r' Nots 
CB Ily OF THE
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BATTERY TYPE RSN-110 :.::!:. .. -- 1 ... f .
;Pi,2 , MO.
IIS No. Rev.
Final Cell Inspection 11,; E. arr 1 Feb 72
R' Am. .. yE ... . . .. . . .......................................
IIS R Vt. ..-.... ......
r, R. AmosOct
A.:. ": ............ -'... _ ...... .... ... . .. ..
A .C. Audit Verify KOH is added per EP-MP--146 _Visual..&.Record
B 1 . Inspect cell conditioning to verify conformance to_-.Visual.-& Record
- EP-MP-146
....C 1 ... .. . Verify_ alve is torqued_.if applicable . .Torque_Wench..
D. 1 Perform helium .leak check perEP.-MP152.. -Spectrometer-....
E 4 yerify cell dimensions .per -drawing. Yernier
F 4 Verify. cell. cont ainer.isliquid ..honed .... l.Visual
.G .. . 1 Ve.r yperformanceof-Lell. .cycling.. tests._conform.. to.... Visual.-- ...
.. .... ... AT. ... requirements................
-.------- ___________________
............. ..... -..........-.. ;~-- --...- -1-----------
... 1 ...... ... --....-.- . - -- . . . . .
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rt:ciEONIC% m: Z:i- uc A CNT P-_ . C.. c .. -1
BATTERY TYPE RSN-110
IIS No. REV - 'l i
I::: in,r;e _.Spectrometer -LeakTest ._.___... . IIS Isue Dcet .1 Feb 72....
Procedure IIS Rev. Date .... ...
VL'rtn [y_ R. Amos _ Approved E. Carr !tem R_.___ _em visr ed
r- v , v. .. ... ....... 
.... .
l. ,ct Dra'noq u ,-,-- - .! D te ......... A;,; ed
.-- - -_ - = . " . ... -..... ........-- --
I*- I I. i t,, ;,COL"
Pressure test
S... .. _ .. iPlace cell in. test..fixture and. remove the pressure...... Fixture .....
, relief valveor.pressure gage
Conne.t _thetest.equipment. and-f lush _cell with_helium. __elium--
_.C J. 1  l d_!.Iammediately-replace_ the_ pressure-relief--valve-af ter..
. the-thirdflushing ..and. removeecell1 from-test--fix ture
D 1 Connect CEC standard leak to_t fixtureonspe.ctrom- CEC.Stlandard..
Leter Leak.. Spectrome ter
E 1 Per'form _leak test per _CEC_ Manualo ,99 2249-QQ8_ ._CEC_Manual_ ..
---- -..-... ...... .  . Section...), Paragraph .3-30 through 3-33, and record ... 9249-0
leakdetector- meter indication
.. F__ 1 RlemoveCEC_standard-leak and connect tes-t.cell.-
. . 1 Perfnom_.leak_ test-per- CEC.Manual-No.--992249-000. -. CEC--Manual_--
Section 3 and record _ #99.2249-00.Q8_.
H i ._Insert.r ded_ .inad.i _ionsint Qo._he _folowing
_formula and calculate act ua. ak t.e s t _c elli_.
Cell Leak Rate (Para. G)_- Helium_S_td, _ Actual..Tes
Std. Leak Rate (Para. E) Leak Rate Cell Leak
NOTE: The_ab v sor _rmula_ia calculatedfromCEC _Manual,
-Type 2.4-120-AP artl ,Re fer ence _ F .
S 1 The..actual.test-cell leak .calculated -in _Paragraph ..H___ _
cshallnotex eed lx1 lO_ c - .- -c -sec
Coution Notes
ORIGINAL PAGE iS POOR
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